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ABSTRACT 
The aberration theory of Buchdahl is extended to allow greater 
utilisation of it in optical image assessment and automatic design programs. 
Expressions are presented for the calculation of the derivatives of the 
seventh order aberration coefficients as well as for the determination of 
effects on the derivatives of OT coefficients due to pupil shifts arising 
from parameter changes: Where details of the theory for various 
constructional parameters differ attention has been confined to axial 
curvature derivatives. The wavefront retardation expansion has been 
checked for convergence and the results show general 'agreement with the 
convergence properties found by other authors for transverse aberration 
expansions. A series of transformations, valid over the region of 
convergence of the retardation expansion, is introduced to reduce the 
exit pupil periphery defined on a reference sphere to a circle. It is 
shown that, under these transformations, the formof the retardation 
expansion remains constant and only the coefficients need be altered. 
These changes are independent of the field angle but depend on the 
f-number of the system. 
A new set of assessment functions, derived from the real and imaginary 
parts of the optical transfer function,is introduced. It is shown that, 
in the geometrical limit, these approximate a set of functions defined in 
terms of the spot diagram distribution. Theoretical and numerical 
comparisons of these and some other assessment functions are presented. 
These show that, in general, there is agreement on the ordering of 
correction states when different criteria are used. However some 
differences in ranking do arise and these are dismissed. It is found 
that, with a modification to allow for products of two negative quantities, 
a function based on the variance, V(r), of the aberration difference 
function provides an extremely versatile assessment quantity. The 
usefulness of this new quantity is shown, both theoretically and 
numerically, to extend far beyond the conditions under which V(r) 
provides a valid approximation to the modulation transfer function. 
Predictions of the location of optimum image planes using the various 
criteria are examined, and it is shown that by choosing different 
fractional spatial frequencies, r, at which to evaluate V(r), most 
of these predictions can be obtained using minimization of the variance 
V(r). 
Finally all the assessment functions introduced are used to 
examine two different processes of automatic optical design based on 
reduction of transverse aberrations. The first of these is a primitive 
design program, developed by the writer, which uses derivatives of the 
spot diagram assessment quantities introduced earlier. The second method, 
due to Cruickshank, reduces selected aberration coefficients to 
prescribed residuals determined by the designer on the basis of past 
experience and the requirements of the user. The results from this work 
indicate that the choice of assessment function is not critical in 
attaining an optimum region of parameter space, but the actual optimum 
point is dependent on the choice of assessment function. The usefulness 
of the modified function based on V(r) is again illustrated numerically. 
Except as stated therein this thesis contains no material which 
has been aCcepted for the award of any other degree or diploma in any 
university, and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, this thesis 
contains no copy or paraphrase of material previously published or 
written by another person, except when due reference is made in the 
text of the thesis. 
(i) 
INTRODUCTION  
Optical design has undergone some radical developments over the past 
twenty years due to two main, factors - the introduction of rapid 
computational facilities, and the development of spatial frequency concepts 
for image assessment. The first of these developments provided obvious 
advantages to the optical designer, allowing him to perform rapidly 
computations which previously would not have been attempted, or at least 
only as a final stage of image assessment. Such computations included 
skew ray traces and the calculation of higher order coefficients, as well 
as derivatives of higher order coefficients with respect to various 
constructional parameters. However the second of these developments did 
not provide such obvious advantages,, and was not as readily incorporated 
by designers into their tools of trade. Originally the value of the 
optical transfer function (o.t.f.) was seen.to lie in its representation 
of the properties of images in which diffraction was significant, this 
representation being such that information concerning defects in the 
optical system could be more easily obtained than was the case when only 
the form of the diffraction image of a point object was available. 
However spatial frequency functions are not restricted in usefulness to 
those cases when diffraction is significant and realization of this was 
shown by the introduction and use of the geometrical transfer function 
(g.t.f.). This may be calculated from the spot diagram distribution using 
a fourier transform, whereas the o.t.f. may be calculated from the point 
spread function by similarly transforming.. Other methods of calculation 
are used, but from the preceding method one can see the relation between 
the o.t.f. and the spot diagram - both give information regarding the 
image - forming properties of an optical system for a particular object 
- point. Information regarding the imaging properties of the system for 
neighbouring points is obtained either by assuming that the aberrations. 
vary negligibly in the neighbourhood of the initial point (the assumption 
of spatial invariance) or else by calculating further o.t.f.'s or spot 
diagrams. This assumption of local spatial invariance was, until very 
recently, implicit in almost all design assessment. Recent work on 
coherent processing, however, has shown that spatial variance may be 
utilised under certain conditions, and hence systems designed for such use 
must be examined with explicit knowledge of their degree of spatial 
variance. 
Most designers accepted the spot diagram as a very useful device 
for overall image assessment, though the methods to be usel for 
quantitative evaluation of it were not clearly defined. Some designers 
and theroeticians found the wavefront aberration a very useful quantity, 
especially if diffraction effects were likely to be significant. In 
.particular the variance of the wave aberration was shown by Marechal 
to be directly .related to theStrehl definition of a system, provided 
the aberrations were very small. Rayleigh had earlier established his 
X/4 tolerance criterion on wavefront aberration for well-corrected systems. 
Direct investigation of the effects of aberrations on diffraction Images 
had not resulted in any significant advances in design, so the potential 
of the o.t.f. appeared to lie in this direction. At this stage a certain 
amount of work had been done on comparing the effects of using different 
criteria of image quality on 	design. These studies were quite 
limited and did not consider actual systems,. but rather, concentrated on 
simple combinations of aberration terms. The question as to whether a . 
• difference in the design of a system would arise from using different 
criteria during the design process was not tackled. 
The o.t.f. appeared to offer great posSibilities as an assessment 
function in the late 1950's and a very extensive literature developed. 
However Very little appears to have been done during this time to . 
determine whether use Of the o.t.f. as an assessment function would affect 
the design process. A number of approximations to the o.t.f. were 
introduced by H.H. Hopkins which increased its potential by greatly 
reducing the computation time involved in getting reasonably accurate 
o.t.f. values, or at least obtaining spatial frequency information 
regarding the system. 
This thesis provides a fairly detailed comparison of a number of image 
assessment criteria, including quantities based on the spot diagram, on 
.o.t.f.'s and also on the variance of the wavefront Aberration. The results 
do not provide an unequivocal answer as to whether, if the same initial 
optical system was optimised automatically, there would be a difference in 
the final system if different assessment functions were used. However, - 
-what is shown is that what differences do arise are likely to be Small. 
Furthermore, it is shown that the value (if any) of full o.t.f. 
calculations during design is very dubious since other quantities which are 
far easier to calculate would allow the designer to rank systems similarly. 
The variance Of the aberration difference function, In particular, is shown 
to be a very useful function since, by appropriate Choice of spatial 
frequency, it maybe used to agree with rankings of systems according to 
the radius of gyration of the spot diagram, or with the variance of th e  
wavefront aberration or with the modulation transfer function (m.t.f.) when 
this is greater than 0.7. 
To carry out this study it was decided that the aberration theory of 
Buchdahl provided a Most useful tool. Most Of the theory has been 
previously developed up to the seventh order terms of the transverse 
Aberration expansion, and in some cases beyond this. Since the details 
for the derivatives of the seventh order coefficients had not been derived, 
nor those needed to include coordinate variations when dealing with 
- order OT coefficients, these have been presented. TO evaluate quantities 
associated with the wavefront aberration it was necessary to make use of 
the retardation coefficients. The writer is of the belief that almost no 
use has been made of them up until now. A brief convergence study is 
presented which . confirms their potential usefulness, and this potential is 
realized by incorporating some modifications to the coefficients which 
greatly facilitate their use in expressionsfor the variance of the wavefront 
aberration and also that of the aberration difference function. 
Use is also made of orthogonal expansions for the aberration functions 
to express the various image criteria as the sums of squares of orthogonal 
coefficients. The writer believes that these expressions present the most 
explicit formulation of the classical problem of aberration balancing, for 
optimization is then the process of reducing any of these coefficients 
towards zero.. The coefficients are linear combinations of the classical 
. aberration coefficients, the form of the combination being dependent on 
the particular function chosen. A number of authors have considered such 
orthogonal expansions for the wave aberration and the aberration difference 
function. However it would appear that this has not been done for the 
transverse aberration expansion, arid that explicit formulation of the 
orthogonal coefficients . in the other cases has not been carried out to the 
detail given here. • 
The results obtained from analytic comparison of rather simple cases 
• have been complemented by considerable numerical comparisons, and the 
results have shown surprisingly good correlation granted the simplicity of 
the analytic cases examined. 
Considerable reference is made throughout the work on aberration 
theory to publications of H.A. Buchdahl. To facilitate such reference it 
is convenient to use the following abbreviations:- 
L: Optical Aberration Coefficients, Dover Publications Inc. 
New York (1968). 
(v) 
H: An Introduction to Hamiltonian Optics, Cambridge University-
Press, London (1960). 
0.A.C.I: refers to the first paper of a series of papers on 
Optical Aberration Coefficients published in the Journal 
of the Optical Society of America. - ahEars in the series 
are likewise denoted by the prefix OAC followed by the 
number of the paper. 
Many symbols are used in the text and to help overcome some of the 
inevitable problems associated with following the theory a glossary of 
symbols is given at the end of the thesis, prior to the appendices. 
The notation and terminology used largely follows Buchdahl(L) in 
those parts concerned with the Lagrangian aberration theory. The 
following points of notation are worth noting explicitly:- 
a) Since we are often dealing with approximations to functions it 
is of value to know the order of approximation. 	This is denoted by the 
symbol 0(n) where n is the degree of the terms of lowest order neglected. 
b) Many quantities dealt with are vectors and to avoid duplication 
of equations and expressions a bar under a quantity denotes both y and z 
components of that quantityl thus X stands for (K' X i). y 
c) Since many quantities are expressed as the sums of terms of 
different order it is convenient to be Wile to concisely distinguish such 
terms. Hence, if X is approximated by a series of terms of even order We 
write 
x (2n) X = 
n=0 
Where X(2n) contains only terms of degree 2n in the expansion variables. 
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CHAPTER 1  
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS AND ABERRATION EXPANSIONS  
§1.1 Introduction  
Since the publication of Seidel's work on geometrical optics, power 
series representations of the departure of an optical system from paraxial 
behaviour have been much used in geometrical theory. The coefficients of 
these series have been approximated by the tracing of selected finite rays 
through the system and using the resultant discrete values of the aberration 
to determine the best-fitting polynomial to some aberration functionl . 
This method is rapid and procedures to ensure its reliability have been 
developed2  . Analytic methods for determining the coefficients have also 
been developed, most notably by Buchdah1 3 . The usefulness of these 
analytic methods in design depends on the rate of convergence of the power 
series concerned, and no comprehensive analysis of this is available. 
However, empirical investigations have established the approximate range of 
satisfactory convergence for different types of systems when various 
expansions, and terms of these expansions, are used 4 . 
Though the calculation of higher order analytic coefficients is not 
as simple a task as that of calculating coefficients in approximating 
polynomials, the availability of these analytic expressions has practical 
value through their usefulness in providing computationally efficient 
methods for calculating the derivatives, of any order, of the aberration 
with respect to. constructional parameters. Also the representation of the 
coefficients as the sum of contributions from each surface allows the 
designer to examine ia detail the part playedby individual surfaces in 
detracting from stigmatic imagery. The superiority of the analytic 
method increases rapidly as the order of derivative increases. Also, 
since the coefficients calculated analytically are field-independent, the 
extent of spatial variance in image formation by a given system may be 
easily deduced. 
Buchdahl has developed expressions for calculating the third, fifth, 
seventh and ninth order coefficients in the expansion for the transverse 
ray aberration of an optical system, and the fourth, sixth and eighth order 
coefficients in the expansion for the wavefront aberration 5 . Also methods 
have been given for the computation of the derivatives of the transverse 
ray aberration coefficients with respect to axial and extra-axial 
curvatures, surface separations and refractive indices, with details 
provided for the third and fifth order coefficients. In this chapter the 
Above theory is summarised and the writer has extended it by giving details 
necessary for the extension of the derivatives to tertiary coefficients: 
In addition, some numerical results on the convergence of-the series 
expansion of the wavefront Aberration (or retardation) function are 
presented and the results show the expected agreement with results presented 
by Ford on the transverse ray aberration series. The relation between 
entrance pupil coefficients and the retardation coefficients is also 
discussed, with emphasis on the physical interpretation of the relationship, 
and finally some approximate relations between the two types of coefficients - 
are given. 
§1.2 Coordinate Systems and Nomenclature  
• Let S be a symmetric optical system. Let Oxyz be a set of left-
handed rectangular cartesian coordinates with the x-axis lying along the 
optical axis of the system, and the x-y plane containing the object point. 
Let the origin 0 lie at the axial point of the first surface. Let c
oi 
denotetheaxialcurvatureofthe3 .th surfacevcLdenote the axial 3 
th 	.th distance from the (j-1) 	surface to the j surface (with d 1  F.0), and N. 
be the refractive index of the medium preceding surface j. 
• Any ray is specified by its coordinates (Y11 Z1) in the polar tangent 
plane of the first surface, that is, in the plane x=0, and its direction 
tangents (V1 ,W1) at that point. Thus any ray is specified by its four 
coordinates (Y1!Z1,V1,W1), conveniently denoted by (Y1 ,V
-I 
 ). 	In the — 
th plane x= E d., i.e. the polar tangent plane of the j surface, the ray 
i=1 
passes through the point (Y.) with direction (V.). After refraction at 
-1 	-0 
surface j the ray variables in this plane are (Y ,V'). Upper case symbols 
-1 -0 
refer to coordinates and variables of finite rays, while the corresponding 
lower case symbols denote paraxial quantities. 
It is often convenient to specify a ray in terms of coordinates other 
than the canonical coordinates (Y
a 
 ,V1) introduced in the previous paragraph. 
- 
In the course of this work two Other sets of coordinates introduced by 
Buchdahl will be used. These are referred to as paracanonical coordinates 
and are denoted by (S,T). . The first set of paracanonical coordinates 
used are the OT coordinates, defined by 
-1 -1 
S = (1-p/101 ) Y1 -..p.(1-P/101 ) 
T = -Y /2, + V -1 
where 2.
01 
lathe object plane position and p is the entrance pupil position. 
- The OT coordinates are thus seen to be linearly related to the canonical 
coordinates. The second set of coordinates used are the W-coordinates 
which are a more general form of paracanonical coordinates. They are 
defined by 	• 
-1 S = e-1Y = e Y' - p'e 1V" 
— — T = mH1 	=Y1  + m/201 .12 — 
•where e is the axial distance from the paraxial exit pupil to the ideal 
image plane, p is the position of the paraxial exit pupil, and m is the 
paraxial magnification of the system for a given object position 2.01. 
51.3 The Transverse Aberration  
Optical design is a non-trivial problem because of the failure of 
optical systems to satisfy exactly the laws of paraxial optics. To 
analyse the departure from paraxial behaviour of rays traversing the system 
various aberration functions have been introduced. The transverse 
aberration function is one such quantity. It gives the vector displacement 
of the intersection point of some ray with the gaussian image plane from 
the corresponding paraxial ray intersection point. This displacement is 
a function of the coordinates of the ray. By choosing a suitable set of 
coordinates for specifying rays it is possible to expand the aberration 
function as a power series, the coefficients of which are known as 
aberration coefficients. 
For a symmetric optical system the Aberration function can be expressed 
in terms of three rotational invariants 6 
2 + S n = Sy Ty + Sz Tz 2 = T + Tz
2 (1.3.1) 
Using Buchdahl's notation the expansion can then be written 
n 
' 	 -  = 	 (G 	(n) 	 v(n) S + G 	T) 	11 — k pvk - 	pvk - n= p=0 v=0 
(1.3.2) 
where k is the aberration of the ray with coordinates (S,T), _ 
-1 = (g' V - ) , the subscript o indicating that the ray with which that k ok 
symbol is associated passes through the axial point of the object plane. 
(n) -(n) The G 	G 	are aberration coefficients of order 2n+1. pvk pvk 
Details of a method for the calculation of the aberration coefficients 
have been given by Buchdahl 3 	This method is based on the quasi-invariance 
' of the,quantity 
A. = N. v . H. -3 	3 03-3 (1.3.3) 
for a given ray, where 
H. =9. .V.-Y. , k 	y ./v 
- 3 	oj -j -3 	oj 	oj oj (1.3.4) 
Each iteration gives the exact aberration coefficients for successively 
higher orders. It is of interest to note that when coordinates which are 
not linearly related to the canonical coordinates are used it may be 
necessary to carry out the iterations surface-by-surface rather than 
order-by-order. Sands 7 has discussed this situation in some detail. 
The W-coordinates are an example of a set of coordinates which are not 
linearly related to the canonical coordinates, but which may still be 
found using an order-by-order process of iteration. Buchdahl 8 has also 
given a transformation method for calculating the W-coefficients from some 
other set of paracanonical coefficients. this is the method used for 
this study. 
6 
§1.4 The Retardation Function  
Rather than deal with the transverse aberration of a ray it is -often 
convenient to consider another geometrical quantity known as the wave front 
aberration or the retardation of the wavefront. The retardation is 
defined as follows:- . 
_Let P' be the gaussian image of a point P formed by a system S with 
exit pupil plane E. Let E be the axial point of E. 
  
 
0 " 
 
P (e,h,o) 
   
fig. 1.1 
Let W
o 
be a sphere centred on P' and passing through E",. and let W be 
a continuous set of points, containing E', which are at equal optical 
distances from P. Let Q(x,y,z) be any point on W and Q 0 (x0 ,1,0 ,z0) the 
point in which the normal to W at Q intersects W 0. Then the retardation 
is 
R(y,z,h) = Q0Q 
This definition is in agreement with that of Born and Wolf9 , and Buchdahl 
in H10 , but differs from that given in reference 5. and by Rayces 11  . A 
discussion of these differences is included in appendix 1. 
The retardation function R may be expanded in a power series of the 
form 
co 	n 	i 
	
R(y,z,h) =1 (n) ,n-i  w.. 	A 	1.1 	v 
n=2 i=0 j=0 13 (1.4.1) 
where X = y2+z2 ,u = yh, v = h2 , h being the paraxial image height and 
(y,z) coordinates of a ray on the actual wavefront. 	The w.. 	 e 
retardation coefficients of order 2n. 
Expressions for the retardation coefficients as functions of the 
constructional parameters of the system are obtained by establishing exact 
relationships between these coefficients and the W coefficients via the 
deformation function. The deformation function is defined thus:- 
Referring to fig. 1.1, let Q" lie on Wo such that P'QQ are collinear. 
Then the deformation function is 
D(y,z,h) = ke-1 [02 ..p ... ) 2 	(Qp ... ) 2 3 	 (1.4.2) 
The significance of the deformation function lies in the fact that the 
exact relationship 
(1.4.3) 
holds. 	If 6 is expressed as a function of the coordinates (y,z,h) and — 
both c and D are expanded as power series then relations between the ray 
aberration coefficients and the deformation coefficients may be. found. 
Now QQo = QQ' + 0(10) 
, -2 	3 -4 2 	-1 2 and R = 	v + -e v )D + 0 D + 0(10) 8 
so exact relations between the fourth, sixth and eighth order retardation 
and deformation' coefficients can be found. Thus, via the deformation 
function, exact relations between the retardation coefficients and the 
transverse aberration coefficients may be found. 
i1.5 •. Convergence of the Retardation Function Series  
As pointed out earlier, no analytic method for determining the 
convergence of the aberration expansions is available: However for 
transverse Aberrations comparisons between the aberrations found by ray 
trace and those predicted using coefficients have been given for 5T 
coefficients by Buchdahl12 and Ford4 , and for off-axis coefficients by 
Sands13 . Since nowhere in the literature does there appear any mention 
of the use of the retardation coefficients, let alone examination of the 
convergence of the retardation expansion, a brief comparison of raytraced 
and predicted wavefronts is presented here. 
Ford's raytrace procedure was modified to allow storage of inter-
surface optical distances for a principal ray and the differences between 
these and the corresponding distances for other rays were found and summed 
to determine the retardation. Significant round-off errors occurred 
initially and a modification to eliminate this is given in appendix 2. 
In the following tables the differences, (5, between the wavefront 
aberration found by raytrace and that using the fourth, sixth and eighth 
order terms of the aberration expansion are given. The unit chosen 
corresponds to the D line for systems of 1 inch focal length. The systems . 
examined are photographic objectives of various types - four given in NBS 
monograph 93 by Stavroudis and Sutton, four used by Ford in his examination 
of the convergence of the transverse aberration expansion and one being an 
original design by the author using-Cruickshank's method (see chapter 4). 
For each system a set of angles is chosen and at each angle the agreement 
between predicted and raytraced aberration is examined at 0,5, 0.75 and 1.0 
times the aperture for which the system is designed to be used. The tables 
show the value of 6, the value of 6 as a percentage of the maximum aberration 
in either section, and a subjective assessment (G = good, F = fair, P = poor) 
of the quality of agreement. The WaVefront is examined in both sagittal (S) 
. 
Field angle 00 • 50 10 0  15° 
Fraction of full aperture 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
Sagittal actual error (in units of X) 6 0.01 1.2 0.5 1.6 0.1 1.8 0.05 0.1 1.6 
section percentage error 	% 0 0.2 9 0 7 12 0 1 18 0.06 1.0 16 
subjective quality Q G F F F G F G G F 
Tangential 6 0.01 1.2 0.8 1.5 v;) 
0.7 3.2 Vig 
section % 0 0.02 9 0 9 0  0 15 8 32 Vig 
Q G F • F F F P - 
, 
Table 1.1• 
NBS system p. 36 of NBS monograph 93). F/2.5 
0° 2.5° 5.00 7.5° 10.0° 12.5° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0 0 	1 0.02 
dP 
0
 
0
 2 0 0 1.5 0  0 1.4 0 0  2 0 1 2 0 0 2 
G G G G G G G G G 
0.04 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.05 0 
0
 0
 
0.02 0.05 
de  
0
 
0
 2 0 0 2 0  0.6 2.3 0 1 4 0 2 3 2 5 
G G G G G G G G G F 
Table 1.2 
NBS system (p. 46). 	F/3.5 
0° 2.5° 5.0 0  7•5 0  10.0° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
Sagittal 	6 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0 0.03 
section % 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0.5 0 0.6 0 0.1 0.7 
Q G G G G G G G 
Tangential 	6 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.04 0 0.01 0.04 00
.0
  
0.01 0.05 
section 	% 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.4 1 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 1.2 
Q G G G G G G G G G 
Table 1.3 
NBS system (p. 56). 	F/6.3 
, 
00 2° 4° 6 ° 8° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
6 0.01 0.22 0.02 0.18 0.02 0.26 0.01 0.22 0.04 0.25 % 0 0.3 5 0 0.7 4 0 0.8 0.5 0 0.2 3 0 1 3 
Q G F G G G G G G G G 
15 0.01 0.22 0.03 0.24 0.01 0.25 0 0
(! 
0.08 Vig 0.02 0.12 Vig 
0
 0.3 5 
0
 1 5 
0
 % 0.4 0.5 2 Vig 0.5 3 Vig 
Q G F G F G G G F G G - 
Table 1.4 
NBS system (p. 71). 	F/6 
. 
00 20 40 60 8° 10° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
0.04 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0 0.01 0.04 0 0 0 
OP 
0
  
0
  1.1 
0
 0.5 1.2 
0
  
0
  1 
0
  
0
  0.6 0.3 0.2 0.6 0 0 0.4 
G G G G G G G G G G G 
0.04 0.01 0.05 0 0.07 
0
0
0
 
0.01 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.21 0.6 
dP  
0
  
0
  1.1 
0
  0.6 1.4 
0
  0.1 1.7 0.8 1.4 0.6 1.3 1 4 4 7 
G G G G G G G G G G G G F 
Table 1.5 
Original triplet design by author. 
10° _ 20° 30° 35° 40° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
0.05 0.02 0.01 0.d3 0.08 0.2 0.32 0.3 0.8 1.2 1.3 2.3 4.5 dP 
0
 
0
  2.5 
0
  
0
  2 
0
  1 2 20 18 12 150 100 55 >200 >200 170 
G G G G F F F P P P P P P 
0.05 0.01 
0
 
0
  
0.01 Vig 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.3 OP  
0
  
0
  2.5 
0
  
0
  1 1 Vig 15 3 3 22 12 9 40 17 11 
G G G - F G G F F F P F F 
Table 1.6 
Tropogon (Ford). F/6.3 
00 5° 10 0  15 0  20° 25° 
. 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
0.07 0.9 0.2 0.06 0.33 0.06 0.12 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.6 0.9 2.7 5.2 
do  1 8 2 0.8 2.7 1.1 1.0 2.5 7 8 14 30 110 35 
G F G G G G G G F F F P P P 
0.07 0.9 0.33 0.02 0.18 0.11 0.4 Cs/ 0
1
 (Li 
1.8 4.2 16 2.1 4.8 Vig dP  1 8 3 0.3 1.4 2 3.7 28 42 160 68 200 Vig 
G F G G G G G F P P P P P 
Table 1.7 
Sonnar (Ford). 	F/1.6 
0° 60 8° 10° 
0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 0.5 0.75 1.0 
0.05 0.05 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0 0 0.02 OP  <V 16 Cs1  11 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.2 0 0 1 
F F G G G G G G G G 
0.05 0.04 0 0 0.03 0.05 0 
0
 0
 
0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.11 OP  •zr 16 C•1  9 0.4 0.2 1.8 1.1 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.9 1.3 
F F G G G G G G G G G 
Table 1.8 
Petzval (Ford). 	F/3.3 
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and tangential (T) sections. For tangential section results the average 
, is taken of upper and lower parts of the pupil, both for specifying the 
values of .6 and for the maximum retardation for determination of percentage 
deviations. 
The results here indicate that for small apertures (up to about F/5) 
and small semi-field angles (up to about 10 0 ) the wavefront retardation 
expansion may be truncated after the eighth order terms with negligible loss 
in accuracy. For wider aperture systems the accuracy of the truncated 
expansion is not as reliable, as indicated by the results of tables 1.1 
and 1.7. However an examination of the degree of vignetting in both 
these systems indicates that the results are not as serious as might be 
thought, since in both cases (particularly for the Sonnar) vignetting 
'would eliminate are large proportion of those rays for which the retardation 
expansion.is inaccurate. 	The results of tables 1.2, 1.3 and 1.9 indicate 
that quite good convergence may be obtained for wider aperture systems, 
however, and if the aperture is small larger field angles may be covered, 
as indicated by the results for the Topogon (table 1.6). 
The results obtained using the systems studied by Ford indicate the 
expected substantial correlation in accuracy of the corresponding' 
• 
truncated expansions; for those cases where the transverse aberration 
. series loses accuracy, however, it would appear that the wavefront 
retardation series is even less reliable. This is, perhaps, understandable 
in view of the relation (1.4.3), showing that the wavefront aberration is 
related to the integral of the ray aberration and hence errors in the latter 
are "summed" to give errors in the former. 
As a useful (but nof foolproof) general rule it would seem that one 
can assume that for systems designed to work at 20 0 semi-field and F/1.6 
the accuracy of the truncated expansion would be better than 10% for all 
but the extreme values of aperture and field. Beyond the region of 
15 
apertures and field angles for which a particular system is designed not 
only does the aberration increase but also the inaccuracy of the aberration 
expansion generally increases dramatically. Thus a system designed to 
work at F/5 over a 10 0  semi-field will have an accurate aberration expansion - 
for the whole of its aperture and field, but outside these limits the 
Aberration expansion will normally become unreliable very rapidly. 
§1.6 Differentiation of the Aberration Coefficients  
a) Introduction: The systematic improvement of the imaging performance 
of an optical system requires a knowledge of the effect of the variation of 
a certain design parameter on the chosen merit function. Since the merit 
functions involve either the ray aberration or the wavefront retardation 
this means that the effect of varying a given parameter on the geometrical 
aberration needs to be found. If the aberration associated with a given . 
ray is known as a polynomial function of the coordinates of that ray 
vak_ = 	
pvk 
f. + G
pvk T)  
_n-p p-v v 
n= p=0 v=0 
where S and T are coordinates of the ray 
2 	2 2 	2 
E =s +s fl=sT+sT, c=T + T yy 	zz 	y 	z 
n p 
then aE=  1 (F 
	
 v" 	n=1 p=0 v=0 1 	Fpvk S 
 i(n) Tyrn-11.71p-ve 
aT. k ak 
(1.6.1) 
(1.6.2) 
(n) where 	= G v .G pvk 	pvk 	ak pvk 
  
 
T. at. v- ak 
  
T, being the parameter which is varied. 7 
Thus to find the effect of a variation of a parameter on the image 
assessment function it is necessary to calculate the derivatives of the 
augmented aberration coefficients with respect to that parameter. 
16 
Suppose the merit function is some function of the ray distribution 
in the gaussian image plane, such as the radius of gyration, k where 
k = A-1 .11e 2 (p,A)dA 
A 	 (1.6.3) 
e(p,(3) is,the aberration of the ray having polar coordinates (p,0) in 
the equivalent entrance pupil and A is the equivalent entrance pupil. Then 
k = f(G , G , p ) o 	 (1.6.4) 
assuming a circular entrance pupil of radius p o . 
In using (1.6.g) above the aberration coefficients have a certain 
geometrical significance and this must be retained when the change (ST. is 
- made. The 0T-coordinates, which will be used in obtaining spot diagram 
based assessment quantities in the following work, are dependent on the 
pupilpositionandsotheeffectonthisofvaryingT,must be found. 
In the course of this work details necessary for the calculation of 
derivatives with respect to axial curvatures are given. However where 
the expressions apply for any system parameter this is indicated by the 
use of the symbol T . rather than coj  to specify the parameter. 
b) Differentiation of 0T-coordinates with respect to axial curvatures  
The aberration of a ray can be expressed as a power series in the ray 
coordinates as in (1.4.1). 	If the parameter T. is varied by (ST.. then the 3 
coefficients of this series are changed. It is the derivatives of these 
coefficients which are now required. • the method of calculation is given in 
L part III, and is outlined here with 	reference to variation of 
the axial curvatures. . 
17 
Let óc 
0)
be a small change in c
oj
. This leads to a change in the 
optical properties of surface j only. Now 
N"v -
k e - = e - = k a-k 	-k 	j=1 (1.6.1) 
so A. is changed in form when c
oj 
is changed - i.e. the intrinsic -0 
coefficients are changed. 	The quantities A. (i<j) are unaltered, while -s 
for i>j the LA. are altered, not in form, but through the resultant change 
in the paraxial and non-paraxial variables occurring in the expressions for 
M. (i>j). 	Now 
= y ..(S + 	.) + y T + 6 .) -0 	aj - -sj 	bj - (1.6.2) 
N.7": = v" -0 	a + 	+ v.. (T + 6 .) -sj 	bj - -bj 
where (S sj = 	AA_ 	j 	- = 1AA ai  . By rearranging the equations - 	-b i=1 i= 
(1.6.2) and considering a variation in c
oj 
it follows that 
35 ='br.(v
bj
" .3Y._y
bj 
 .av.) +  j 	-0  
3T = .3Y" + y 	- 3'e' j 	aj -0 	aj -0 	-ej 
From (1.6.2) 
= y 
aj 
 .3(6'.) + y
bj 
 -3(6' 	= (3. 	Y) -3 	-sj 	--tg -0 3 
(1.6.3) 
(1.6.4a) 
91r: = v" .3(V.) + v' .3(6' ) + j -tj 	J -) oj 
so 	DV': = (6A'Adv") + j -0 	oj 
where the notation (xly) = x ayb-xbya has been used. 
Substituting for 3r. ,31.r: in (1.6.3) using (1.6.4) gives -0 -0 
3S = -(N"-N.).y 	+3'E' .3X - DAA_ j ] 3 	bj -0. 	-- bj 	-io 
•
3c. oj 	 acoj 3 c03 
(1.6.4b) 
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3T = (W-N.).y 	a -c. 9x 	9A - A • 3 3 	a3-3. • -aj • 3coi . ax • 	3c - 	ac..  Oj (1.6.5) 
where )( indicates ayl'  av1 ,azl'  a 1  successively. 
Now since the effect of varying C. on AA., i>j, is simply to change o3 
the values of the paraxial and non-paraxial variables, this can be considered 
as equivalent to a change in the coordinates of the ray. The problem then 
is to determine this equivalent variation in coordinates. So 
pa- . a( -4 -.).ayol  + 9(2,--L').av ,I  + a(:4 .:).3x + an. , -x -0  Dcoj 3yol 	3c oj 	av  ol oi 3co j (1.6.6) 3 coj 	ax 	3c 
k 
since X 	AA. = 	The equivalent variation of coordinates will -a -k--j i=j+1 
be of the form 
DS = (r s + r T).acoj a- a- 
3T = (r S + T T).ac . b- b- 	(33 (1.6.7) 
	
cc 	n 	p _n-p  r where ra = X 'X L ypva 	.n .c . and likewise for ra ,rb'b n=0 p=0 y=0 
Only the zero, second and fourth order terms in these expansions are needed 
to calculate derivatives of paraxial, third, fifth and seventh order 
coefficients. Hence it is convenient to write 
ra = Oa + (aaE + 8an + ya0 + alaE
2 + a2aEn +...+ a6a
2 + 
(1.6.8) 
- and, again, similarly for r a ,rb ,rb. 
Now  1- 	1- 
and so 
D . 	(s .3 + 2E.3 + nD) + T .er 3 + 2n3 + C3) 
3c 	a Y 	in 	a 	Dn oj 
.a +a+ 2n3) + T .(T a + n3 + 20)].e 
.BT ani 	 b 	Y T 	3 Y • Y 
(1.6.9 
—355c 
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Replacing r a ,r a ,r b ,r b by their expansions then gives ag....1K. as a power 
• ax accd 
series in C,T1, as required. 	The primary and secondary expressions are 
given in L. (121.6), while the tertiary expressions are given in appendix 3. 
. It still remains to obtain the derivatives of the j th surface 
contribution to the aberration, that is 2.0A.). This is most simply done 
aco 
by differentiating explicitly the expressionsfor the intrinsic coefficients 
and then the expressions for the total surface contributions. The latter 
'simply involves the differentiation of the expressions L (11.3), (81.3). 
To obtain the derivatives of the intrinsic coefficients one may use the 
methods outlined by Buchdahl which are computationally efficient for the 
secondary coefficients. However when tertiary coefficients and their 
derivatives are being considered a more direct approach through direct 
differentiation of expressions in L §§77,78 is Straightforward and 
reasonably efficient. 	From L (60.3), 	-7-- ("4".$/ "° c'43 ) 
AA = DI + Y 
so aAA =j.91)/ + 02.3c ' + DOy 
 
aT. • -21. 	a T .— 
	
at. 	3 	at. J. 
.3 3 
Now D = I Du) L . 1 L1 - , • i=1 where DM  • and L. 
polynomials of degree i in C,n and 	so 
• (1.6.12) 
41 (n) 	1 Using the expressions L (77.1-5), (78.1-4) the terms v j 	and L. (n)  are . 3 
given in terms of F., 
ni 3 and . The intrinsic coefficients are obtained •  
from these by substituting for C j , j and c j using the paraxial 
approximations 
. 	2 
C..=  • Y 43 . 1 C + 2yaj ybj n i + Ybj ci 3  
n , . y .v .0 + (y 11, 	+ y v ).n + y v 3 	aj a) 1 	aj bj 	bj aj 	1 	bj bj 1 
2 2 
= v .0 + 2v .v .n + v aj 1 	aj bj 1 	bj 1 (1.6.13) 
aAA (n) = av (n), 4. .0)(n) .a 	4. 
f-°-i 
aL (n) )y 
ac . oj 	— F7- 3 — 3t. 3 • aT, - J 
20 
and I. = i .S + 	.T, 	Y. = y .S + y .T -0 	aj- 	bi-- -0 	a3- 
To obtain (n) it is necessary to differentiate the expression for a T j 
 (10 	D. (n) = 	(n) fl- p 	p-v 	v d 	.E. 	.n . . ; 
n v . 	, (n).c n-p . , 11-V 	v 
"1 
II= v=0 
(1.6.14) 
Then the g_ . are the intrinsic coefficients of surface j. 94.1v3 
(n) 	r v 
31) . 	"' Llad 	
n-p 	n-v 
,vE-1• 71 -; J 	3 	j 
aT aTi 
j 
since 3E = 1  = I 3; = 0, provided T g N.. Note should be taken of W W3 the fact that variation ofN i affects the intrinsic properties of both 
(n) surface j and surface j-1. A similar treatment can be applied to 
which is non-zero only in the presence of aspherics. 
Finally it is necessary to consider the contribution to the 
derivative of the equivalent coordinate variations. Let 
e. " - E' = 	so that -k -j 
ac 	af[kir asol astkji -at01 aEticir ax 3ALY acoj asol 	acoj 	atol 	9c03 	Dc Dc oj oj 
(1.6.15) 
Now as = -N.y .y., at = N.y 	Where 	= I log 3 	--a 	j 8.33 j j Dcoj 	3c .oj 
so that, since = c' .s l  + c-bk' .tol , (1.6.15) may be written o 
1711 .7aj (Irjlijkj] ) 	afqkjr ax 	a°Ai 
	
ac. 	ax Dc . Dc . 03 oj oj (1.6.16) 
Use of (1.6.16) gives the derivatives of the augmented Aberration 
3 	p=0 v=0 	pv3 3 
coefficients. 
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C) 	Differentiation with respect to pupil position  
As mentioned earlier, when paracanonical coordinates are being 
usedtheeffectofachangein -theparameter T ],may be to change the 
coordinate values for a particular ray. Hence the effect of this on 
• the overall coefficients must be considered. Both 5T and W coefficients 
depend on pupil position and so the coordinates may be affected by 
constructional parameter variations. 
If the parameter which is varied precedes the diaphragm then there 
is a change 6p in the location Of the entrance pupil, and if the varied 
parameter follows the diaphragm then there is a change di in the location 
of the exit pupil. Let the diaphragm be placed a distance b beyond the 
th 2. surface; then 
p = 	 (1.6.17) 
Let 	
q2. 
I p = qp 	where z = 
Then 	ap = —(z .32 — z 	)/z2 if 2.<3 
P 	q _P P C. 	ac .• ac . 03 0] 	o3 
3z = 93, 2, — b.av' st• 
3c . 3c . 	ac. oj o3 o3 
az = 	— b-R(Y. 
3c . oj 
= 171(yi lz).yi 
Hence 	pp = 	{(p.y d  + y .).(Y z)/z / i 	43 
.i.e. alp 	( —ID 4. c .= 
.=N-(y 
o3 (1.6.18) 
Now 
SO 
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Suppose that 2.>j now, so that 613=0. 	Then Sp'YO. 
Y qk )/pk  + vqk' ) = zyk/zvk 	(1.6.19) 
= P1zyk (!_zyk-P' ' 3zyk ') 
	
ac . 	3c . 	ac . 03 03 03 
= p' j
.N.(y .p + y q3 .)/zyk3 {(y.lyk  ) - p' 3 .(Y.117 k  )1 P  
so 	3p' = Rp'z ..(y.ly y3 	3 E 	yk 
oc 
03 
	 (1.6.20) 
where yE , = yk-p .vk 
Equations (1.6.18) and (1.6.20) give expressions for the derivatives 
of pupil positions with respect to axial curvatures. Consider now the 
effect on the OT - coordinates under a change (Sp in p. Let (S,T) be the 
coordinates corresponding to the pupil position p and (S*,T*) those 
corresponding to p*=p+dP. Then 
S =aY1+ ;V 	I=TY +TV — 	-a -a 
- where a = (1-p/9 01 )
-1 
= -pa, T = T = 1 
and 	S* = a* yi + a* yi, 	T* yi T* yi 
where a* = 1/(1-P*1%1" 
- 
a- = -p*a*, T * = T, T
- 
 = T. 
_ - Now 	S = a* Y 1  + a* V-1  +(d-e)  — 	— 	—1 	—1 
= S* + (a-a*) Y + (p*a*-p ) V . _a 	_a . 
Let 
X = tOl (a*-a 
S =  
S = S* + XT* 
, so p*a*-pa = X. Then we have 
 
i.e. (1.6.21) 
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Thus the change 6p in p can be considered as a transformation of 
coordinates, if the coordinates are to have the same geometrical 
significance. 
Now the aberration of a ray is a length, independent of any 
particular set of coordinates. Thus 
co 	n 	p *, 	 n 	p *n-u * -v * so 	/ / 	* U° n=1 p=0 v=0 + (G;vk 	G• ' 	v/1/ 	
(GS -‘ = n=1 p=0 v=0 pvk - vpk - 
a,(n) 	n-p p-v v 
-n C. pvk (1.6.22) 
By substituting for S, T, E, , n and C using (1.6.21), and then equating - 
like terms the effect on the various coefficients of a shift in entrance 
pupil position can be found. The relevant primary, secondary and 
tertiary expressions are given in appendix 4., It should be noted that the 
effect of the change dp in p is required for both a- and b- primary and 
secondary coefficients but only for the a-tertiary coefficients. 
§1.7 The Relation between Entrance Pupil. Coefficients - and Retardation  
Coefficients 
This section is devoted towards giving an understanding of the 
transformation process involved in deriving relations between the 
retardation coefficients and the OT coefficients. The methods given 
in OAC VI are exact for the coefficients of order less than ten in the 
retardation coordinates. However the transformation relations given 
involve the b-coefficients and hence it is not easy to relate the 
retardation coefficients wi , ai , Ti to the OT coefficients p j , s j , tj . 
Also. the complexity of the algebra tends to obscure what is being done in 
the various stages of the process. After explaining the transformation, 
24 
some approximations will be introduced; using these, exact relations 
between the ff. andp., and approximate relations between corresponding j 
higher order coefficients will be given and their usefulness examined. 
These are used in chapter 3, where the predictions of different types 
of assessment functions are compared. 
The OT coordinates are defined by 
S = Y,-Y - 	-pr 
where (Ypr ,Zpr ) are canonical coordinates of a ray from the object point 
(t01' -Hy1,O) whose direction passes through the axial point of the paraxial - 
entrance pupil, and (Y 1,Z1) are the coordinates of any ray from the same 
object point. It is convenient to express the aberration expansion in 
terns of Coordinates (p,e,V) where 
S = pcose, 	Sz = psine, 	V= Hyl/I01' 
The aberration expansion is then written 
ey = p1p
3cose + p2 (2+cos2e)p
2V + (3p +p4)pV2cose + p5V 
+ s1 p
5cose + (s2+s3cos20)p
4V + (s4+s6cos
2e)p 3V2cose + (s +s 8  cos2e)p 2V
3 
+ s10 pV
4cose + s12V5 
+ t1 p
7cos8 + (t2+t3cos20)p
6  V + (t4+t6cos2OP
5 V2 cose + t +t8  cos2e 
+ t10cos4e)p
4V3 + (t11+t12cos2 e)p3 V
4  cose 
+ (t15+t16cos2e)p
2V5 + t18 pV6cos() + t20 V7 + 0(9). 
(1.7.1) 
ez = p1p 3  sine + p2sin20p 2V + (p3+p4)pV2sine 
4 	•2 	32 + sip 5sine + s 3sin2ep V + (s 5+s6cos 9p V sine + s9si 	23 n2epV 
4+ s11pVsine 
25 
+ t1p
7sinO + t3  sin2806V + (t5+t6cos
-2  e)p V sine + (t9sin.26 + t10 sin4e)p
4V3 - 
• (t +t cos 2Op 3V4sine + t17sinap
2V5 + t19pV
6  sine + 0(9). - 13 14 
The retardation expansion is expressed in terms of coordinates (y,z,h) 
where (y,z) are coordinates on the actual wavefront and h is the paraxial 
image height. 
The transformation process detailed in OAC VI andVII is as follows:- 
a) The equivalent entrance pupil is napped onto the paraxial exit pupil 
plane, the form of the mapping depending on the actual system being 
considered. Since rays passing through the.system are aberrated the 
napping is not linear but rather quasi-linear. Bence the transformation 
of coordinates involved is quasi-linear, and the effect on the coefficients 
is described by the transformation from OT to W coefficients detailed in 
6 of OAC VI. The linear part of the transformation involves Simply the 
paraxial magnification between pupil planes, mi, where 
xa e = (1-1)/3101)-mp = (1-P/20 )/(17;k43 Tv 3c) ' 
p being the axial distance from the front polar tangent plane to them 
entrance pupil plane. 
b) The transverse aberration must now be expressed in terms of coordinates 
on the actual wavefront, since the relationship 
= e an/a 
is to be used. This involves a mapping of points on a plane onto a 
surface which is approximately a sphere, and this mapping is implicit in 
the relations of § 6 of OAC VII, which give the deformation coefficients 
in terms of the W coefficients. An approximation to the process would he 
a mapping of points on the exit pupil onto a sphere centred on the ideal 
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image point.such that corresponding points on the exit pupil plane and 
reference sphere are collinear with the ideal image point.. 
c) The final step is to take account of the relation between retardation 
and deformation functions. The form of the exact relations between these 
coefficients indicates that, in general, corresponding coefficients will be 
approximately equal though this is not necessarily so (e.g. systems 
corrected for large apertures tend to have spherical aberration coefficients 
of different orders which are of the same magnitude .; the higher order 
retardation and deformation coefficients, under these conditions, will 
differ markedly. However the coefficient expansions are likely to have 
limited applicability for such systems)- 
In the use of aberration coefficients it is often satisfactory to have 
close approximations to the various coefficients which are easily 
calculated rather than precise values involving considerably more 
calculation. With this in mind the following approximate transformations 
were considered as substitutes for the exact methods explained above. 
1) Project the equivalent entrance pupil onto the paraxial exit pupil 
according to paraxial optics. So if S = pcose, S = psinO, T y = Vi, 
T 	0 are the' OT coordinates of a ray then the approximate coordinates in 
the exit pupil plane are 
-1 	- S* = e mlepcos8, 	S* = e lepsine, T* = h, T* = 0 
i.e. S* = mle/e.S., 	T* = mk T 01— 
2) Use the approximate mapping described in b) above, followed by the 
approximation, 	R= (1-1/2eh2 ) D 
The resulting expressions relating (p,s,t) and (7,a,T) coefficients are 
exact for third order coefficients and are as follows 
s1 - 
Si = em*5  [a - -2  .5 
s6 = e4m* [2o4-e .(8n 1+4n 2 )l, 
-1 	- 
= e3a5 _ O'7 	
2 - m*.[ 	+J -e .(5w2 +2n3 4 +n )], 
3 	-2 s = e m*(a +3a -e (7n +n +n )1, 8 	5 T7 	 -2- 2 3 4 
s9 = e3m*.[a5-e-2 (3712+n3 )], 
2 * 3 	-2 = e m [2(a +a8 ) -e .3(71 3+714 )]. 
2 3 • = e m* [2a -e-2n9 ], 
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4 -3 = 4e .m* n , p2 = e
3m*-1n2 
= . e m* 	• p4 = e
2m*(2t3-n 	p5  = em* n5 	(1.7.2) 
• In deriving corresponding expressions for the higher order coefficients 
it is necessary to make use of identities between the coefficients. 	In 
general these involve the b-coefficients of lower orders. However the 
identities between the W coefficients do not involve b-coefficients, and 
since under the approximation of (1) the W and OT coefficients are 
related by multiplicative factors, the OT coefficient identities can be 
replaced by the corresponding W coefficient identities.- The error 
resulting from this approximation is that the constants multiplying lower 
order. coefficients in a particular expression should in fact be expressions 
'containing the constant and sums of the OT b-coefficients. The fifth 
Order approximate relations are 
6 -5, -2 ,s1 - = e m* . al-e n l), 
- 	_ s = e5  m* 3  J3a 2-e (10n +2n ) . 
' = e5m*73.(2a2-e 2 1 	2 	. 
4 	3+2a4-e-2.( 11 1+3n2+71 4+7r ) 
4 - s5 = e m* 	a 3 -e (2n1+71. 2 +71.3 )1,. 
(1.7.3) 
S = e4m* -1 (4a 
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The seventh order relations, neglecting third order coefficients in. the 
identities, are, 
= e8m*-7 (8T 1-15e
-2a 1 ) 
t2 = e 7m*-5 .4[T 2-e-2 (al+a2 )] 
t3 = e
7m* [3T -e 2  (21a1  +4a 2  )] 
- 
t4 = e
6m*-3 [6T 3+2T4-e
-2 (9a 1  -10a2  +6a 3  +3 4 a )] -2--  
t5 = e6m*-3 [6T 3-e-2 (3a1+2a2+6a )] 
t6 = e
6m*-3 [4T 4-e
-2 (24a1+20a2+3a4 )] 
= e5  m*-1  [3T 5+9/4.T-e
-2 (7a3+21/2.a2  +35/4.a4  +1/2.a5 )] 
- 	- = e5  m* 1  [2T 5+5/2. -e (a2+1/4.a 3-a 4-a 5+3/2.a 7 )] 
t9 = e5m*-1 [2T 5+1/2. 7-e-2 (3a 2+4a 3-a4-a 5 )] 
-2 = e4m*[4T 6  +2T 8  -e (6a3 +3a45 +a6  +a 8  )] 
t1 = e
4m*[2T 9+4T il-e-2 (8a 3+11a4+4a5+6a 7 )] 
4 -2 t13 = 
e m*[4T 6-e (2a 3+a 5+a6 )] 
- 
t14 = e4 m*. (2T 8-e
2  (8a 3+5a4+4a5 ) 
= . e3m* 3 .[2T 9+3/2.T 12-e-2 .(4a 5+2a6+15/4.a 7+2ad] 1 
3 3 	-2 t = e m* .[T +3/2 .T 12-e .(7/2.a5+15/4.a 7+aea8 )] 16 
t17 = e3m* .[T-e-2 (3/2.a5+a6 )] 
25 	-2 - 
t18 = e m*-(2.(T 1  
t1 = e
2m* 5 [2T -/2e-2a6
)] 
t20 = em*
7 (T 14  -1/2e
-2a9 ) 
(1.7.4) 
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The accuracy of the approximations in (1.7.3,4) has been numerically 
investigated for a number of.systems. The results for three of these 
systems - the triplet E l used in L and OAC for numerical examples, 
Topogon objective (as an example of a wide angle lens) and a Sonnar 
objective (for large aperture) are given in table 1.10 below. 	The results 
indicate that the simple approximations obtained by ignoring all third 
order coefficients in (1.7.3) and fifth order coefficients in (1.7.4) are 
more useful than their more complex counterparts. For these simple 
approximations the results indicate that the fifth order relations would be 
useful in general, except maybe for the coefficients s 	s and s12 10' 11 
while the seventh order relations would only be useful for the coefficients 
t1 , t2' t3  and t4. 
ToPogon 	Sonnar 
True Approx. Error True Approx. 
• 
Error True Approx. Error 
s1 -90.924 -90,987 0.07 -8.720 -8.671 0.57 -6.662 -6.661 0.021 
s2 -69.244 -68.890 0.51 -2.000 -1.930 3.50 -0.3511 -0.3535 0.669 
s3 -46.071 -45.927 0.31 -1.327 -1.289 3.04 0.2394 0.2357 1.55 
s4 -20.631 -20.273 1.73 -3.371 -3.196 5.20 -0.6168 -0.5624 8.82 
s5 -8.760 -9.702 10.75 -2.251 -2.334 3.66 -1.976 -2.073 4.89 
s6 -13.188 -10.571 19.84 -1.326 -0.862 35.0 1.209 1.510 24.9 
s7 -1.736 1.896 9.23 -0.4021 -0.1871 53.47 -0.2903 -0.1215 58.1 
s8 1.023 1.071 4.74 -0.2366 -0.0335 85.8 -0.1238 -0.0357 71.2 
s9 0.749 0.825 10.18 -0.2233 -0.1536 31.2 -0.1684 -0.0859 49.0 
s10 -0.216 -0.175 18.88 -0.6194 -0.5031 18.8 -0.3841 -0.3771 1.82 
S11 -0.376 -0.468 24.44 -0.4127 -0.4333 5.00 -0.3020 -0.3158 4.59 
S12 -0.0645 -0.0469 27.39 -0.0169 0.0055 132 -0.1611 -0.1281 20.4 
t1 -4653.6 -4744.4 1.95 -93.79 -97.29 3.74 -58.75 -58.85 0.163 
t2 -2598.9 -2664.9 2.54 -66.58 -71.17 6.90 -4.478 -4.538 1.33 
t3 -1950.7 -1998.7 2.46 -50.08 -53.38 6.59 -3.746 -3.403 9.15 
t4 -647.6 -698.6 7.88 -48.63 -55.95 15.1 -14.05 -15.75 12.0 
t5 -324.0 -266.1 17.87 -23.38 -20.97 10.3 -20.10 -16.12 19.8 
t6 -506.1 -664.9 70.39 -34.73 -69.97 101 23.42 0.7556 96.8 
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t7 
t8 
t9 
t10 
t11 
t12 
t13 
t14 
t15 
t
16 
t17 
t18 
t19 
t20 
-46.00 
-21.94 
0.5841 
2.326 
-25.04 
4.047 
-4.550 
1.807 
3.535 
2.379 
0.312 
1.771 
0.091 
0.0719 
-221.4 
-226.0 
-69.11 
-19.62 
-47.04 
-74.79 
-3.073 
-43.96 
1.485 
2.159 
0.704 
• 1.991 
0.477 
0.0867 
380.1 
930 
1000 
944 
87.8 
1000 
32.46 
1000 
58.0 
9.25 
125 
12.34 
426 
20.6 
-1.296 
0.4232 
-1.265 
0.3538 
-3.425 
4.786 
-2.047 
1.857 
0.4718 
0.1787 
0.2007 
0.4500 
0.1713 
0.0377 
-11.49 
-8.862 
-6.452 
0.3012 
-6.878 
-5.409 
-1.562 
-5.316 
-1.179 
-0.7574 
0.1763 
0.0107 
0.3322 
-0.0307 
787 
1000 
410 
185 
107 
213 
23.7 
386 
350 
524 
12.2 
97.6 
93.9 
187 
2.435 
2.315 
0.6091 
0.1995 
0.1938 
1.031 
-1.311 
2.269 
-0.6487 
-0.1028 
-0.1003 
0.5677 
0.2231 
0.1411 
-6.370 
-3.139 
-5.354 
0.2769 
0.4027 
2.782 
-0.0359 
0.4386 
-0.4577 
0.0133 
0.0973 
0.172 
0.2573 
0.0792 
362 
236 
979 
38.8 
108 
170 
97.3 
80.7 
29.4 
113 
198 
69.8 
15.3 
86.4 
Table 1.10 
The 5T coefficients have been introduced since -these are to be used 
in chapter 2 to derive expressions for a nunber ofaussessment functions 
based on the spot diagram. However it should - benolted that an aberration 
expansion similar to (1.7-1) could be given using coordinates defined on 
the gaussian reference sphere. .Sands has introduced a method which allows 
the calculation of the transverse aberration coefficients using such 
Coordinates - called Wo coordinates - but these coordinates, have not been 
used in this work. Using the Wo coordinates and an appropriate aberration 
expansion the relations between -wavefront reta_rdation coefficients and the 
transverse aberration coefficients are easily found -using (1.4.3) and a 
transformation from coordinates (y0 ,20 ) on the reference sphere and (y,z) 
on the actual wavefront. 
It is a common procedure to determine the wave aberration by tracing 
a set of rays through specified points in the entrance pupil and using the 
wavefront aberration values thus found to fit a poly2zomial of specified 
-form to these values. In this approach the clum!frorit aberration is 
expressed in terms of entrance pupil coordinates. The coefficients in this 
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type of polynomial are approximate coefficients of the aberration 
expansion, the accuracy of the approximation depending on how well the true 
expansion, when truncated to the form of the chosen polynomial represents 
the actual aberration function. The above results indicate that the 
approximate coefficients found by ray-tracing and the analytic coefficients 
cannot be satisfactorily compared in general, except through use of the 
exact relationships, involving b-coefficients, between entrance pupil and 
exit pupil coefficients. 
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CHAPTER TWO  
IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT FUNCTIONS 
§2.1 Introduction  
To systematically carry out the design of an optical system it is 
necessary to have some quantity which assigns a numerical value to a 
particular state of correction, this value being greater than that for any 
other state which is less satisfactory for the use to which the system is 
to be put. Such a quantity, which orders the states of correction of 
optical systems according to their supposed usefulness for a particular 
task is called an assessment function. When an optical system is assessed 
for image quality it is done using information obtained from a knowledge 
of the form of the image at each of a discrete set of object points, whether 
this information be that given by geometrical optics or scalar diffraction 
theory. In the following work the assessment functions considered are only 
applied to the aerial image formed by the opLical system. A brief survey 
is given of significant assessment quantities and of work on their relationships 
to one another. This is followed by the introduction of some new quantities, 
based on the work of Dutton and defined in terms of the optical transfer 
function (o.t.f.). It is shown that analogous quantities can be defined for 
the spot diagram (s.d.) and relationships between the two types of quantities 
are derived. Some additional assessment functions are introduced and methods 
are given for the computation of these assessment functions, using aberration 
coefficients. 
§2.2 Historical Survey  
Longitudinal and transverse aberrations of rays were well-established 
representations of the state of correction of an optical system prior to the 
(1) 
work of Conrady. The coefficients of variables in the power series expansion 
for the aberration of a ray, the aberration coefficients, were much used followi' 
(2) 
the work of Seidel. Herzberger developed the use of the spot diagram represent- 
( ,ation of image quality and introduced the diapoint concept to aid in the 
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(3) 
analysis of aberration types. Cruickshank and Hil]Ls also used spot diagram 
analysis, with higher order aberration coefficients, to systematize design 
work. Quantitative use of the spot diagram was introduced by Hawkins and 
(4) 
Linfoot through the use of the average of the squared aberration across the 
entrance pupil. This quantity has the disadvantage that rays in the outer 
part of the image contribute very substantially to the value of the function 
while quite probably having negligible effect on the image actually detected 
(5) 
apart from a reduction of contrast. To obviate this difficulty, Lucy 
proposed the quantity 
L = A-1 If (lel + K) -1 dA 
where K is a positive constant, such as the radius of the Airy disk for the 
aperture A. 
Concern for diffraction effects at the stop of the system led 
naturally to consideration of the geometrical wavefront aberration and 
(6) 
quantities based on this. Marechal showed that, for well-corrected systems, 
the r.m.s. wavefront aberration was directly proportional to the Strehl ratio. 
(7,8) 
A number of workers tackled the problem of determining the effects of particular 
aberration types on the scalar diffraction patterns of point objects (the 
point spread function or p.s.f.). However the difficulty of computation 
and of determining the effects of aberration types on the p.s.f. ,resulted 
in there being no significant use of this quantity during optical design. 
(9) 	(10) 
The introduction of the o.t.f. by Duffieux and Schade made consideration 
of diffraction effects a far more feasible proposition than was the use of 
the point spread function. The use of the o .t.f. and quantities based on 
it, was significantly advanced by Hopkins' school at Imperial College. With 
the introduction of the geometrical transfer function as an approximation to 
(11,12) 
the o.t.f. and the development of further approximations which could be rapidly 
computed the use of spatial frequency concepts in design and assessment was 
(13) 	, 
assured. King considered the computation of quantities such as the variance 
of the -aberration difference function which arises in the transfer function 
(14) 
integral, while Hopkins used an o.t.f. approximation to derive tolerance 
criteria for aberration types which were frequency' dependent. 
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Considerations of an optical system as a device which transmits 
(15) 
information led Linfoot to develop a number of quantities defined in terms 
of the o.t.f. which measure certain properties of the image such as sharpness 
(16) 
and fidelity. Recently Lanzl has introduced a quantity called the self- 
entropy of an image which, though rather tedious to calculate, may be rapidly 
measured experimentally. 
Considerable attention has been paid to the calculation of the 
fraction of total energy transmitted from a given object point which lies 
within a circle of specified radius in the image plane. For photographic 
(17) 
objectives which are not approaching the diffraction limit, Stavroudis has 
shown that the circle within which 30% of the energy lies gives a good 
indication of photographic resolution. Expressions for the encircled energy 
(18) 
in the case of apodization have been given by De. 
(19) 
Dutton has proposed a set of spatial frequency functions, determined 
from measured o.t.f.'s, which give a useful measure of some image defects. 
He uses the geometric mean of the modulation transfer function in radial and 
tangential sections to measure image spread, the fractional differences in 
m.t.f. for radial and tangential sections to measure "astigmatism" and the 
imaginary part of the o.t.f. to measure spread function assymetry. It should 
be noted that the defects measured by Dutton are not independent since 
asymmetry affects the radial symmetry of the image (departures from which 
have been classified as "astigmatism"), and both asymmetry and "astigmatism" 
imply image spread. However attention to the image in the context of these 
three separate classifications appears to be implicit in most design work. 
With the proliferation of image assessment quantities there arose the 
(20) 
need for studies of the relations between them. Wolf derived the well-known 
differential relation between ray and wave aberrations - though it should be 
noted that Hamilton had established such a relation between the mixed 
characteristic and ray aberrations at a much earlier date. Hopkins used this 
result in deriving the g.t.f., which related the transverse aberrations, and 
the spot diagram, to the scalar diffraction pattern. Miyamoto extended this 
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(21) 
analysis in a series of papers in which he showed that, for aberration terms 
which gave a maximum aberration within the pupil of greater than about 2A, 
there was no significant difference between the g.t.f. and o.t.f. This 
analysis was carried out for third order aberrations and defocussing. Hopkins 
established empirically that, provided the modulus of the transfer function 
of a particular system was greater than about 0.7 of the corresponding 
response for an aberration free system then the variance of the wave aberration 
difference function was a useful criterion of image quality. No satisfactory 
relationship has been found between the o.t.f. and geometrical quantities 
for systems which neither approach the diffraction limit, nor are sufficiently 
well-corrected for the g.t.f. to be sultable,nor satisfy Hopkins' cirterion, 
(22) mentioned above, over a significant frequency range. Kapany and Burke have 
also established relationsbetween various diffraction based assessment 
• quantities.• 
Little attention has been paid to the differences in assessment of •a 
(23) 
particular system using different criteria. However De Velis has made an 
interesting study of this for the case of defocussing. Using minimization 
of the radius of gyration of spot diagrams to establish an optimum plane for 
geometrical optics and minimization of wavefront variance for physical optics, 
it was found that the two planes so determined defined bounds within which 
the optimum plane according to various other criteria based on the o.t.f. 
lay. Apart from this, there is work by the Japan Optical Engineering Research 
(24) 
Association, carried out on fabricated systems, which has shown that different 
criteria may lead to different orderings of a given set of systems. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that, although the rapid computation 
of diffraction-based image quality criteria has been thoroughly examined, the 
comparative effects of using different criteria have not been determined 
sufficiently. Since, as mentioned earlier, a considerable amount of design 
is done by workers with only limited facilities, it is clear that some better 
idea of the differences in assessment using different criteria is needed. 
The writer, therefore, has devoted the remainder of this chapter and the 
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following chapter to an investigation of these differences. The differences 
we are concerned with are those between the assessments of image quality 
provided by a certain set of functions on a given optical system. However 
by choosing to investigate a range of systems of widely varying image 
quality the dependence of any such differences in assessment on the image 
quality can also be studied. 
52.3 New Assessment Functions  
Let T(R, 0 denote the normalized frequency response of an optical 
(- 
system at a line frequency R, for lines at an orientation 6 to the 
tangential section. Let r = 2eR, where d is the distance from the axial point 
of the entrance pupil to the image point, and let s = A r sin 6, 
t = A r cos 0, A being the wavelength of light. Then 
T(R,6) = A-1 	If { exp [jk W(y+s, z+t) - W(y-s, z-t)]} dydz (o,o). A(s,t) 
(2.3.1) 
where A(s,t) denotes the region common to replicas of the pupil with centres 
at (±s, ±t) and W(y,z) is the wavefront aberration function. The three 
functions are then defined by 
Si(R) = Re {T(R, lin-. Re {T(R,O)) 
S2(R) = Re 1T(R, irT. ) - T(R,0)1 
S3(R) = Im {T(R, 721 ) - T(R,0)1 
The functions used by Dutton are, apart from S3, analogous quantities defined 
using the modulus and phase rather than real and imaginary form of the o.t.f.. 
Si(R) provides a measure of how sharp the image is, while S2(R) measures the 
difference between the contrast in objects of the same frequency lying a t  
orientations of -
f 
to one another. The presence of imaginary terms in the 
o.t.f. indicates asymmetry and so S3(R) provides a measure of asymmetry. 
Let c(p,6) denote the aberration of a ray passing through the point 
(p,6) in the entrance pupil from a given object point. The aberration is 
referred to a Cartesian coordinate system in the ideal image plane with 
origin at the gaussian image point. Let (ey , ez ) be the components of E. 
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The three spot diagram quantities are then defined as follows: 
= A-1 If ( cy2 	cz2) da 
A 
P2 = A-1 If ( 657 2 
A 
z2) da (2.3.3) 
= A71 If -Y  da A 
By referring the aberration to an origin at (-P3, 0) more suitable values 
for Pi and P2 may be found. 
§2.4 Relations Between the Two Types of Quantities  
Geometrical optics can be considered as a limiting case of physical 
optics as the wavelength, X, tends to zero. Thus a geometrical transfer 
function is defined by considering (2.3.1) in the limit as X 	0. 
4. w Tg(R,6) = A-1 If expfj pr(-- sin 0 + -1-W- cos 6)1 dydz 	2.4.1) 
A 	3y 	az 
Now 	E = e aD  (y, z, h) 1.4.3) Dy 
where e is the transverse ray aberration, e is the axial distance from the 
paraxial exit pupil to the gaussian image plane, and D is the deformation 
function. Also 
3 W . (1 	1/2 e_2h2 	__a-4h4) D + 1/2 e-1D2 + 0(10) 8 
3W 	ap hence 	= + 0(9) = 4)e-1 e + 0(9) 3 
where 4) = 1 _ 1/2 e-2h2 	e-4h4 	e-1 D 
3w Substituting for --cr. in (2.4.1) using (2.4.2) gives 
(1.4.5) 
(2.4.2) 
(2.4.3) 
Tg(R,O) = A- Ifexp{j 2rrrIpe-1 (cy sin 8 + e z cos 0 + 0(9))1 dydz 
• (2.4.4) 
This is an exact relation for the frequency response according to geometrical 
optics. 
Suppose that the aberration associated with any ray is adequately 
represented by terms of order less than nine in the expression for E. Let 
4- 
a = Pre-1 and x(6) = Ey sin 6 + c cos 6. Then 
Tg(R,O) = A-1 Ifexp {j ark 1 dydz 	(2.4.5) 
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Expanding the exponential in (3.4.5) as a power series gives 
Tg(R,e) = A--iff[1_ ct 2 r24) 2 x2 (0 ) cc 4 r 144) 4 x4 (6) .+ 0(18)] dydz 
j A-ifg ark(e) [1_0t2 r2 x2 ( 0 )1+ 0(12)1 dydz 	(2.4.6) 
so that 
Sig(R) = 1_a2T2A71ff 4) 2( cy 2 	cz2) dydz 	r4A7Iffe(cy4 	c) z / dydz 
+ r4A2ff2E2 dydz ffe2 E 	dydz + 0(18) (2.4.7) 
From (2.4.7) it can be seen that the series expansion for Sig(R) is rapidly 
convergent either for small r or snail aberrations. However 
r = 2 R e = 2X-1 .R/Rmax so the criterion for rapid convergence is 
a2 	r2 << 1. This gives 
2.4.8) 
Now (P = 1 - 0.5 e-2 h2 + 0.375 e-411 4 + e-1 D, so at a given field angle cp 
is approximately constant. Let 
= + -1 D = + 0(4) 
where IP is constant at a given angle. Then 
cpe = p(c( 3 ) c( 5 ) c( 7)) + e-1 D (4) C (3) + 0(9) 	(2.4.9) 
If only third and fifth order aberrations are significant then 
1 - Sig(R) = a2 1172r2A-1 ff(E( 3) + ( 5 )) 2 dydz + 0(12) 	(2.4.10) 
that is 1 - Sig(R) cc Pl. Equation (2.4.10) establishes the link between 
81 and Pl. 
Often a geometrical transfer function is defined by 
T(R) =0127 Tg(R,e) de 
Using the sane appToNimmtiots as above this reduces to 
4. 
T(R) = /n Sig(R) 
so that minimising the radius of gyration of the spot diagram leads to 
maximising of the g.t.f. 
Suppose, however, that c(7) = E( 3 ) 	e( 5) and D() c (3) = c (7) then 
(2.4.10) is not valid. This situation is quite feasible in practice, for 
suppose a design is carried out by balancing third and fifth Urder aberrations 
(77)1 <e  fithr (R/Rmax) 
against one another - a reliable method -when higher order terms are going to 
be fairly ,Rmali- Then it may well be that D(4) E (3) = E(7). This possibility 
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arises from consideration of the effect of the term 4 in 
e = 	=+ 0(9) ay 
indicating that neglect of the variation in (0 with ray coordinates may 
introduce significant errors under some circumstances. 
By considerations similar to those leading to (2.4.10) it may be 
shown that 
S2g(R) 	a2r2A-lffe(cy 
A 
S3g(R) 	arA-1 II4)ey dydz + 0(e 2r2 ) 	(2.4.12) 
A 
Hence the quantities S l , S2, S3 and Pi, P2, P3 may be considered analogous 
quantities for the assessment of correction states in physical optics and 
geometrical optics respectively. 
§2.5 Calculation of the Assessment Functions  
The calculation of the above quantities requires a knowledge of the 
form of the entrance or exit pupil and the transverse or ray aberration 
associated with any ray passing through the pupil. -The aberration may be 
found by tracing a sufficiently large number of rays through the system and 
using a summation method to determine the various functions, or by choosing 
some form of aberration polynomial to describe the aberration and determining 
the coefficients by least-squares fitting, or else by using analytic expressions 
for the coefficients of a power series approximation to the aberration 
function. The last-mentioned method is used here, thus allowing us to 
calculate 28 coefficients which describe the third, fifth and seventh-
order transverse ray aberration for a given system and specified object 
plane, and likewise for the fourth, sixth and eighth order wavefront 
(25) 
- aberration. King has described methods for choosing rays to be used in 
determining the aberration by the second method, the resulting coefficients 
being valid for a specified object point. For the first method some idea 
of what a "sufficiently large number" of rays required for a stable 
representation of the quantities PI, P2 and P3 is given by the accompanying 
graphs (fig. 2.1) determined for a simple triplet objective. It is clear 
that increasing the angle leads to an increase in the number of rays required, 
0( e 4 r4) - e z 2 ) dydz (2.4.11) 
A 
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fig. 2.1 	Stability of spot diagram functions, 	-.log (number of rays), • 	axial, A 	7°, 	X -4, 10.e. 
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and that the assymetry calculation is far more unstable than the larger-
valued P1 and P2 quantities. This instability raises considerable problems 
for the calculation of numerical derivatives of these quantities, which do 
not arise when using the coefficients method. 
§2.5(a) 	Determination of the Vignetted Pupil: 
Realizing that paraxial optics fails to predict adequately the vignetted 
pupil most designers resort to some iterative raytrace to define the pupil 
(26) 
periphery. Following earlier work on determination of pupil curves and 
(27) 
peripheries by inversion of aberration expansions, Sands has proposed a 
method based on the paraxial and third-order coefficients which allows one 
to predict whether a given ray will be vignetted at any of the surfaces of 
the system. Three methods of pupil determination developed from Sand's 
prediction of vignetting have been used to calculate pupil peripheries for 
a number of photographic objectives, and the results have been compared with 
those obtained using an iterative finite raytrace method. It is found that 
an iterative "predicted raytrace" method is quite accurate, reliable and fast 
and requires very little computer storage space. 
Following Sands we can write 
X = Y2 Z2 --qE x2 (c 01/(1 cn) 	(2.5.1) 
where (x,y,z) are coordinates of a point on a spherical surface, 
E = y2 + z2 = Y V + ZW, 	= V2 ± 142 ' 
Now (Y,Z,V,W) can be expressed as a power series in the initial coordinates 
(Sy, Sz, Ty, Tz) of the ray. Sands gives two approximations for X in terms 
of these initial coordinates - a modified paraxial approximation 
X = (Ya 2-e 2YaYb + n 2 )/{1-c[yavai +(yavb + Ybva) 	Yb vb] } 
(2.5.2) 
where T= Sy2 + Sz2 , n = SyTy + SzTz, C = Ty2 + Tz 2 
and an expression using the third order.aberration coefficients for the 
surfaces of the system preceeding the one under discussion, 
X = Pi 	P2n 	13 3 	s1 2 	s2ZTT+ s3'4- + s471 2 s57r1 --  
(2.5.3) 
the pi and sj being given by Sands. 
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Suppose the entrance pupil is required for a system having an object plane 
— at infinity. Then OT coordinates are used, so 
1= P 2 , 	cos 8 , 	-Z. = V1 2 
where p is. the radius of the entrance pupil and VI is the direction tangent 
of the ray from the object point aimed at the centre of the paraxial exit 
pupil. To determine the periphery, equations (2.5:2) or (2.5.3) are 
solved for p Using a range of values of 8 from 0 ° to 180 ° and with 
x = pd2 where pd is the radius of the vignetting aperture. 	From (2.5.2) 
P = [-0 V1 cos 0 T- iS 2 VI 2 cos 2 8- 4ay ]/2a 	(2.5.4) 
where a = ya (cva X + - ya), 0 = [P(Ya vb 	Yb va)X "I" 2YaYb], 
Y = Yb V1 2 (c vb X + Yb) 7 X 
By considering the case when 0 = 0 0  and the stop is at the first surface it 
can be seen that the positive square root should be taken. This value of p 
*together with V1 and .8 define a marginal modified-paraxial ray for the 
surface under consideration. 
If it is assumed that the variables of a finite ray are adequately 
represented by the paraxial and primary coefficients and that paraxial optics 
gives a reasonable first approximation to the path of a ray then a solution 
of (3.7.3) in the region of the corresponding colution to (2.5.2) will give 
the initial coordinates of a marginal finite ray. Thus (2.5.3) is solved by 
some iterative method using the solution to (2.5.2) as an initial estimate. 
Vignetting at all surfaces may be taken account of by using a fixed 
set of values of 0 and finding p for this 0 for all surfaces. The minimum 
value of p is then the coordinate of a peripheral point. 
The iterative predicted ray trace is precisely the same as an iterative 
finite raytrace method except that rather than trace an actual ray and check 
on vignetting at each vignetting aperture the modified paraxial or first 
order method of predicting vignetting is used. Let (r,8) denote the pupil 
coordinates of some ray, and consider the iteration process for a ray in this 
section. Suppose the vignetting aperture has a radius of pj and the ray 
(ri 3 O) meets the surface at a radius Ej. If Ej pj then the ray is transmitted 
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otherwise it is vignetted and a new value for r, r i+1  must be chosen. This 
can be done either by decreasing r in fixed steps r1+1 : = ri - a ro , 
where a is a fraction determined by accuracy considerations, or else by 
using the difference between Ej and oj 
= ri - 8ej 	where 	Cj = Ej - Pj 
and E is a factor chosen by consideration of convergence rates. The first 
method is obviously reliable and slow, while the second method may appear 
unreliable. However tests run using this method have been reliable and 
tolerances of 0.1% on the convergence have been used with need for no more 
than 6 iterative steps per ray when E = 0.75. Use of (2.5.4) is computationally 
sound, but (2.5.3), though more accurate than (2.5.4) in general, becomes 
ekvathe 
unreliable when two solutions of the GUi94C equation lie near one another. 
Hence its use is not recommended. 
All the above methods were programmed for the Hydro-University Elliott 
503 computer and a number of different photographic objectives were used as 
tesi data. Vignetting was assumed to occur at any surface aperture and a 
number of peripheral points calculated. The accuracy of the methods can be 
seen from the graphs which plot lower and upper extremities of the pupil 
against field angle. The two modified paraxial methods take almost the same 
time, this being no more than 1/10th the time taken by the finite ray trace 
method. 
The exit pupil may be determined from the vignetted entrance pupil by 
paraxial projection or by using the third-order coefficients to find the 
intersection of the peripheral rays with the exit pupil surface. However 
neither of these methods has the accuracy of the entrance pupil determination, 
and the method recommended is to use a finite ray trace adjustment following 
entrance pupil determination using one of the modified paraxial methods 
above. 
fig. 2.L 	Topogon objective . fig 2.2 Upper and lower pupil extremities as a function 
of field angle. Petzval objective lens system. 
fig. 2.3 Triplet lens system. 
ray trace; 	 iterative paraxial pseudo — trace ; 	 modified paraxial inversion; 	 third order inversion . 
0 1 
0 
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§2.5(b) 	Calculation of Spot Diagram Quantities: 
Let (eyl e ) be the components of the aberration of a ray from the z 
point (iol, -H, 0) and passing through the point (p,6) in the entrance pupil. 
Let V = H/Zol. Using Buchdahl's notation write 
ey = a1p 3 cos 6 + a2(2+cos 26)p 2V + (3a3+a4)pV2 cos 6 + a5V 3 
+p1p 5cos6+(p2+p3 cos 26)p 4V+(p4+p6 cos 2 6)p 3V2 cos6+ (p7+p6 cos 20)p 2V 3 
4-P10PV4 cos 0+ P12 V5 
A-T1P 7 COS e+ (T2-FT3COS20 ) p 6V 4-(T44-T6 CO S 2 e)P 5V2 CO S0+(T7+T8COS 204-T1000 S 4e) 
4,73, e) 0 q0N 	0 176 p v -1-(Til+Ti2cos2 	1 p	cos@ +(T154-Ti6cos,,,p ,T16cosvpv +T20V7 , 
cz= cr1P 3sine+o2p 2Vsin26 + (03+cOpV2sin (2.5.5a) 
+pip 5sin0+p 3p LIVsin20+(p5+p6cos 2 6)p 3V2sin&fp9p 2 V 3sin2O+pilpOsin0 
+T1p 7sine+T3p 6Vsin20+(r5+t6cos 2 8)p 5V2sin0+(t3sin20+1- osin40)p I+ V 3 
+(T12+1. 14cos 2 6)P 3V4 sine+T 17p 2 V 5sin2A+T 13pV6sin8 	 (2.5.5b) 
In order to simplify the manipulation and integration of e and e z it is 
convenient to write these in the form 
C y 	Ticos8 + Zcos 2 8 + 1-cos 3 0 + Tcos 1+ 6 	 (2.5.6) 
e z = A + Bsine + Ccose sine + Dcos 20 sine + Ecos 3 0 sine 
7 
Now write X = E mipi for X = A,B, 	Then the non-zero i=0 
quantities are as follows, 
ao = a5V 3 + p12 V5 + T20 V 7 
a2 = a2 V + (P7- 11 8) V 3 + (T15-T16)  V5 
at = (P2-113) V + (17-TeT 
a6 = (T2-T3) V 
b1 = ( 3a34-G4) V2 + 11 10 Vi+ + T18 V6 
b3= al + P4V2 + T11 Vi 
b5 = pi + T4V2 
b7 = 	 (2.5.7) 
c2 = 2[1:12 V+ u6V3 + T16 V 5 ] 
c4 = 2 [p V +('r8-4 .1. 10) V 3 ] 
c6 = 2T3 V 
10)0 
4 5 
d3 = 116 V2+ T12 V4 
d5 = 16 V 2 
e4 = 8110V 3  
1.3-1 = (o+0) ‘12 + Pil 0 4. 119 NT6 
1-3-3 = al + 115V2 + T130 
b5
- 
 = pl + 15 V2 
b7 = 11 	 (2.5.8) 
c2 = 2[a2.V + 1.19 V 3 + T17 V5 ] 
— 
If = 2 [P3 V + (T9-2T10 ) V 3 ] 
C6 = 2T3 V 
-(13 = p6 V 2 + T14 V4 
73-5 = 16 V2 
e4 = e4 
To carry out the integrations necessary for evaluating the quantities PI, 
P2 and P3 it is necessary to know the shape of the entrance pupil. The 
previous section has been concerned with this problem. King has shown that 
the errors involved in approximating the pupil by an ellipse are quite small 
if a best least-squares fit is used. Having fitted an ellipse to the pupil 
it is then convenient to transform coordinates so that the aperture is 
reduced to a circle. Let P be a point in the aperture having coordinates 
(y,z) in the original coordinate system and (Y,Z) in the transformed 
coordinate system. Let the equation for the fitted ellipse be 
. alCA 2 	(z/b) 2 . 1 
a ' 
Then the transform relations are 
(2.5.9) 
Y = (Y-0/a, 	Z = z/b 	 (2.5.10) 
Let 	a = y2 + z2 
• 	
0 = Arctan (Z/Y) 
The aberration expansion in the transformed coordinates can be written 
ey = Ak+ Bkcos0 + C*cos 20 +  	+ H*cos 7 4) 
(2.5.11) 
ez = B*
- 
5in0 + C*
- 
cos 0 sing) +  	+ Tficcos 6 0 sing) 
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7 
As before let X* = 	(a x,* i, for X* = A*, B*, 	"*. 	Then 
i=0 
at = au+c.bi+c?c2fc?d3+c '!e4+(a2+c.b3+cc4+c?d5).c 2 
+ (a4+c.b5+ cc .6).g 44(n6+c.b7)c 6 ; 
• = (a2+c.b3+c?,cwfcc151b 2+(a4+c.b5+cc6).2b 2c2f (a6+c.b7).3b 2 c4 ; 
• = (awfc.b5+cc 6Ib 4+(n6+c.b7).3b 4 c 2 ; 
at = (a6+cb7).0; 
bt = (bi+b aa2.4435g4143 706)4+(c2+c4g 2+c6c 4 ).2ac+(d3+dsc 2 ).3ac2+e 4.4ac 3 
+(a2+2a4g 2+3a5g4).2ac+(b3+2b 5.c 2+3b 7c
4 )2a_2,_ ( C1  , 4.-r*LC 5c2 ).2aca+2d5ac 4 ; 
bt = Ob3+2b5c 2+ 3b 7.c 4 lab 2+(c4+2c6c 2 ).2ab 2 c+3d5.ab 2 c 2-1-4a4 .ab 2 c 
+12a6.ab 2 c 3+(35+3137.c2 ).4ab
2 c 24.c6 .4ab 2 c 3 ; 
bt = (b5+2c6 1c)..ab 4+3b7.ab 4c2+(a6+137.0 .6ab4c; 
13, = b7.ab 6 ; 
Let 
c* = (a2+b3.c+c4.c2+4.c 3 )x+(b3+2c4.c+3d5.c 2 ). 2a2c+(c4+3d5.c).a2 c2 2 
+ (a4+b5.cl-c6.c 2 ).2c2 (2a2+x)+(b5+2e5.c).4a2c3+c6 .a2 4 
+ (a6+b7.c) .3c4 (4a2+x)+6b7 .a 2 c 5+c2.a2+3d3.a2 c+6e4.a 2 c2 ; 
c. = (a1. 1.+b 5 . C+C6 . C 2 ) • 2xb 2+(b5+2c5.c).4a 2b2c+2c6 .a2b2c2 
+ (a6+b 7.c).6b 2 c2 (2a2+x)+b7 .12a 2b2 c4c4.a2b 2+34.a2b2c; 
ct = (a6+cb7) • 30 4+6b7.a2b Li c+c5.a2b 4 ; 
di = (a6+b7.c).4ac 3 (3x+2a2 )+3b7.(4a2+x).ac4+(a4+b5.c+c6. ).4axc 
+ (b5+2c6. ).2ac2 (2a2+x)+4c6.a 3c 3+(b3+2c4.c+3d5.c2 ).ax +(c4+3d5.c).2a 3 c 
+ c15.a 3c2+d3.a44e4.a 3 c; 
di = (a6+b7.c).12ab 2 xc+6b7.ab 2 c2 (2a +X)+(b5+2c6-0.2xab 2+4c6.a 3b 2 c+d5 - a 3b 2 ; 
d, = 3buab 4 ; 
• = (a6+b7.c).3xc 2 (4a2+x)+4b7.a2 c 3 (3x+2a2 )+(a4+b5.c+c6 - ). x2+(b5+2c6.c) 
.4xa2 c+2c6.a2 c2 (2a 2+x)+(c4+3d5.c)a2 x+2d5.a4 c+e4.a 4 ; 
et = (a6+b7.c). 3X2b 2+12b7.xa 2b 2 c+2c6.xa 2b 2 ; 
fg = (a6+b7. ).6ax 2 c+b5 .x2 a+3b7.ac 2 (x+4a2 )44c6.a 3 xc+2c6.x 2 ac+d5.xa 3 ; 
f, = 3167.x2 2 . 
x = b2 _ a2 
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gt =(a6+137.c).x 3 +6b7a2 x 2 c -Fc6.X2 a2 ; 
h = b7.x 3 a; 
.
• 
 b.F14-C2.c+-d-3.c2+-e-4.c3+(b-34-C4.c+-5.c2).c2+07;5+4-c 	4.11T7.c6 
=
 
 b 3 .[I;3+-C4.c+a-5.c2+(b-5+-c-6.c). 2c2+31-3-7.c4j; 
= b 5 .5-54-4.c+313-7.c 2]; 
b, = b 7 . 76-7; 
= ab.[61-)7.c 5+(7)5+—c6.c).4c 3+—c6-c4+(b3+—cti .c+,715.c 2).2c+Cci++2,715-c 
47C-2+2-d-3.c+3-e-4.c21; 
"Ct = ab 3 .112i..7.c 3+(;5+ .6.c).4c+2 -26.c2+(w+2d.5.c)1; 
= ab 5 .(6T.7 .c+4); 
= b.[4137.(4a2+x).c4+(b56.c).2c2 (2a2+x)+4-4.a2 c 3 +(b-3+-C-14.c+,71 .5.c2 )X 
+(-C4+2-(1-5.c).2a2c+d.5 .a2c247c1-3.a21.3-e-4.a2c]; 
=
•
 b 3 .[6-7.(2a2+x)c2+(75+7C-6.c).2x+4 .6.a2 c4i5a2]; 
= 3-1-3-7.xb 5 ; 
et = ab.[1:77.4c 3 (3x+2a2)+6-5+4.c .4Xc+i4,.(2a2+x)c2+(-4+2;15-c)X 
+2i5.a2 c+-e-4.a2]; 
et = 2ab 3 X.(617.7.c4-6); 
= bx.[55 .x+41-3-7 .(4a2+x)c2+4 .6 .a2c1:4 .xc+a5.a2]; 
=
• 
 3-17'7.X2b3; 
gt = ab 2x.(6b.7-c+4); 
-171 	71-;.7.bx 3 ; 	 (2.5.12) 
Using these expressions the three functions may be easily found as follows: 
(a) Expression for P3: 
P3 = n-1 .fg 2Tr ey (a,0)adad0 
1 2n 7 
= 	[f .E Zi cosi-0 d0] ada o o 1=0 
where Zo = A*, Z1 = B*, etc.. 
Hence 
P3 = at+(2a+c)/4+(2at+c /4414)/6-1-(Za6+ctile /V -:gt)/8 	 (2.5.13) 
(b) Expression for A-1 .IIE;dA: 
Squaring the expression for 	in (3.8.7) then integrating with 
respect to 0 gives 
2 
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f 2 cy2d = 2A* 2+B*2+2A*C*42 . [C*2+2. (B*D*+A*E101-0- [D* 2 o 	 4 	 8 
+2 (A*G*+B*F*+C*E*) 14---3645 [E* 2+2. (B*H*+C*G*±D*F1] 61328' 
512 	 1024 ,  
Grouping terms of equal power in a then integrating with respect to a gives 
7 Tr— l.f J f27 e.r2adadcP = .E Y2j/(2j+2) 	 (2.5.14) o o 	 j=o 
Expressions for the Yj terms are contained in the listing of program P5. 
A similar expression can be derived for A-1 ..Ucz 2dA, with Zj terms 
replacing Yj terms 
7 
IT-1 . 61tr ez 2adadcli = • E Z2j/(2j+2) j=o (2.5.15) 
Using (2.5.14) and (2.5.15) expressions for Pi and P2, evaluated in the 
gaussian image plane, may be found. 
§2.5(c) Non-Gaussian Image Planes  
Let the chosen image plane be a distance x' from the gaussian image 
plane. Let ( y 2 ! ) denote the aberration, referred to an origin at the 
intersection point of the paraxial principal ray with the new image plane, 
of a ray (p,8). 
Then 	y+x t v.,1k p cos 0+ x i .0(3) 
2.5.16) 
c = •V:ak p sin 0+ x' .0(3) 
Suppose the aberration is given to a sufficient degree of accuracy by 
E y = Ey + X 'vat ic p Cos 0, E2 2= E2+x' Vk p sin e 
	
(2.5.17) 
Now in the transformed coordinates this becomes 
Ey = Ey +X I VL_It (a£LCDS4)+C) , £2 = E2 A - X I VIk.basine (2.5.18) 
---, 	. 	 TITr . Then 	= 1 .1 6 Ley+x a'k (aacoscP+c)] adad(P 
so 	.13 ; = P3 + c x l v,11( 
_1 f 1 127r 	2 +. 	)adacI E I) Also Pl'= 7 oo ( y 	z 
(2.5.19) 
, 2 r 
SO 	P1 	P1+2X v Val k • (all+b12+C.P3 )+X "
, 2 
Nric. L1/4 (a--+W- )--Fc2] , (2.5.20) 
where I = Tr-1 . ,1,02-ffeya2cosci)dadcf) , 12 = 1r-1 ..1.1 .1.2ff e2a2si-n4) dad (p, (2.5.21) o o 
and 	P2 1 = P2+21' vlic - (al i —b12+c.P3 )-1-2e vAk [1/4(a2—b 2 )+c2] , 	(2.5.22) 
231 .0: (F*2+2 (D*H*+E*G* 	(G*2+2F*H*) 29 H*2. 
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If the centroid of the spot diagram, (-P3 ,0), is chosen as origin for 
the measurement of the aberrations the expressions (3.9.5), (3.9.7) are 
simplified to become 
2 	2 
= P lc +2x' . va(aI l+bI 2 )+14 x' vAk (a2+b ) 
t 
P2c = P2d +2x I  vak (aI1-bI2) + Itex
, 2 
va
,
k 
 2 (a2-b2) 
(2.5.23) 
(2.5.24) 
the subscript c denoting that the quantity is calculated for aberrations 
measured from the centroid of the spot diagram. 
§2.5(d) Calculation of 0.T.F.-based Quantities  
The o.t.f. is the normalised fourier transform of the diffraction 
image of a point object, where the normalising factor is such as to 
give unity for the zero frequency. As such it can be defined for any 
image forming system and specified object point irrespective of require-
ments of linearity and stationarity normally discussed in the introduction 
of the concept of the transfer function. However the transfer function 
becomes a valuable concept in discussing the performance of optical 
systems when these conditions are approximately satisfied. The literature 
on these is quite extensive and an excellent introduction is given in 
(28) Goodman's monograph. 
(29) Hopkins has shown that the o.t.f. of an invariant, linear optical 
system can be expressed by 
T(s,t) = A-( 10. ,0) .AgIo exp{jk A(s,t)idy dz 	(2.5.25) 
where A(s,t) denotes the region common to two sheared pupils with centres 
at (ts,±t), and A(s,t) is the wavefront aberration difference function. 
The integral involved here cannot be evaluated analytically except under 
very restricted conditions, and so must be calculated numerically. A 
(30) 
mesh summation method due to Hopkins has been used for this work. In 
this method the integration region is divided into N2 rectangular meshes 
and the contribution from the mesh element (p,q) is approximated as follows: 
The mesh element (p,q) is defined by y = yp 	Sy, z = q ; dz. 
Approximate A(s,t) by a three term Taylor series, 
A 
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3A 1( 3A ) 	(z-z 	_ s,t) = A(Y,z,s,t)=A(Yp ,z(vslt)+(Y-Yp y=y + 	P 3z z-zq 
Then 	IPq 	
ypi-oy 
= I exp{jkA}dydz 
yp-oy ZqSz 
= exp{jkA(yp ,zq ,s,t)}.sin[dy .Ay (yp,zp ,s,t) .sin d z .Az (y_p ,za,s,t)  
6y .Ay (yp,z (1 ,s,t).(Sz .Az (yp ,z oi ,s,t) 
The IPq  are the approximate mesh element contributions. 
The o.t.f. computation was programmed to allow o.t.f. values for 
both sagittal and tangential orientations to be calculated. The number 
of mesh elements, N2 , is specified by the user and a value of N = 12 was 
found quite satisfactory. The computed values were checked against those 
calculated by the S.I.R.A. Institute with agreement to within .02 MTF units 
in all cases. This provided a limited check on the accuracy of the retardation 
coefficients also. The calculation of the quantities Si, S2 and S3 is, of 
course, trivial once the real and imaginary parts of the o.t.f. have been 
found. 
§2.5(e) Summary  
This section has given details of the expressions involved in 
calculating the spot diagram quantities and in the o.t.f. calculation. 
In §2.5( ) highly efficient means for determining entrance and exit pupils 
have been proposed. Using the aberration expansion (2.5.5) it has been 
shown that, after approximating the entrance pupil by an ellipse, the three 
spot diagram quantities can be readily calculated using the expressions 
(2.5.7), (2.5.8), (2.5.12 - 15). Furthermore the effect of choosing non-
gaussian image planes and referring the aberrations to the centroid of the 
spot diagram has been studied and expressions (2.5.19 - 24) are the results 
of these considerations. Hopkins' method of calculating the o.t.f. has 
been summarized and so, using the defining relations (2.3.2), the new spatial 
frequency functions may be found. 
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§2.6 	Some Additional Quantities  
Besides the spatial frequency functions Sl, S2, S3 and the spot 
diagram quantities 13 1, P2, P3 two other sets of assessment functions have 
been used for the comparison. These are the variance of the wavefront 
aberration, and the variance of the wavefront aberration difference function 
A(r,11) defined by 
A(roP) = W(y+s, z+t) - W(y-s, z-t) 	(2.6.1) 
where 	s = r sin IP, 	t = r cos IP. 
The variance is considered for the two orthogonal sections 4' = 0, 	. 
Obvious analogues to S1 and S2 can then be defined using these glantities and 
these will be considered during the comparison using actual systems. 
§2.6(a) 	Wavefront Variance  
The relationship between the wavefront variance and the Strehl ratio, 
together with the work of de Velis mentioned earlier, suggest the use of 
this quantity in a comparative study of assessment functions. Marechal's 
treatment of aberration tolerances for well eorrected systems is based on 
obtaining a minimal value of 0.8 for the Strehl ratio, this requiring the 
variance of the wavefront aberration to be less than X 2 /196. 
Suppose the wavefront aberration is written 
W(P,e) = PI(P,e) + P2(P,O) 
where PI is an even function of cos 0, P2 is odd in cos 0. Then 
SO 	v = p22 13,2 _ T.2 (2.6.2) 
Let W(y,z,h) = z1X+z 2y+Tr iX 2+11. 2 X1I+IT 3Xy+Tro12+7r5pv+criX 3+,02X 2 p+q3X 2v 
+o4Ap2+05Xpv+o6Xv2+0711 1+0.3p 2v+agpv2+11X4+T2X 3 11+r3X 3 v 
41. 4x2 11 2+;r5A 2liv+T6x 2v2+T .doi 3+r84 2v+T9xliv2÷TIOXv 3+T1111 
4-T1211 	T1311 v TIOIV 34-0  (10) 	(2.6.3) 
where X = y2 + z2 , p = yh , v = h2. Then 
4, 
P1 (p9 0 ) = a20P2 -1.'al+OP -En -60P 64-300+a22o 2 cos2  0-Fa42P 4cos20+a62p 6 cos 0 
+3,44p4cos40, 	 (2.6.4) 
132 (P , e ) = 011+1331P 241)51p441371p6+133 3p2c0s204,53p4cos20.4pcose 
(2.6.5) 
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where a20 = 	T10v 3 
a22 = (n44-00+T13V 2 ).v 
a40 = 111+c3v+T5v 2 
a42 = (a4+T8v).v 
,2 a44 = T11- 
a60 = 01+T3v 
a62 = TO) 
a30 = Ti 
We then have 
b11 = z.2441 5 v-Fa9v2i-T14v 3 
b31 = 112-1-1455v+T9'V 2 
b33 = (07+T12v).v 
1351 = a2 -4-T5v 
b53 = T7v 
b71 = T2 
(2.6.6) 
17 = a2h2 . rh,_ 	_,11.. , 	,1- 	9 (b -+2bilb51)a4-4--1 
	
L -4ull 2 -7-SullD3la2  1  31 (blib71+b31b81)a 6 
+11(b51 2+2b3lb71)a8+- lb7 lb51 a 10+ 1_ . b 41b b 7 	16 	712 a12 "4 11 33a
2  
3 	44-1- th Is 4-1, b l 641-(1, 1, -LA, 1, N 8 "1"---(13 11 13 53-113 31b33)-a . 	..-31-53.-51-33/a . 8 .u511, 53.1-, 71 ,-, 33/a 16 20 
(2.6.7) 28 	64 	8 	96 
7.17-1"-1 2 = a4 . {1y-a2024.a20a40a21- (11-.a40 24-2-• a20a60).a4 6 	45 	20 
1 a 2,16 	,3 	10 4 +2---a20 	6 	F(Tff* 60 '1-ir5 . 40 80 •a a a ) '-fii -a60a80a 15 	a80+-.a4,0a60)a ' 6 
.a802a124.1_. 	.1 , 4 16 a20.22-r--.0.20a42+a22a40)a 2-1- (2-..a20a62 -FTS.a40a42 225 	12 12 	40 
_3 _ 	. 4 1 	1 _,1_ 	6 _1 9 140. a60a22) a +(a. a40a62',71-a60a42-r-ff-a80a22)\  .. a 4- (112 -a60a62 
21 	8 3 	10_,1_ 	2 1 	,5 	l 2 '105 .a80a42).a -F-- 0 	7 - 40 .a8 62a -- 16' a22 4-(Tx.a20441-27§-.a22a42).a 
____7 	. a  4.'1 	il 	N 6 7- -a42 2  . 	a22a62m-- .a40a 80. 	154 ) "rk11-a42a627-ix.a60a 1.4.4/a 
_L(
"448 .a62
2  ÷ 	0 ) — 35 .a844,.a8  +Ti.a22a44.a 2  +-- a 3 	1 12 --42a44a4 17 	2 
-I-1- 	6 3 	a44 2a81 • .9ca62a44 (2.6.8) 
Equations (2.6.4), (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) then allow rapid computation 
of the wavefront variance for a given optical system at any aperture and field 
angle for which the eighth order aberration expansion adequately represents 
the actual aberration. 
§2.6(b) Variance of the Difference Function  
The ratio of the response of a system at a specified frequency to 
what it would be for the same system in the absence of aberrations has been 
used as a criterion of image quality and for prescribing tolerances on 
various aberrations. Hopkins has shown that this ratio, MUM, satisfies 
the inequality 
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M(r,V) > 1 -. 2712 /A 2 .V(r, 1 ) 
where V(r,*) = ■11.7(s,t) - 	s = r sin *, 	t = r cos *, 
provided the right-hand side is positive. Empirical investigations have 
shown that, provided M(s,*) 	0.7 this variance, V(r,*), provides a direct 
measure of image quality. Algebraic expressions have, therefore, been 
derived for V(r,o) and V(r,i). 
Let 	_all = z1-FIT3v+a6v2+t 10v3 
a31 = 111-1-o3v+t6v 2 
a32 = w4+08v+ti3v 2 
a51 = a1-Ft3 v 
a52 = crii+te 
a71 = Ti, 	a72 
a73 = T11 
b11 = z2+715v-Fa9v 2+114v 3 
b31 = 7r2+05v+t9v2 
b51 = 02+t5v 
b52 = (;7-1-T12V 
b71 = •2 
b72 = T7 
(2.6.10) 
(i ) 
	Sagittal Case 
Let 	e..ij = pi cosi 
Now write 
A(a,o) = Pl(P,e) 	P2(P, 0 ) 
where 
Ei = II eij dA. 
A(s,t) 
Pl(P,O) = 4s.(Aliall+Ane3I+A51a51+A71a71 4A33a33-FA53a53), 
P2(P,e) = 4s.(B22+1342P 2+B62P 4+1344P 2 cos20).p 2 sine cose 	(2.6.12) 
The A- and B- coefficients are given by 
A11 = all+2a31 s 2+3a 51 s4+4a7Is 6 , 
A31 = 2a31+6a51s 2+12471s 4+a52v+2a72vs2 
A51 = 2472v+3a51+12a71s 2 
A71 = 4a71 
A33 = 4a51s 2+16a71s4-a52v-2a72vs 2 
A53 = 16a71s2-2a72v 
(2.6.13) 
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B22 = (b31+2b5Is 2+3b71s 4 ).h 
B42 = (2b51+b72v+6b71s 2 ).h 
B62 = 31371.h 
B44 = (4b71s2-b72v).h 
Since the region of integration is symmetric, 
A(s,o) = 1)-14-2 = 0 
(2.6.14) 
Hence V(s,o) = 1:77211-17- 
-1 V(s,o) = 16A(s,o).s2{A112E22+2A11A31E42±(A312+2A1 1A51) .E62+2A li A7iE82 
+(A512+2A31A71) •E102+2A31A51E82+2A51A71E122+A712E142+-2--A33A11E44 
+2 (A33A3I+A531iii)E64+2 (A33A5i+A53A31)E8L ++2 (A33A7I+A53A 51 )E 1 co+ 
+2A53A71Al24+2A33A53E86+A53 2E106- +A33 2E66 +B22 2 (E42-E44) 
+2B22B42(E62-E 64) 11342 2 (E82-E8O+B622 (E122-E124)±2B22B44 • (E64 -E66) 
+2B42B44.(E84-46)+2B62B44, (E104-E106)+B442• 
(2.6.15) 
(ii) 	Tangential'Case 
For this case it is convenient to 
define the -Y axis as 0 = 0, as shown, so that 
y = -p cos 0, 	z = p sin 6 
Now write /1(t,-) = P3(p,e) + P4(p,0) (2.6.16) 
where P3(p,e) = 2t.(C 00-20e201-C40 e40 4-C60 e601-C222+CI+2e1+21-C62e62-1-C44e44), 
(2.6.17) 
P4 (p,e) 2t.(Dliell+Dnen+D5le51+Dnen+D33e33+D53e53) (2.6.18) 
The C- and D- coefficients are as follows: 
(E86 -E8 8) }. 
COO ' (131141131t2+b51t4+b71 t64.1352vt241372vt4).h 
C20 = (b314-2b5it 2+3b7It4 ).h 
C40 ' (1, 61+3b71t2 ).h 
C60 = 1371.h 
C22 =(2b31+8b51t2+18b7It4+3b52v+9672vt2 ).h 
C42 ' (4b51+24b71t2+3b72v).h 
C62 = 6b71.h 
= (8b71t42b72v).h 
(2.6.19) 
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Dil = 2.(a11+2a31 t 2+3a51t4+4a71t6+a32v+2a52 ) t2 +3a72vt4+2a73v2 t2 ) 
D32 = 2.(2a31+6a51t 2+12a71t4-1-a52v+4a72vt2 ) 
D5I = 2.(3a51+12a71t 24s72v) 	 (2.6.20) 
D71 = 8a7I 
D33 = 2.(4a51t2+a52v446a7it4-1-6a72vt242a76v2 ) 
D53 = 2.(16a71t2+a72v) 
The variance is then given by 
V(t,i) = 1:37-1-1V-17-37 	 (2.6.21) 
so 	V(ti) = 4t2 .4,t).{C20 2 (E40-E202 /40)+2C20C40(E60 -E20E40/E00) 
+C402 (E60-E402 /E00)+2C40C60.(k0a-E40E60/E00)+C60 2 .(E120 -E60 2 /E00) 
+2C20. [C22. (E1+2-E20E22/200)4C1+2 (E62-E20E42/E00)4C62 (E82-E20E62 /Epp ) 
+Ck (E6kE2OEjfJ./EOO)}+2CkO.IC22(E62-EkOE22/EOO)+C42(E82-E+OE2/EOO) 
4C62 (E102-ELF0E62/E00)+C44 (E84 -E40E41+/E00)1±2C60 [C22 (E82 -E60E22/E00) 
+C42 (E102-E60E1+2 /E00)+C62 (E122-E60E62/E00)+CIA (E10 1+-E60E441E00) 1 
+C222 (E44-  E222 /Epp ) +2 C22 Ci+2 (E64-E22E+ 2 / E00 )+C 422 (E84-E-422 E00 
42C22C62(4 4-E22E62/E 00 )+C622 (E1 24— E622/E0 0)+2c44 1C22(E66-E44 E22/4( 
4c42(46- E44E42/E00)4c62(E106-E44E62/40)14c44 2 (E88-E442 /E00) 
+Dii 2E22-ED31 2E-62+D51 2E102-FD71 2E142+2 r J:iiiD31E1+2+DilD51E62 
4(D11D714031D51)E824-D31D71E1024D51D7lE2+DilD33E44-+(D31D33 
+Di iD53)E64+0511)33+D3iD53)E8.1 4+ (D71D33-1-D5053)Ei 04+D-nD53E124] 
4D332E664-2D33D 53E8617D 532E106} 	(2.6.22) 
§2.7 Conclusion  
A range of assessment functions has been introduced and methods for. 
their calculation given. Apart from the o.t.f. all quantities can be rapidly 
calculated for any field angle or aperture using the Set of 28 ray or retardation 
coefficients. Use of paraxial defOcussing terms allows consideration Of 
image planes in the neighbourhood of the gaussian image plane Conjugate to 
the chosen object plane. Relations which have been established between the s. 
quantities P1 , P2 and P3 and the o.t.f. quantities SI, S2 and S3 justify the 
comparison of corresponding ,quantities and establish a link with the methods of 
assessment used by Dutton. The following chapter is concerned with detailed 
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theoretical and numerical comparisons of these assessment functions for 
a range of optical systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF SOME  
ASSESSMENT QUANTITIES  
§3.1 Introduction  
The use of different assessment functions in examining the state of 
correction of a- set of optical systems has been found to give a different 
ranking of these systems in terms of imaging performance 1  and to predict 
different States of correction to be optimum a. The amount of such 
comparison work is, however, rather limited. This chapter, therefore, is 
directed towards giving an extended comparison of the assessment functions 
introduced previously. This is done through a comparative examination . 
of the expressions derived assuming certain simple combinations of 
aberration terms, and also through a consideration of a wide range of 
actual systems with their much more complex aberration expansions. The 
use of aberration coefficients which are defined for a given object plane 
of the optical system, rather than object point', has allowed explicit 
consideration of the variation in the form of aberration balancing with 
field angle. 
In the previous chapter expressions for the variance of the wavefront' 
aberration and of the aberration difference function werederived, assuming 
a circillar exit pupil. In fact, however, the Integrations involved in 
calculating these quantities are over that region of the Y-Z plane 
corresponding to coordinates on the actual wavefront of transmitted rays. 
When the only vignetting aperture is a circular stop then the paraxial 
entrance and exit pupils are circular. However, for off-axis images, 
the region over which the integrations mentioned above must be carried 
is not circular. The next section of thischapter is thP ,refore devoted 
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to showing that it is possible to define a series of coordinate 
transformations which reduce the region of integration to a circle. These 
transformations can be described by modifications to the aberration 
coefficients which are field-independent, and the form of the retardation 
. expansion is unaltered. 
The following section gives a comparison of expressions obtained for 
optimum focal planes and for astigmatism And field curvature using various 
assessment quantities. A limited amount of comparative work on optimum 
focal planes has been done by De Velis 2 and his results are encompassed 
here. 
The use of orthogonal expansions of the Aberration function to 
deduce optimum forms of aberration balancing was introduced by Zernike3 . 
This has been used to study optimum forms of balancing according to the 
'minimization of wavefront variance 4,5 though such analyses generally avoid 
explicit studies of field-dependence. Sumita 6 has shown that the 
aberration difference function defined on the sheared pupil region can 
also be represented in terms of polynomials which are orthogonal on the 
unit circle, thus allowing a study of aberration balancing using this. 
quantity. In section four it is shown that the spot diagram quantities 
2 e and ez
2 may also be expressed as the sums of squares of coefficients 
arising from the expansion of the transverse aberration function in terms of 
orthogonal polynomials. Expressions for these coefficients in terms of the 
. third, fifth and seventh order ET coefficients are presented. 	Section five 
presents explicit expressions for the orthogonal. coefficients in the 
expansion of the wavefront aberration using Zernike's circle polynomials, and 
section six does likewise for the sagittal and tangential difference function 
variance. These expressions are then compared, in section seven, for a 
number of simple cases, thus allowing a detailed algebraic study of optimum 
forms of aberration balancing using different criteria of image quality. 
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Finally we present in section eight some results from a numerical 
comparison of the various assessment functions introduced in chapter two. 
Using a range of optical designs having different degrees of correction 
the state of correction is examined using the spot diagram quantities, the 
variance of the wavefront retardation and of the difference function, and 
the functions defined in terms of o.t.f. values. 
§3.2 Transformation of the Reference Sphere Pupil  
P (0 , ye ,ze )._ 0(x09370,z ) 
x,y,z) 
•••• 
••••• 
1 
S'(x 1 ,y',z' 
(x0 ',Yo t ,i; 	F , ; (0,_ye ,ze ) 
In fig. 3.1 E' is the axial point of the paraxial exit pupil and 
the origin of a rectangular coordinate system. 0 lies on the X-axis 
and is the axial point of the gaussian image plane. Let PQ be any ray 
from an object whose gaussian image is at I(e,-h,o). Mat W
o 
be the 
gaUssian reference sphere and W the aberrated wavefront. PQ intersects 
Wo and W at S (x ,y ,z ), S(x,y,z) respectively. 	If P(0,ye ,ze) is any 0000 
point on the periphery of the paraxial exit pupil then the reference 
sphere pupil periphery is defined by the set of points S 	fz 0000 
The retardation function is defined by 
R(y,z,h) = SS° 
and is written in a power series expansion as 
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2 	2 	3 	2 	2 R(y,z,h) = ir1 A +Tr2 A4&+Tr3 Xv+1r4 11 +71- pv+aIX +a2X p+a3 X v 
+a4 X11
2+a5Apv+a6Av
2+a7p
3+a8p
2v+a9pv
2 
,4 	,3 	,3 	,2 2 	,2 	,2 2 	, 
1
▪ 
A -1-T 2A p+T 3 A V-1-T4 A p -1- T5 A pv+T6A V -FT 7Ap 
, 2 	, 	2 	, 3 	4 	3 	22 	3 . ,,„, 
-1-T 8Ap V-1-T9AVV -FT10AV -1- T11p -1- T12p V-FT 1  p v +T 14 \))+Oklu), 
where A = y 2+z 2 
	p =yh, 	v = h2 . If the retardation is now 
expressed in terms of coordinates (y0 ,.zo) on the reference sphere then 
- -i 	-1  y = yo [1-e
1  (1+e-2  V) 2A-e (1+e-2  v) R,h+0(7) 
-1 	-2 - z = zo [1-e (1+e v) 1/2R]+0(7). 
Since R is 0(4) this change in coordinates will not affect either fourth 
or sixth order terms of the aberration expansion. Using primes to indicate 
the new coefficients, the modifications to the eighth order coefficients 
are as follows:- 
, -1 2 
- 4e n 1 	1 	1 
-1,, 	2, 
2 
 
= T 2 	e tinln2 - 4n 1 J 
-1 
T' = T e (6111 If 3 - n1 
	
3 	3 
2 - e-1 ( n 1n4 - 612 + 311. 
-1 2 
T - 5 	5 	(-
c 
 7 175 27174 - '7173 57273 - 72 
1 
' 
-1,, 
Tg = T e % ,.n 3 - 711n5 - 112713) 
- 
T .  = 1 T - e (5n2n4 - 4111 714 - 2,22 ) 7 
T # = 
-1 
T - e (4n2 Tr5 + 4n3 Tr4 - Lin1 n5  - 4n23  - In 2n4 ) 8 	8  
T # = T # 	e-1 (3nn 35 - 2n2 n5  - 2n3
2  - 211. 3n4 ) 
•
9 	9  
=T 
e-1 
10 	n3n5 
11 T = T1 	e
-1 (2n2 Tr4 - 2714
2  ) 
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-1 	_ T 12 ' =T 	4 e (2n2IF 4 21314 + zn4
2 	71' - 	IT ) 12 
2 T13 ' =T 	
-1 
13 4 e (21 3  1 4 3n 4u5  -n ) 
' l 	e-ln52 14 14 (3.2.2) 
Consider now the location of the centre of the exit pupil. Suppose the . 
paraxial exit pupil is circular and the lines joining the tangential extrema 
of the pupil to the gaussian image point intersect the reference sphere at 
(y0 ,0), (y,0), - see fig. 1. 	Then the centre of the pupil is the point- 
(yo+y'0)/2,0). By simple geometry we have 
y = y 
e 
 1 - x /e) + x h/e, 	z
o 
= z
e
(1 - x /e) o 	o (3.2.3) 
where x
o
/e = 1 -[1 - e-2 (A - 211
o
)] 	A = y 2 +z 2 ,p=y h. o 	o 	o 	o 	o 
Using an 0(2) approximation for xo gives 
x /e = 4 e-2 (p
e
2 - 2 y
e
h) 
where p
e
2 = y
e
2 + z
e
2 . Using this, a third order approximation to the 
tangential section extremities of the pupil is given by 
Yo max 
	 (3.2.4) 
where p = + maximum value of p
e. 
Hence a third order approximation to 
the centre of the pupil is 
(yo + y(;)/2 = 3/2 e-2p 2 + 0(5) 	(3.2.5) 
= p - 	p - 3p 2h + 2ph2 ) -2 
In fig.3.2 the error, expressed as a fraction of full aperture, in finding 
the mid point of the tangential extrema using this approximation is shown 
as a function of aperture and semi-field angle. If a transformation of 
the origin of coordinates is made to this centre then the exit pupil 
(defined on the reference sphere) is symmetric in the new. coordinates. 
0.05 	010 	015 	010 	0.25 0.30 	035 Aperture 
Fig./ Error in location of centre. 
3 -› 
Fig.3-3Error of third order approximation to pupil, values. 
Fig.X. Deviation of pupil shape from circular. 
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The appropriate changes to the coefficients are given below. Primes 
indicate the transformed coefficients and a = 3/2e -2p2 = 3/8F2 . Three 
new coefficients andti . are introduced, but these correspond 
simply to transverse defocussing and may be neglected. 
n = s 7 	n2 = 	+ 4an 	7- = ¶ 	an + 2a
2 I1 
1 ' 2 3 	3 2 	1 , 
n'4 . = 74 + 2an2 + 4a2w1 , ifg = 11- 5 + 2(1(11. 3 + ¶4 ) 	3a272 + 4a
3 1Ti , 
n' = an5 + a
2 (n3+Tr4 ) +a 71 2 + a
4 n 6 (3.2.6) 
1 	1 
a' = a + 6aa 2 	2 	1 
a' = a + aa2  + 3a
2a 3 	3 	1 
a' = a + 4aa2 + 12a
2a 4 	4 1 
a' = a + 2a(a4 + 2a3 ) + 6a2a2  + 12a3a 5 	5 1 
a6  a + aa5 + a
2 (a4 + 2a 3 ) + 2
a3a2  + 3a
4a 6 	6 1 
a.; = a7 + 2aa4 + 4a2a2 + 8a
3a1  
a' = a8  + a(3a 7+a5 ) + a
2 (5a4 + 4a3 ) + a
3a2 + 12a
4a 8 	 1 
a' = a9  + 2a(a6 + a8 ) + 3a
2 (a5  + a7  ) + 4a
3 (a 3 + a4) + 5a a2 + 6a
5a1 9  
a10 "---. aa9  + a
2 (a6  + a8) + a
3 (a5 + a7 ) + a
4 (a3  + a4 ) + a5a2  + a
6a 1 
(3.2.7) 
T = T 
= T2 + 8aT 1 2 
, 2 T' = T -I- at + Lia T 1 3 	3 	2 
2 ¶4 = ¶4  6aT2  + 24a T 1 
T' = T 4. 2a(T 4 + 3 ) + a
2  T 2  + 24a
3T 5 	5 1 
2, 	. , 3 	. , 4 T' = T + at 5 + a LT 4 + 3T 3 ) + ia-T 2 + Da T 6 	6 1 
T" = T -17 4aT -I- 12a 2T . -F 32a3T 7 	7 	4 	2 	1 
T' = T 8 + a(3T7  + 4T 5 ) + a
2 (10T4 + 12T 3 ) + 24a
3 T 2  + 48a
4 T 1 8  
T' = ¶
9  4- 2a(T8 + 2T6 ) + 3
2a (T 7 + 	) + 4a
3  (2T 4 + 3T3  ) + 15a
4T 2 9  
+ 24 a5T1 
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, 
T
10 
=T
10 
4. aT
9 
+ a2  (T
8 + 2t6)  + a
3  kT
7 
+ 2T
5
) + a4 (2T
4 
+ 3T 3 ) 
+3a5T
2 
+ 4 6a T 
T
11 
=T
11 
4- 2aT_ + 4a 2  T
4 
+ 8a3  T
2 
+ 16a4T 
1 
T 12 = T 12 	4aT 11 + 2aT 8 + a
2 (7T
7 
+ 4T
5
) + 4a3 (3T
4 
+ 2T
3
) 
+20a4  T
2 
+ 32a5 T
1 
, 
T 13 = T 13  4- 2aT 9 + a (6T 11 + 5T 8 + 4T6) + a3 (9t 7 + 8T 5) + 
a4 (13T
4 
+ 12T
3 
+ 18a 5T
2 
+ 24a6T
1 
2, 	, 
T = T 2a(T
13 
+ T
10
) 3a (T
12 
+ T
9
) + 4a3 kT
11 
+ T 4- T
6
) + 14 	14 
	
, 4, 	. 	5, 	6 	7 Da (T
7 
+ T
5
) + oa kT
4 
+ T
3
) + fa T
2 
+ oa T
1 
T = aT 	+ a 
14 15 	2(T 13 + T10 ) a3 (T 12 + t9 ) a4 (T11  + ' 8  	T ) 
5, 8 a (T
7 
+ T
5
) +a( T +T
3
) +a7 T
2 
 +a T
1 
(3.2.8) 
• Two methods may be used to reduce the pupil to a circular region. 
The first is to average the third order tangential and sagittal extrema. 
This gives a third order approximation to the pupil radius, p 0 (3), 
where 
p 0 (3) = pe[1. 	 e2(pe2 	h2)3 (3.2.9) 
The accuracy of this approximation is shown in fig,p, where the 
fractional difference between the average of the actual extrema and the 
third order approximation is plotted as a function of aperture and angle. 
The second method, explained in the following, is far more satisfactory. 
In fig.3.4 the fractional difference between sagittal and tangential extrema 
of the exact reference sphere pupil is shown and it can be seen that the 
deviation of the pupil from being circular is almost independent of 
aperture. A good approximation to the shape of the pupil was found, 
numerically, to be 	 • 
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= z 	(1 - c1v) max 	max (3.2.10) 
where cl = 0.9. This corresponds to the eccentricity of the ellipse being 
proportional to h,. provided h is small. 	In fact c1 decreases slowly with 
aperture ranging from 0.95 at F/5 to 0.82 at F/1.6. This could be 
considered by writing c l = 1 - cit and determining an appropriate value 
for c 2 . However the aperture variation will not be considered in the 
following work. By now making the transformation 
y': = y/(1 - civ) 	 (3.2.11) 
the reference sphere pupil can be reduced t&a circle. The effect of this 
last transformation on the coefficients is given below, with primes again 
indicating the transformed coefficients:- 
1r: = F . n3 
• = aj 
a4 = a4 - 4c 1 Tr1 , 
, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
j = 1, 2, 3, 6, 
a5 = a5 - c1n2 , 	,a7 = a - 2c1 .11. 
a' - a - 2c (n + 11 4)1 a' = a - c1n 8 - 	3 	4 	9 	9 	5' (3.2.12) 
• = Ti, 	j = 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 
1 l' 	Tg = T 	cia 2 , 
, 2 ▪ = t 8 .  + zci ni - 2c1 (2a 3 + a4 ), 
= T 2 
	
■ 	4. 4 
▪ 11 11 	ci ni I 
2 T = 	c (n + n ) - 2c a 13 	13 	1 	3 	4 	1 (  -6  
T 7 = 17 - 4c 1a 2 
T; = 19 - cla 5 
12 = 112 C1 
2n - 3C 1a 7 
_ 
' T14 - 114 - c1a9 
(3.2.13) 
The three sets of coefficient alterations given in this section 
provide a means whereby the retardation coefficients may be used to 
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describe the wavefront aberration defined in terms of coordinates on a 
circular exit pupil which is centred on the origin of coordinates. 	Then, 
by expressing the pupil coordinates in polar form, it is a simple matter 
to carry out the integrations involved in calculating quantities such as 
the variance of the wavefront aberration. 
§3.3 Longitudinal Shift of Focus  
When discussing. the aberrations associated with non7gaussian Image 
planes in the neighbourhood of the gaussian image plane it is common 
practice to add a single longitudinal defocussing term to the aberration 
expansion. By considering the deformation function introduced earlier it 
is a simple matter to determine the conditions under which this provides a 
sufficiently accurate representation of the aberrations in non-gaussian 
image planes. 
Let (x-e) + (y+h) 2 + z2 +2eD = e2  +h2  
+ (y+h') 2  + z2  + 2e"D" = e' 2 
be two equations for the aberrated wavefront. P(x,y,z) is any point on 
the aberrated wavefront. 	I(e,-h,O) is the gaussian image point, and 
,-11",0) is the corresponding out-Of-focus ideal image point where 
e'= e+s, h = h(l+s/e), s being the axial displacement of the non-gaussian 
. image plane frbm the gaussian plane. Elementary algebra then gives 
" /. -2 	2 D- D = e sA + terms in s and sD (3.3.3) 
Hence 	R' - R = e sX + terms in s 2 and sD, showing that when s is 
sufficiently small for sR or s 2 to be negligible compared to the aberration 
then the single defocussing term is adequate. Also, - 
since 	c = e ar) 
Dy 
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the transverse aberration defocussing expression 
e = c + e -1sy 	 (3.3.4) 
will have analogous conditions on its accuracy. 
We will now discuss optimum image plane shifts according to various 
criteria, assuming that the amount of defocussing is sufficiently small for 
(3.3.3,4) to give adequate representations of the effect of defocussing on 
the aberration expansions. 
i) Transverse Aberrations  
Sands7 has derived an expression for the surface of best focus using 
minimization of P 1 . (the radius of gyration of the spot diagram), and has 
discussed the discrepancies between the values obtained by raytrace and those 
obtained using the truncated aberration expansion. The only significant 
cause for concern when using the aberration expansion was shown to be the 
convergence of this expansion. The apertures and angles for which analyses 
are performed in this work all lie within the region of convergence of the 
third, fifth and seventh order series expansion for the aberration function. 
Using the notation of §2.5 we have 
.2 c'2 = c 	+ 2x'vak '.e ypcos6 + 
 
y 	y 	ak 
,2 e = e 2 + 2x 'v '.e psin6 z 	z + 
 
ak z 	ak (3.3.5) 
where a is the radius of the entrance pupil. Note that we are here assuming 
a circular entrance pupil - a valid assumption when Only one component of the 
system acts as a stop. Using the expression of §2.5 and noting that a=b and 
c=o (i.e. the pupil is circular and distortion is negligible) expressions for 
those planes which minimize e'2 and e'2 can be found. From (3.3.5) it y 	z 
also follows that the optimum plane found by minimizing P 1 is Iodated midway 
,2 between the planes minimizing e ,2 and ez 	Denote these planes by xGopt, 
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xYopt and  xZopt respectively. Then we have 
_ 	d..-1. 2 	2 ; 	2 	4 1 5P a +(2p 3+p4 )V - , s la +T(s.+s 5  +s )a
2V2 xGopt - -v 	{- ak ' 4 6 
4 2 	6 421 	3 	/ --I-(s10 +s 11  )V +-3t1 a +4(t +t5+t6)a. V +-(t11 +-t12 +t13 +4t14 ) 2 3 	4  
a2V4+Mt1 + 	)V
6 I, (3.3.6) 
2 ltyopt = -Vak .1(3p3+p4 )V 2.-1- S10 V
4+t
18 
V
6 
 4-e
2  [p 1 +(s-4 +2S6  )V2-1- ( t11 3 	4  
3 	4 	4 	3 	2 2 6, 
4 +-t )V 3+Va (s +(t +-t )V ]+-t a J 4 12 	2 1 4 4 6 	5 (3.3.7) 
2 xZopt -va  .t(133tP)V
2+s11 V.4 +t19 3 V
6+-e2  (p1  +(s +4s 6YV+(ti3+!4t14 )V
4 ] k  
+4a.4 [s1+(t5+1/4t6 )V2 ]+-t1a6 1. 	(3.3.8) 
-1 Note thatvak  (mt ) -where m is the paraxial magnification of the 01 
-ystem and t the object distance- 01 
ii) Vavefront Variance  
Using (3.3.3) the variance of the wavefront retardation may be written 
as a quadratic function of the displacement, x', from the gaussian image 
plane. From this the optimum image plane found using minimization of this 
variance is given by 
, 	9 xvopt = -e2  t2Tria+(21/34T4 )h2  +via4  +(2(53+04 ) a2h+(2a641c8)h4 
8 	69. 	 3 	, 24 	6 -4--r1  a --I— (T 3  +T ) a
4h2+(2T6  + T8 +-IT11  )a h +(2TrJ..0 +ir11 )h , 5 	5 4  
(3.3.9) 
iii) Optical Transfer :Function  
A common method of selecting the optimum image pl ane according to transfer 
function theory is to Choose some spatial frequency and find that plane for 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
O.L. 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
-01 
fig. 326 
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which the response at the chosen frequency is a maximum. 	Work by Fellgett 
and Linfoot8 has shown that the information content of an. optical image is 
concentrated in the higher frequency components of that image. Thus the 
spatial frequency chosen for such optimization ought to be near the upper 
limit of the frequency band of interest. Also, since the frequency 
response Variation with image plane position has sharper maxima for higher 
frequencies (as illustrated in fig. 3./), the relative effect of a 
displacement of the image plane from the optimum plane according to a high 
frequency is greater than that for a lower frequency. 
fig. 3.r 
An analytic expression for the optimum image rthme lasing the o.t.f. 
is not available and hence calculation of this is very slaw. However such 
calculations have been done and results are provided in the comparisons 
using actual systems presented in §3.9. 
iv) Difference Function Variance  
Using the notation of §2.6(b) let us write E.= E. ./E and define xj xj 22 
functionsF.(j =.1,2,3,4,5,6) by 
F = 2 + E 2 42 
4 F = r4 + 2E' .r2  + — E r2  + 2 	42 	3 44 	62 
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F = E' - E' 3 	42 	44 
F
4 
= r6  + (3E'
2 
 + 4E
44 
 ) r + (3E62 ' + 4E
64 
 ) r2  + E' 
	
4 82 
F
5 
 = (E
42  ' - E4) r
2 + (E
62  ' - E 4 ) 
F6 = E 2  + 5 , ,E;12 - 	, r2 . 	 (3.3.10) 
The variance of the aberration difference function can be expressed as a 
quadratic function Of the image plane shift x', and thus the value of x" 
which minimizes this variance can be found. Using the expressions of 
(2.6.15) and (2.6.22) optimum image planes have been found for sagittal and 
tangential line orientations. These are 
=- e2[An
1 
 +a
3 h
2
4-T
6 h
4 )F
1 
 +(Tr
3 
 +a
6 h
2
-FT 10 h
4) 2+3(a
1
-FT
3
h2 )F
2 
xSopt  
, +(a +T8 h2  )h2  .F
3
+4T
1
F
4
+2T
4
h2  F5 /I 	(3.3.11) 
xTopt = -2e 2{2[1r1  +(a3  +a4  )h
2+(T
6 
 -FT
8 -FT 1  )h
4 1F,+(ir
3 
 +ff
4 
 +(a
6 
 +a
8 
 )h2 1. 	 A.  
2 +(T 10 +T13 )h
4 ]h2+3(a
1 
 -FT 3 	3 
h2 
+-T4  h
4  )F
2 
 -(a
4 
 +T
8 h
2 )h2F 
+4T
1
F
4
+T
4
h2 . (2F6- 1, (3.3.12) 
respectively. 	In fig. 3., the functions F1 	F6  are shown for a unit 
radius aperture. 	Thus using equations (3.3.11,12) and fig. 3. the 
variation of the optimum image planes for sagittal and tangential 
. orientations of the spatial frequency components of an image may be 
. determined. 
v) 	Some Comparisons  
We will now consider the expressions for optimum image planes according 
to the various criteria when the aberration expansion takes certain simple 
forms. 	Let a be the radius of the circular entrance pupil, a the radius. 
of the paraxial exit pupil and a the radius of the (transformed) reference 
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sphere pupil. Then recalling the transformation of coordinates involved 
in reducing the reference sphere pupil to a circle it follows that 
a = (1-x 	).a 
w 	-2 2 	-2 2 1 -4 4 where xo 	=1/2e' a (11-4e - a 4--e' a )+0(8). o 8 
(3.3.13) 
(3.3.14) 
and 	e' = e.(14-v). 	In §1.7 exact relations between the third order 
transverse aberration coefficients p 1 to p5 d the fourth order retardation 
coefficients 71 1 to n 5 were given. In these relations various powers of 
-1 the product em* occur. occur. Now em* = (a0/a) = mp , where m is the 
paraxial magnification between pupils. This result is used in the 
following comparisons. 
Spherical aberration 
i) Suppose E = p1p 3 and R = n iX 2 
Then 2 x 	=x 	= --m*p a 2 Yopt 	Zopt 	3 1 (3.3.15a) 
= -2e 2n1a
2 
Vopt 
= -4e 2Tr F a 2 , xSopt = XTopt 	1 1 
where F1 is evaluated for unit radius aperture. 
Since ni = 4m*(em* -1 ) -2e-2p -2 =-(a 2 2)m*e p it follows that 4  
130 
= -1/2m*Pi (a/ao) 2 .a2 	(3.3.15b) 
xVopt 
xSopt = -m*131 (a/a0)
2 . F1a2. (3.3.15c) 
The relation derived here between xYopt and 	is a well known result. vopt 
However the author knows of no cases where expressions for x 	and x - Sopt 	Topt 
have been derived. 	It is therefore of value to examine these expressions 
in detail. 	Referring to fig. 3.2 it can be seen that F + 2/3 as r 0, 
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has a minimum value of 4/9 and ->1 as r - 4- 1. The corresponding image plane 
positions are 
2 	22 --ipi (a/ao) .a 	as r 	0 xSopt 
-'kol (a/ao) 2 .a2 	at r = 0.2,0.55 
- p1 (a/ao) 2 .a2 	as r 1 
Thus the position of the optimum image plane using the minimization of the 
difference function as a criterion moves from the geometric optimum of zero 
frequency to slightly less than the waVefront variance limit near r = 0.4 
then back through the geometric optimum to a maximum shift which is twice 
that of the wavefront variance optimum. The behaviour of x 	is Sopt 
completely described by the variation of F, in fig. 3./.6 
ii) Consider now the case 
3 	5 	7 = Pg +sg. +t1P ' and R = 1 A
2+a1 A
3
"i'T 1 A
4 
2 	2 
 
Then 42 6 xGopt = -m*(pla +1/2s la 	), 	(3.3.16a) 
29 48 6 = -e2 (2m.1a 	+Tia ), 	(3.3.16b) xVopt 
xSopt = -e
2 (4Tr1  F a
2+6a1 F2 a
4  +8 .t. 1 F4 a
6 ). (3.3.16c) 
It was shown in §1.7 that a simple rigorous relation between the 
coefficients s. and aj (j=1,2,...9) and between t. and 	0 	— =1,2.14) 
	
3 	Tj 
- did  not exist. However numerical results presented in that chapter show 
that use of the approximate relations obtained from (1.7.4) give a good 
indication of the relations between the coefficients of spherical aberration. 
Furthermore if Sands Wo coordinates are used rather than 5T coordinates then 
the approximate relations become exact relations when the constants involved 
are set to unity. Hence we have the following approximate expressions 
74 . 
xvopt -(1/2Plei-los le4t1z6 ) , 
= -(p FLA a2 +s F a +t F a6 , xSopt 	1 	1 4q, 
(3.3.17a) 
(3.3.17b) 
where a = (a/ao).a. 	Comparison of (3.3.16a) with (3.3.17a) shows that 
in the presence of spherical aberration described by the first three orders 
of the aberration expansion, 
xGopt-xVopt = -t(p1a2+s1 a4+t130 a6 ) 1 1 a • 
Consider now equation (3.3.17b). 	2 is 0.5 at r=0, reaches a minimum 
value of about 0.3 and then increases to 1, behaviour which is similar to 
that of F1  with respect to the constants multiplying the fifth order 
aberration terms in (3.3.16a) and (3.347a) .  	F4 also shows similar 
behaviour. Thus from the curves of F F 2 and F4 we can see that xSopt 
lies between xG0pt and  xVopt over the range 0: r <0.65, for cases when 
only spherical aberration of the first three orders is significant. 	It 
should be noted that in deriving this result the ratio (c/ao) has been 
taken as unity. If the Wo coordinates are used this result will be 
strictly true. 
Thus for the discussion of optimum image planes the variance of the 
aberration difference function is a quantity whose usefulness extends far 
beyond the range of spatial frequencies for which it provides a useful 
approximation to the m.t.f. 
b) Astigmatism and Field Curvature  
The presence of field curvature is indicated by non-planar surfaces : 
of best-focus. When surfaces of best focus are defined for the tangential 
and sagittal orientations of frequency components ofthe image, and these 
surfaces do not coincide, then astigmatism is present and the distance 
between the focii is often used as a measure of astigmatism. Thus the 
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expressions for optimum image planes provide a means of comparing the 
measures of astigmatism obtained from the various assessment quantities 
under this criterion. 
Suppose that the transverse aberration is given by 
	
, 	,, c = (3p3+p4 )pV
2cose+(s 4+s6cos
2  e)p3 V2  cosu+s 10pV
4  cosu+(t4+t6cos
2  u) 
p 5V2cos +(t11+t12cos2 e)p3 V4  cos8+t18 V
6cose, 
= (p3+p4)pV
2 sine+(s 5+s6cs
2e)p 3V2sine+s11pV sine+(t 5+t6cos
2 8)p 5V2sine 
+(t13+t14cos
28)p 3V4sine+t19  pV
6  sine. 	(3.3.18) 
The corresponding wavefront retardation will then be 
2 	,2 	, 2 	, 2 	2 	,3 	,2 2 R = 	AV-FIT4p +a3 A v+a4Ap +a6  AV -FIC18  p V-FT 3 A V-FT 4  A p 
,2 2 	, 2 	, 3 	4 	2 2 
. -FT 6A V -FT 8 Ap V-FT AV -FT p -FT p V 10 11 	13 (3.3.19) 
Then the optimum planes according to the various criteria are:- 
3 	4 , 3 	2 	3 	2 xyopt = -m*V2  tp3+p4+5(s 4+zsda +sioV2+1/2(t4+7 da 
2 	3  
-1-3(t11-Fit13) a
2 V2 +ticiV4  1, 
 
(3.3.20a) 
2, 	2( 	)a2+s 	1.4(t5+k;t = -m*V tp -11D 	S, 4S, 4 3 D 0 1V
2 
 xZopt a
4 
 
2, +-(t1 +4t14 )a2V2+t19V
4  / 3  
 
(3.3.20b) 
xcopt = -m*V
2 1r  2p3+p4+5(s4+s5+s6)a 2+1/2(s 10+s)V
2  +4(t4+t5+t6)a
4 1 	, 
3 	 1 +1 (t11 +t2 +-t13 +kit 1  )a2 V
2  +,(t18 +t 19  )V
4  I. 3 	4  (3.3.20c 
2 	29 	3 	22 = -h2{21- 3-Fir4+(2a3+a4)a+(2a6  +a8  )h 	3 +T4  )a
4
-1- ( 2T 6 -FT 8 -F-T11  )ah Vopt 5 4  
-F(2T 10 -FT 13 )h
4 }. (3.3.21) 
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xSopt = -h
2( 21r 3+4a 3F +204F3+20- h
2+ F2+4 (T 4F5+T F 	F ) h 8 3 2 
+2T 
xTopt = -h2 (113 +114 ) +4 [ (cr3  +cr )F1 4 	6 8 	3 F ] h
2+2(a +a ) h2+6T F2  +21 4  (2F6  -F5  ) 4 
 
	
+[4(T 6+T 8-PT 11 )F1 -2T 8F - 	1 F3  ]I
2+2( T10 13 ÷r ) h
41. 
(3.3.22h) 
If we define xMopt =1/2:xSopt+xTopt) then we have 
xMopt = -114-12(y-n 4)+2(2a 3+a 4)F1-0 4F3+(20 6+a8)h2+611 3F2+ T (F5+F6 ) 
+4T6 F1  .h
2+2T8 F1 h
2+2T (F1-F3 )h
2+(2T 10+T 13 )h
41 . I 
(3.3.22c) 
The expressions for xGopt' xVopt and  xMopt may be considered as defining 
the mean field according to the respective criteria. Using the equations 
of (1.7.2) we have 
p3 	n and p4÷ 27t3 -1f4 so that 2p3+p4 4- 273 + 74 • 
Hence if c = (3P3  +p4  )pV
2cose and e z = (p3+p4 )pv
2  sin8 then the mean y  
fields according to all three criteria are in agreement. Also 
Zopt xYopt - x 	= XTopt - x Sopt 
so that the measures of astigmatism are also equal. 
Using the approximate forms of (1.7.3) obtained by neglecting the 
lower order coefficients we have 
s4 .4- 4a 3+2a , 
	4- 4a3 , 	s6 4- 2a4 
slO 	2(a61-a 
	s11 4- 2a6 . (3.3.23) 
(3.3.22a) 
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1 	2 	4 Then-(s4  +s 5  +s6 	-s -(2a 3  +a 4  ), and 4(s +s ) 	2a +a . 	Hence if 3 3 4 	3 10 11 6 8 
the expansion for E consists only of the third and fifth order field-
curvature terms, then the approximate relations above give 
4 xGt =  op	3 4 3 	3 4 (3.3.24) 
Since the expressions for the variance of the wavefront aberration and of 
the difference function have been calculated assuming a circular pupil then 
the coefficients involved must be the transformed coefficients of 3.1. ' 
However inspection of the transformation equations shows that a and a 3 	4 
are unaffected while a6 and a8 are modified by a term of order (1/F
4 ). 
where F is the f-number of the system being considered. Remembering that 
we are only using approximate relations between the transverse aberration 
coefficients and the retardation coefficients for higher order terms, it 
is clear that no purpose is served by retaining these correction terms 
arising from the transformation of the exit pupil to a circle. .However 
if the W -coordinates were used then the correction terms ought to be 
retained since, as mentioned earlier, these approximate relations then 
become exact. 	In our case, however, (3.3.23).and (3.3.24) are adequate. 
Suppose that a4=0. Examination of the F1 curve in fig. 3:2 then 
shows that xMopt approaches  xGopt as r÷0, and at r=0.2 and 0.55 xGopt = xVopt. 
However if (le) the situation is not so simple. The quantity (2F 1-F3 ) - 
see fig. 3.3 - multiplying a4a2 has the value 7/6 at r=0, 1.0 at r=0.09, 0.63 
and reaches a minimum of 0.782 when r=0.36. The geometric limit is 
reached at r=0.8 and since F 1 also tends to the geometric limit at r=0.8, 
in the presence of third and fifth order field-curvature termsx 	x Mopt = Gopt 
at r=0.8 and xMopt X 	at r=0.6. Apart from these two cases, the = Vopt 
variation of xSopt depends on the relative values of the various field 
lies close to curvature coefficients, though for 0,0.8 the value of x Mopt 
. xVopt °r xGopt. 
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A similar examination of the relation between mean planes in the 
presence of seventh order field curvature terms could be carried out, but 
the complication involved is considerable. It is, however, worth noting 
the various optimum planes when the aperture dependent terms in the 
expressions (3.3.20a), (3.3.21) and (3.3.22c) are zero. 	Then 
xGopt 	-h
2 (271- 	h2+ (2T 10 
and x Gopt = XMopt = vopt. 
Consider now the differences x 	-x 	and xTopt-xSopt• Yopt Zopt 
From (3.3.20) and (3.3.22) we have 
xYopt-xZopt = AxG = - m*V
2, 2p_+-(s -s +ks )a2+(s -s )V2+1/2(t -t 5 t 
	2 
3 4 5 	6 	10 11 
6 	3 11 12 a. 13-4-14)a V +(t 
2 2 
1 	19 (V -t 	} 
4 
	
4-kt a 41-1-(t -t + 3t 	!F 
xTopt -xSopt = Axm = -h
2  {2Tr 4+2G4 (2F1-F2-F3 )+2a8h
2+2T 4 (2F6-3F5 
1 +4T (F6 -2F5  )+4T 8  (F1 -F3 	3 1 -F3) 	h
2 
 f 2  
(3.3.25) 
Again using the correspondences derived from (1.7.3) and (1.7.4) we can 
write AxG = -h
2{21 4+2c4a
2+2a8 h
2+4T a4  +(T-- --T --T )a2h2+2T h 14 	1 	8 4} 4 	3 6 3 8 3 11 
(3.3.26) 
-Comparison of (3.3.25,26) shows agreement in the measure of astigmatism 
for vanishingly small aperture. However suppose cnly a 4 is non-zero. 
Then the difference in astigmatism measures is determined by the quantity 
1+F2  +F . -2F1  where the functions F F 2 and F3 	, are shown in fig. . 	and. 3  
fig. 3.3 shows the forrkof 1+F2+F3-2F1. 
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Using the expressions of §2.5, 2.6 it is also possible to discuss 
transverse defocussing where, in (2.6.10), the term z 2 in the expression 
for b1 is the transverse defocussing coefficient. 
• §3.4 Orthogonal Expansion of the Transverse Aberration  
In the previous section we have discussed the variation of the 
optimum image plane according to different criteria in the presence of 
certain forms of aberration. Now the choice of image plane is generally 
the final step in the design process; the image plane position is used as a 
final balancing parameter for those terms of the aberration expansion which 
vary with this position. The following four sections are devoted to a 
study of the earlier stage of design - namely the balancing of aberrations 
achieved by variation of the remaining constructional parameters of the 
system (curvatures, surface separations and glass choices). 
Once the paraxial layout of a system is complete the designer normally 
reduces the third order aberrations to nominal values dictated by 
considerations of the proposed use of the system. The rest of the design 
process is one of reduction of types of image defect by the balancing of 
the various orders of aberration terms against one another. When the 
designer does not have access to a powerful automatic design program the 
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determination of the form of balancing for a particular aperture and field 
angle poses considerable problems in the latter stages of fine correction 
of optical systems. The detailed analysis of spot diagrams and the 
introduction of the concept of the diapoint by Herzberger 9 give some idea 
of the nature of the general problem, while Cruickshank and Hills 10 have 
shown details of an actual aberration balancing procedure. 
The expression of an assessment function as the sum of squares of 
coefficients in the aberration expansion provides an excellent means of 
determining the optimum form of balancing. The Zernike circle polynomials 
(orthogonal over the unit circle) were used by Nijboer11  in expansions of the 
•wavefront retardation function to provide an expression for the variance of 
the wavefront aberration. More recently Sumita 6  has used these polynomials 
to express the wavefront aberration difference function as a sum of squares 
of linear combinations of the classical aberration coefficients. 
•  In this section the writer will show thatE 2 and e can be similarly 
treated and hence P
1 
can be expressed in termsof squares of linear 
combinations of the classical aberration coefficients. P
2 
 may also be 
expressed in terms of the squares of these. linear combinations, but since 
such an expression involves subtractions as well as additions the usefulness 
of the method is lost. 
From (2.5.6) we have 
C = (A+1/2C+2E) + (B+2D)cos0+4(C+E)cos20+ 34Dcos30+1Ecos40, 8 	4 	 8 
l- e
z 
= (B+D)sin0+4(2C+E)sin20+k5sin30+
E
Esin40. (3.4.1) 
Expressions 	for the coefficients A,B,C,....E are given in equations (2.5.7). 
Using the Zernike circle polynomials (3.4.1) can be written 
3 	7 k 
C = Y 0+ 1 X 	Y - R . 	(r) + X - 	Y..R..(r)cos.0, y 	o, 21,o 21,o 3.3 13 	3 
3 v2 3.=, i=2 j=1 7 4 
e = 1 1 	Z . R . 	(r) + / 	Z..R..(r)sin0, 	.(3.4.2) z 	21,o 21,o 13 I) 
i=1 	 i=2 j=1 
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where (i-j) is even, k is the lesser of (i,8-i), and the radial polynomials, 
R.. (r), are given in table 3.1 below. i 
01 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 
2 
3 
1 
r 
2r2-1 
2 r 
3r3 -2r 
3 r 
6r4-6r2+1 
4 	2 4r -3r 
4 r 
10r5-12r3+3r 
• 5r5-4r3 
20r6-30r4+12r2 -1 
6 	42 15r -20r +6r 
6r6-5r4 
35r7 -60r5+ 
30r3-4r 
7 	5+ 21r3-30r lOr 
Table 3.1 
The radial polynomials are such that 0.5.r$1 whereas the quantity p in equations 
(2.5.5) is the radial coordinate in focal length units. 	Hence the a ,1.1 and T 
coefficients in (2.5.5) must be multiplied by a s where a = 1/2F and the 
values of s are given in table 3.2. The coefficients so obtained will be 
referred to as the normalized Buchdahl ray coefficients. 
C:;?.N,,,,., 1: 
icient 1 2 3 4 5 6 
o (a) 5 4,3 2 1 
(1.1) 12 11,10 9,8,7 	. 6,5,4 3,2 1 
t 	(T) 20 19,18 17,16,15 '14,13,12,11 ' 10,9,8,7 ' 	6,5,4 3,2 . 
Table 3.2 
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Expanding the radial polynomials in (3.4.2) according to table 3.1 and 
comparing the resultant expressions with (2.5.6,7) allows the coefficients 
Y., Z. to be expressed in terms of the p, s and t coefficients and ij 	ij 
the field angle. These relations are given below:- 
1 	1 Y 	= (ID2 +-s2  +%t 2  )V+(p5As7+5t7 )V
3  +(s 	15. )V+t20 V
7 
00 3 12  
9 Y = (2p2  +s 2  +--t2  )V+(s 7  + 20 	10  
Y11 = (-p1
,
1  +-t1  ) +(3p3  +p4  +-s 4  -s6  +4t4  +-t6  )V2 +(s10 +411 +kt 
	
3 	5 	3 	8 	3  
+t V6 , 
bri Y = (1s +kt )V+1 • 40 	3 2 - 2 	3s7 ' 
1 	2 	2 	1 	2 	3 	2 1 y31 = (sp1+3s1+gt )+(  3 4 	6 5 4 10 
3 	3 	3  Y = (p2  +-s3  +-t 3  )V+(seat8)V
3  +t1ey5 , 22 	4 	5  
bri 
	1 
1 	12 	1 	3 Y =  51 10 1 7 1 10 4 4 6 
4 Y42 = 4(s3  +-t3  )VAt8 V
3, 
3  
4 Y33 = 4(s6+st6)V
2  At12V
4  , 
1 Y  71 = --t 35 l' 
1 	1 	2 = --t V 	Y = --t V 15 3 ' 53 	20 6 ' 
Y44 = t10 V3 . 
2 	2 	1 	2 Z11 = ( 2p1
,
1  +-t1  )+(p  3 	5 	3 	4 5 5 3 6 	5 	' 6 	11 
1 	2 	2 	1 	1 	2 	1 	21 (-p +-s +-t )+(-s +-s +-t +-t )V +-(t13-  +1/2t.1 z31 	3 1 5 1 5 	3 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 	3  
2 
3 
)V4 
12 
, 
1 
3 
(3.4.3) 
4 
14 
3 	3 	3 Z22 = Op +-s3  +-t3  )V+(s9 4t9  )V3 +t17 V
5 
4 5 +-  
, 	(3.4.6) 
Hence (na2 ) -lif 
127, 
c 2pdpd0 
00 
= ½ 
n,m 
2 
Y 	/(n+1), nm n-m>0 and even, 
0E110, m8-n 127 
(3.4.7a) 
	
2 	2 =c 	+ c
z
1/2 	(Y 	+ ZnAl)/(n+1). nm n , m 
and (3.4.7c) 
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1 	12 	1 
Z51 =  10 1 7 1 10 5 6 
4 	,  Z
42 
= 4(s +-t )V4-4t
9
V 3 3 3 3 
4  Z
33 
= kl(s
6
+.gt
6
)V2 	
14
V4
' 
1 Z = --t V 62 	15 3 
1 Z = —t , 53 	20 6 
Z
2i,o 
= Y
2i,o 
for i = 1,2,3. 	 (3.4.4) 
If defocussing is to be considered then 
Y11 : = 	4- x'Iracci 	Z 	= Z11  + x'v.  11'  
Now the radial polynomials satisfy the relation 
(P ) .Rki (P )Pdlo = . /(2n+2), 	 (3.4.5) 
0 
and we also 
7-1 
have 
cosk6cosIted6 = 7 	InsinkOsinted6 = I 7 0 	0 1 2 if kfi if k=00 if k=2..=0 
(7.a2 ) -1ifcz 2 ndp(10 	1/2 	Z2 /(n+1) 
00 	n,m 
(3.4.7b) 
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Thus we have expressed the radius of gyration of the spot diagram as a sum 
of squares of linear combinations of the normalized transverse aberration 
coefficients. The centroid of the spot diagram is at Y and so by summing 00 
for n>0 in equations (3.4.7) the aberrations are measured from the centroid 
of the spot diagram. The contributions of comatic and astigmatic types of 
aberration terms are clearly distinguished in equations (3.4.7) - comatic 
terms occur only in Z2i,j and  Y2i,3 while astigmatic terms occur only in 
Z . 	• and Y. 	writing 21-1,3 	2i-1,j' 
Y : = (2n+2) -Y 	Z : = •(2n+2) -Z am nm' 	nm 	nm 
the relative values of the various orthogonal coefficients may be more 
easily ascertained. - 
§3.5 Orthogonalization of the Wavefront Aberration  
Using methods similar to those of the preceeding section relations 
between the retardation coefficients and the coefficients of an expansion 
of the wavefront retardation function in terms of orthogonal polynomials 
can be obtained. For the fourth order coefficients such relations have 
been given by Born and Wolf. The complete set of relations for terms up to 
the eighth order have been obtained by the writer and are presented here. 
The retardation coefficients of Buchdahl are again normalized to a unit 
radius aperture and table 3.3 gives the appropriate powers of the exit pupil 
radius needed to normalize these coefficients. 
value of 
Coeff. 	s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
11 
a 
T 
5 
9 
14 
4,3 
8,6 
13,10 
2 
7,5 
12,9 
1 
4,3 
11,8,6 
2 
7,5 
1 
4,3 2 
Table 3.3 
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2 Let r2 = (p/a) = y2+z2 ) a2 where is the exit pupil radius. 	Then 
we write 
R(y,z,h) = A 	1 1 	A R (r) + oo  no no 	n= A R (r)cosmO, 	(3.5.1) nm nm 
where n-m0 and is even. Then we find 
7 2 	2 2 	 4 
= (5/T 1-°A1-5r 1 +1/2(7 3 -1-1/47T 543444+1/2r 3+41 4 )h +(a 6+14a 846148- 11 )h 
+ 10411T 1 ) h
6 
, 	9 	.7 	• -7 	9 	..2 , 	.7. 	.7. A20 = 	+--a +-T 	kff +6 	-P41T +--1 in + ca 6-FT 6-1-4a 8 -1-2T 1 10 1 5 1 3 3 10 3 	4 	4 20 4 
÷(T 10+4T 13 )h
6 , 
A11 = 
 
A40 = ( 1ff +kor +14 )+(la +1/2T 344+4T 4 )h2+(lT +11. 	)h4 
A = 422  31 	5 	5 2 	3 5 5 5 	7 10 	3 9 	12 
= A22 	4 8 4 10 4 	8 8 8 11 	13 
1 	1 ---(a 1  +2T 1  )+---(T +1/2T 4  )h
2 , 10 10 3  
1 	12 	1 	3 	3 A = +--T )h+—(T +-T )h 51 	10 2 7 2 10 5 4 
1 	4 	2 1 
A42 =  8 4 3 4 	8 8 11 
4 	3 7 	5 A33 = 4(a7+57 7 )h +47T 12h , 
VT A80 = T 1/35 ' 
	A71 = T 2h/35, 
	A62 = T4h
2/30 
A53 = 7113/20, 	A44 = T 1 h
4/8. (3.5.2) 
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It should be noted that the coefficients used here are the normalized 
transformed coefficients -Then, using (3.4.5)- and (3.4.6), we have 
A2 /(2n+2). nm : (3.5.3) 
But 	= A00 	SO 
• 2 	2 	c° R -R = 	1 	A2 /(n+1), n-ma0 and even. 
n=1 m=0 nrn 
(3.5.4) 
§3.6 Orthogonal Expansion of the Aberration Difference Function  
In §2.6 the variance of the aberration difference function was 
introduced as an image assessment quantity related to the modulation transfer 
function, M(r, ), where 
M(r,Ip) = T(ri*)/To (r,*). 	 (3.6.1) 
T(r,110 is the o.t.f. of an optical system at line frequency r and line 
orientation * to the sagittal plane, and To is the o.t.f. for a similar 
system having no aberrations. Hopkins has shown that 
1M(r,*)[>17272V(r,*) 	 (3.6.2) 
A2 
where 	V(r,*) = A 2 (s,t)-A(s,t)2 , s=rsintp, t=rcos* 
provided the right-hand side of (3.6.2) is positive. Equality holds for 
small values of r. It is clear from,(3.6.2) that an expression for V(r4) 
as a sum of squares of linear combinations of aberration coefficients would 
provide a valuable design tool. By approximating the sheared pupil 
integration region involved in .the calculation of V(r,11,) by an ellipse, 
Sumita has succeeded in deriving such an expression for arbitrary line 
orientations*. Numerical checks have established that this approximation. 
of the integration region gives no more than a few percent error in the area 
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of this region over the whole frequency range. Sumita has expressed his 
equations in matrix nOtation and the details of some of the Matrices have 
been provided. However, since explicit expressions are needed in the 
following work, the writer has found it necessary to derive all expressions 
ab initio using only the approximation of the integration region given by 
Sumita. 	Expressions are obtained for V(r, 1P) at 11)=0, 1172: 
a) 	Sagittal Case, 11)=0  
From equations (2.6.12) we have 
n, (s,0) = 4s{A11+Aae
2 	2 
+A51p
4
+A71p
6+A33p cos2 
	4 
e+A53P cos
2  utPcose 
+4's{B 2+84'21R 21-Ba 4+844p 2cos 2e}P 2 sine cose, 
where the A and B.coefficients are given by (2.6.13,14). 
The sheared pupil region, shown in fig. 3.4, 
(3.6.3) 
 
fig. 3.4 
is transformed according to 
 
Y: = Y/a 	= Z a 
	 (3.6.4) 
- where (y,z) are the transformed coordinates of some point (y,z) in the 
region, and 
- a = TI 1S/(a-r); 	a = a-r. (3.6.5) 
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S is the area of the integration region and is given by 
S = a2  (20-sin2). 	where a = arccos (r/a). 
The result - of the transformation (3.6.4) is to reduce the integration to 
a unit circle. Now let 
-2 	2 	2 
X = a -a y z y = p cos4), 	= 
Then substitution into (3.6.3) gives 
-3 
(s,0) = (Y11F+1(311-Y51541171/37)sin4)-1- (Y 3 1P +Y5 F5+Y73F7 ) sincPcos 2 4) 	. 3  
	
-5 	-7 	4 	-7 	 -2 	-4 +(y55p +175p )ainkos (1)+y77  p siOcos
64)+(y 22 +y p 2 • 	42 
-6 	 5 + y6 p )sin(Pcosp+(y p
-4 
+y64 p
-6 )sill(1)ccs 3 (I)+y66 p
-6  sing)cos (1), 
(3.6.6) 
where y = 4sazA11 , 1 	 y33 = 4saz(11131)
(2 -.2%33y ). 
2 
2 y31 = 4saz
3 (A31+A33 ), 	= 403 E2A51 x`a +A53 (X
2  - az ) l, z  
5 	 2 y51 = 4saz (A51+A53 	y55 = 4sazx A x -A a 	, 51 	53z 
y7 = 4saz 7A71' 173 = 12saz
5
x
2A71 
177 = 4sazx
6A71. 	 1 75 = 120z
3x4A71 
y2 = 4sa a B 	 y = 4sa a (x B -a 
2B 2 y z 22' 44 	y z 	42 z 4 
y42 = 4sa a 3 (B42 +B44 ) , 	y64 = 4sayaz
3x 2 .2B62' y z  
y = 4sa a 58 	 y66 = 4sayazx
4B62 62 	y z 6 (3.6.7) 
Suppose we now expand (s,0) in terms of Zernike c:ircle polynomials. 	Then 
we have 
1 = - 
(s,0) =b 	bR(i). )+ 	b 	(Thsinm , 00 v2 n=2 no no 	 nna nm n=1 na=0 
(3.6.8) 
( 01'9"E ) 99 
99 
•ZE/ = q 
99 E V9t9 
= q 
99 6 V9 9 VV 
'8/(  
S S 
= VV 
99 8V V9 Z9 = Z9q 
L I 
99 9E V9 E Vt.  
14+ 
A Z9E+ZVA) = ci  ZV 17 
 
08 V9 OT VV ZV Z 
sz/(
09 
A--+ 1-+
89S  
 A.
V
-+
Z  I) = Zq 
EEEE 
,LL,V9 LL = q 
c;L ZTI SL 1-+ - A) q 
(6'9'E) 
„LL,9T,SL,V ELV8 EL" : k 	„ = M 
6 E 
LL V9 SL EL TL OT TL = q 
, LL VT SL L SS 9T SS k--+ A -+ 	= q 
ST 	9 
i t 
,LLSL,VT,EL, L,SS,V,ES„OZ .ES" ^--t 	 = 4 
LZ ST OT E 
,LL V9 SL EL TL SS 8 ES TS OT TS '( 1--+ 	Ak+ AZ+ A+ 	A) — = q 
9T VT E S EE '( LL  1--+SL  k EL--+ -+SS  A -+ EEq 
EEZV
LL 09T SL SE EL OVT TL S SS S ES OT TS S EE TE E TE q 
IS 	L T 1 9 
LL I O8V,SL I OV8,SS I OVZ,EL OVZ ES 1 OZT EE 1 9,TL I ST,TS I OT,TE I E_JT 1 	TT, ' ••• = 
EZ ES T T L E Z 
911E14 am Isnw, 
.s4uaT0TJ3900  uoTTepap4a1 9114 jo smaa4 uT 1 (01'9'Z) PuP (VT 1 ET'9'Z) I (L'9'E) 
pTA 'apuau pup SU11e 135. 3i Jo swi34 UT passaidxa aq (34 sq.uaToTggaoo 
cT 'q 	smoTIP (8'9'E) PUP (9'9'E) 30 - sapTs pupq-qubTa aqq. 5uT4pnb2 
68 
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b) Tangential Case, 4 = IT12  
From equations (2.6.16, 17) we have 
A(0,t) = 2t{C00 +C20 p 2+C
40 p
4+C
60 p
6+C
22 p
2cos20+C
42
p 4cos 2 0+C
62
p 6cos2 
„ 	 2 2, 	4 2 , +C
44
p 4  cos4  0.1.+2ttD11 +D31 p 2+D
51 p
4+D
71 p
6+D
33 
 p cos U41D
53
p cos Eitcose, 
(3.6.11) 
with the C and D coefficients given by (2.6.19,20). 	For this case we write 
a = a -t, 	a
z 
= (7-1S/(a-t), 	X2 = a Z  -0 y 
and the transformation of the approximating ellipse to a circle then gives 
-2 	-4 	-6 	-2 	-4 	-6 	2 	-4 	-6 	4 (0,t) = a00 20 +a p +a 0  p +a60  p +(a22  p  +a42  p +a62  p )cos ¢+(a44p +a64p )cos ¢ 
	
-6 6 	- 	-3 	-5 	-7 	-3 	-5 	-7 +a
66
p cos ¢+(a
11
p+ap +a
51
p +a
71
p )sin¢41a_ p +a
53
p +a
73
p ) 
2 	-5 	-7 -7 sin¢cos +(a 
5 p  +a75  p )sin¢cos
4¢ta
77
p sin¢cos 64), 	(3.6.12) 
where a = 2tC 00 	00' 	a44 = 2t(C40x4 -C42Cy 
2 x2 +C
44
a
y
4 ), 
, a
20 
= 2ta
y
2(C
20
+C
22 
a
44 
= 2t(3C
60
a
y 
2 X4 
+IC X
2 2 	2
62Ca2 -3ay ) 
a
40 
= 2ta 4 (c +c + y 	40 42 44)' 
a
60 
= 2ta 6 (C +C y 60 62 
=2tx 2 	2 x -C ), 62 y 
a
22 
= 2t (C20 2-C
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(3.6.13) 
411 = 2t0yD11 , 
a31 =  y 31 33 
a
33 
= 2tav2-D 	2 ) 31" 3 - 
a
53 
= 2ta 3 (ZD v1-11) 	(v2-a 2 )1, y 	51A 53 ^ y 
= 2ta 5 (D y 51 	a73 = 6tay
5x21D71' 
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a71 = 2ta7D71 1 	a55 = 2ta x
2 (D y Y 	5 
2-D53ay
2 y, 
a77 = 2tayx
6D71 , a7 = 6ta 
3x4D Y 	71 
(3.6.14) 
Now write 
(0,t) = d +/— 	d R 670+ 	d cosmcp+ enm 	O sinm.R (3), 00 2 no no nm n=0 n=1 m=0 
(3.6.15) 
Comparison of (3.6.12) and (3.6.15) shows that d nm=0 for odd m, and e =0 for 
even m. Equating like terms then gives expressions for the orthogonal 
coefficients in terms of the retardation coefficients:- 
2 	2 	3 	7 
	
d =.(2a +a +-a + a 60 	 +-a +%a +%a +-a ---u ) 00 	00 20 3 40 	60 22 3 42 4 62 4 44 8 64 320 66 ' 
= (a2 
9 3 	27 	3 +--a +%a +1/2d +--a +-a +--u ----u ), 40 10 60 2 22 	42 20 62 8 44 80 64 320 66 
1 	3 /. 	d 	= — (a +-a i:ket. 42ft +2ft +2-a +2-a ) 40 	3 40 2 60 -- 42 8- 44 4- 62 16 64 64 66" i 
3 	1 If d = 1--(a +1/2a +-a + u-- 60 10 6 	62 8 64 32 66 
3 	3 	3 	3 	9 
d22 = 1/2(a 2if4-42 4 44 5 62 5 64 80 66 
1 	4 	4 
d42 =  8 44 3 62 3 64 	6 
1 d = -(a +2a 44 8 44 6 64 8 66 
3 
d64 =  48 64 4 66 
1 
d66
= --a  32 66' 
(3.6.16) 
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e 	= 11 
e 	= 31 
51 
e 53 =  
e 	= 55 
e 	= 77 
2 	3 	7 	1 	1 53 a 73 
23 	1 +---a 	+---a 7 +---a 	, 75 480 77 
), 
(3.6.17) 
a 	+-a 	+--a 	+--a 	+-a 	--6 33 120a 11 3 31 10 51 15 71 53 240 
51 
240 55 840 
3 	7 +---a 3 	31 	33 5 51 10 53 5 55 5 71 
4 	2 	3 	3 
140 73 
77— 
35 75 160 77 
e33  
e 	=  
33 5 55 3 73 4 75 16 77 
1 	1 	1 
10( bi 	53 8 55 	71 	73 	- 75 
1 	3 	10 	15 	27 ( 20-a53+4a55477—a734170751-g177" 
1 	6 	15 
64 
---(a +-a 	+--a 	), 16 	55 7 75 14 77 
1 5 e7 	= 120 	71 	73 	75 64 77 ' 
1 	3 	9 
e73 =  84 	73 4 75 16 77 
1 	5 
e75 =  112 	75 4 77 
1 . 64 77 
Thus the aberration difference function has been expressed in terms of 
polynomials orthogonal over the unit circle. The variance of the 
difference function can therefore be written. 
7 k 
V(r,O) = 1/2 
n=1 m=0 nm 
2 where k = lesser of (n,8-n) (3.6.18) 
7 k 
v(r,n/2) = 1/21 	(d2 +e2 nm nm n=1 m=0 
(3.6.19) 
• §3.7 • Comparison of Forms of Balancing  
The previous three sections have shown that a number of the merit 
functions introduced in chapter two of this work can be expressed as the sums 
of squares of linear combinations of the classical aberration coefficients. 
In design work these merit functions would be reduced to as small a value 
as Possible. Hence each of these linear combinations-must be reduced 
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towards zero, and so an examination of these combinations reveal the 
relative values of certain aberration coefficients which must be approached 
if a well-corrected system is to be obtained. Rather than examine the .form 
of balancing for each of the different functions, we will compare, as far as 
possible, the form of the orthogonal coefficients obtained from the different 
merit functions. The complexity of expressions for the difference function 
variance terms is such, however, that even for very simple forms of the 
aberration expansion, little value would be obtained from a comparative 
analysis using this quantity. Attention is therefore confined to the 
radius of gyration and the variance of the wavefront retardation. 
Using the approximations arising from g1.7 - or considering the 
Aberration expansion expressed in Sands' W o coordinates - we can rewrite 
the expressions for the Y, Z coefficients given in (3.4.3,4) in terms of the 
retardation coefficients. 	These are:- 
00 
Y20 = 
Y11. = 
2 	2 
(2ff +3a 2 
9 
1 8 
2 
18 
Y 	=  
3 	3 	3 
5 	5 4 7 	4 7 9 	9 4 
3 	9  )h+(2a 5+yy 7+3T 5+T 7 )h
3  +(2T +-3  T 2 9 2 12 
8 	7 
3 	4 3 3 3 4 	3 2 4 
13 
5 
8 	7 +2a +t+ 6 	8 3 6 3 
4 +2t 	)h - 8 	11'  
+--T 5 
6 
1 5 1 
10 
V-f Y40 = (a +2T )h+3 (rT + 3 )h 3 
4 	9 	12 	4 	7 	9 	3 	24 	7 	3 	4 Y3 = 5 (ff1+;(1 1+TT1)+3 (a 3+ga4+;-r 3 fF4)h 4-5 (T6IT 8471T 11 )h ' 
	
3 	9 	3 	3 	15 	3 	3 	5 
2 2 5 2 	5 2 7 2 5 8 
Y = 3T 2  h, 60 5  
Y51 
16 	3 	5 	2 
1 7 1 5 3 6 4 
5 =1/2(a 2+2T )h+ .(T5+71T7)h 
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8 	2 
Y
33 
=1/2(a4  -F-T 4  )h 4gT8 +2T11 )h
4 
5 	' 
Y 71 = 
8 
--T 35 
Y 62 = 
1 
-T 5 
1 h 	 3 h 	 Y44 =ktT 7h . Y53 = 5r 4- 
8 	9 	6 	4 1 3 	2 Z 	= - or +-a +-T ) +2 or +-a -F-a +-T +1/2T )h +2(a 11 	3 1 5 1 5 1 	3 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 	6 +-
4T 8 3 11 )h
4+2T 
(3.7.1) 
10h
6 
4 	9 	12 	4 	9 	3 	2 4 	4 
Z31 = 
 
3 	9 	3 	3 	3 	5 z
22 
= (y +-a +-T )11+0 -F-T -F-T )h -FT h 2 2 5 2 	5 2 5 8 7 	9 
3 	16 	3 	1 	2 Z  51 	5 1 7 1 5 3 3 4 
Z
42 
= 1/2 (a 2+2T 2 )1A (T 54.4T 7/ h ' 
 
 
8 	 1 	 1  Z71 = --T Z62 = --T h, Z53 = -T h
2  , Z
44
=ka
7
h3 35 1 5 2 	5 4 (3.7.2) 
Consider now three simple cases of the aberration function form:- 
R = + a X3 + T
1
4. 
W
1 
8 	9 6 Then Y = Z11 =  11 3 18151 
4 , 	9 	12 , Y = Z31 =  31 	3 1515 1 
(3.7.3) 
1 A6  = 10 
1 
-1-2T )r 1 	2 A80 = 	t 1 • 
3 	16 _ 8 	. Y 	Z 	-(a 	), 7 51 = 	= 51 	5 	7 1 	." 	- 5311' 
9 	4 and (IA20 = 1 10 1 5 
= 1 0r +2a 11 A4 1 0 3 1 2 1 7 1" 
(3.7.4) 
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One very interesting point emerges from a comparison of these expressions. 
It can be seen that the constants multiplying the coefficients in the Y.. 13 
expressions here are larger than the corresponding constants in the A.. 13 
expressions. Since the optimization process involves reducing each of the 
orthogonal coefficients towards zero this 	optimization of the 
radius of gyration is obtained by correction of the spherical aberration 
to zero at a smaller aperture than that implied by using the wavefront 
variance. 
b) 	R = n2 Xv+a2 X
211+a5 X1iv+a71
3  . 
This is the case of third and fifth order coma. The non-zero 
orthogonal coefficients are given by 
3  y = 2 +a2  )h+(a5+a7 )h3 ' 00  
3 	3 Y = 2(ff +-2a2 )h+2(a5  +-a )h
3 
20 	4 	' 
Y =  40 	2 3 5 4 
3 
3 Y 	= (ff2  +-a )h+(a5 +2a7  )h
3 , 22 2 	2  
2 	3 	2 	3 
A11 =  3 2 4 	3 5 4 7 
1 	6 	1 	3 
A31 =  
1 
A51 = 
Y42 =•4a2  h- ' 
A33 = a7  h . 
(3.7.5) 
(3.7.6) 
3 The quantity a 5+4 a7 is common to Y0 _, o Y20' Y40, Ali and A3 1, so it is 
3 clear that, for larger field angles, it would be useful to have a 5=-..-4-a7 . 
It can also be seen that the coma correction for systems of small aperture 
but moderate field is not much different under either criterion. The 
differences will be somewhat more marked at small fields and apertures, 
if coma is significant at these field angles. 
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c) 	R = n
3
Xv+n
4
p 2+a
3
2v+a
4
Ap2+a
6
Xv2  +a
8
p 2  v. 
In this case we are considering astigmatic terms of third and fifth order. 
The non-zero orthogonal coefficients take the form 
4 	7 	2 Y
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3 3
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(3.7.7) 
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40 =  8 3 4 
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6
+kg' )h4 , 
3 	2 , 	4 	1 A
22 
= 	w +-a -1-a
8
h , 4 4 4)h • A42  = -a 8 4 (3.7.8) 
If none of the coefficients Tr
3' 
Tr
4' 3' 4
, a
6 
or a
8 
are zero then it is 
clearthatnotalloftheY,ZcaefficientsortheA.-coefficients can ij 
be zero simultaneously. It can be seen that.both Y and Z cannot both 31 	31 - 
be zero. However A
40 
 could be zero and the ratio of 0
3 
to a
4 
required for 
this to be so lies between the ratios necessary for Y 31 and Z31 , respectively, 
to be zero. Suppose that we have A
40 
equal to zero, i.e. a 3 = - a4' Then 
from the conditions that Y
11 
= Z
11 
= 0.and A
22 
= A
20 
= 0 we find that 
Y
11 
= Z
11 
= 0 and A
22 
= A
2 
= 0 we find that 
and 
n
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 +1/20
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 +a
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1 	2: n
3
-3a
4
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6
h =0 
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4
+
4
-3a
4
+a
8
h2=0 
(3.7.9a) 
(3.7.9b) 
(3.7.10a) 
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¶ 3+ a6+a8)h
2=0 	 (3.7.10b) 
Taking equations (3.7.9a,b) we can write 
(3.7.9c) 
and from equations (3.7.10a,b) we have 
3 n3  +n4 + 4-a +(a6  +2a8  )h
2=0 4  (3.7.10c) 
Equations (3.7.9c) and (3.7.10a) are very similar as also are (3.7.9a) and 
(3.7.10c). We can therefore see that although there is a difference in the 
form of aberration balancing in the presence of astigmatism accordong to the 
two criteria discussed here, when the correction state is good the differences 
are not very large. 
This sectIon of work has presented some simple examples of the 
differences and similarities in the form of Aberration balancing according 
to two extreme criteria of image quality. The results of the previous 
sections have shown that the variance of the difference function is a very 
versatile merit function 'which, over the frequency range 0<q0.75 covers 
both geometric and diffraction limits of. correction. The complexity of 
the algebra has precluded a detailed analytic study of this quantity for 
Aberration.balancing. However the following section contains numerical . 
comparisons being carried out on systems specified by their constructional 
...parameters. 
§3.8 Numerical Comparison of the Various Assessment Functions  
A number of 'image assessment functions were introduced in chapter 2, 
and details necessary for their calculation using the first three non-zero 
orders of the aberration expansion were given. In the earlier sections 
of this chapter some of these assessment functions have been examined 
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theoretically when the aberration function takes particular forms. 
However the o.t.f.-based assessment functions S S2 andS 3 could not be 
examined in this fashion since no closed form for the o.t.f. integral has 
been derived. Also, while the theoretical comparisons of the various 
assessment functions under certain Simplified conditions give valuable 
insight into these functions, it is necessary to have some knowledge of how 
they compare when used on actual systems. In this section, therefore, the 
author presents data computed for a number of systems working at various 
field angles and apertures, and having a wide range of degrees of correction. 
From this collection of data a comparison of the various functions is 
presented and the value of spot diagram assessment and of assessment using 
the aberration difference function is highlighted. 
Before presenting the data and discussion it is perhaps opportune to 
give some details regarding the computation of the various quantities. All 
the programs necessary were written in Algol for the Elliott 503 machine of 
the Hydro-University Computing Centre. The machine has 8K of main core, 
16K of core backingstore and (1,250K of slow access disk files. 	All 
programming was done by the author, except for the computation of the OT 
coefficients; this used the programme of Ford, modified for file handling 
of data. Size limitations in the store necessitated splitting the 
computation into discrete programs, these being stored on disk together 
with intermediate data. During the computation entry to a particular 
program on disk was determined by initial key settings on the word generator,. 
• there being a limited amount of flexibility as to which types of computation - 
were to be performed. Further key settings were used to control data input 
and some details of the computation (e.g. whether the distortion 
coefficients were set to zero, or whether the ray aberrations were referrvd 
to the centroid of the spot diagram). All computations were carried out 
for a circular entrance pupil and systems having unit focal length. 
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There are five main programs in the set used for the computation 
with an auxiliary program for plotting optimum image planes according to. 
the different criteria. Storage limitations have necessitated setting 
upper bounds on the number of different values of certain variables which 
may be used. Hence on a given run of the assessment suite of programs 
there must be no more than 5 values of aperture, 5 field angles, 5 spatial 
frequencies and 20 image plane positions. A further limitation, dictated 
by considerations of computing time, is that no more than 2000 o.t.f. values 
are computed in a given run. The time required for a single o.t.f. value 
to be calculated is approximately 3 seconds when a 12 x 12 rectangular 
mesh is used. Obviously, therefore, the above limitation in the number of 
o.t.f. values is not serious. 
We have given listings of a number of programs in the appendix. 
The naming of most programs was originally based on their use in a simple 
automatic design program described in the following chapter, and these names 
were retained when certain of these were modified for incorporation into the 
assessment suite. The functions of the various programs in this suite are 
briefly described below:- 
Program One (P1A): A modification of Ford's program U260, this program 
reads in the specifications of the system to be 
examined and details of apertures, field angles, spatial frequencies 
and image plane positions at which assessments are to be made. The OT 
coefficients are calculated, printed out and stored. 
Program Two (P5): 	This program, as listed, has expressions for calculating 
the quantities P1,  P2 . andP 3 given by the expressions 
of §2.5(c). The method of §2.5(a) for determining the pupil periphery 
is contained in the procedure "pupilit" and theprocedure "fitellipso" 
gives a least-squares fit of. an ellipse to the pupil periphery. 	In the 
actual assessment suite however, the entrance pupil is taken to be 
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circular and is assumed to.be coincident with the paraxial entrance 
pupil. The procedure "Effecab" gives the coefficients p„ s. and, t j 
of equation (1.7.1) in terms of the OT coefficients while procedure. 
"best focus" uses Sands' expressions for the optimum image plane based 
on minimization of P
1
. 
Program Three (P8A): This program computes the W-coefficients from a 
knowledge of the OT coefficients and then uses these 
to calculate the retardation coefficients. 
Program Four - (VST): 	In this program the retardation coefficients, 
modified according to §3.2, are used to calculate 
the variance of the wavefront aberration and of the aberration difference 
function. Also the planes which minimize the variances are calculated 
for the apertures, field angles and spatial frequencies specified 
• 
initially. An option is available which allows the image plane 
positions at which the assessment is to take place to be input at this 
stage, rather than use the set of positions originally specified. 
Program Five (P12): This program computes the C..t.f. values at the 
apertures, field angles, spatial frequencies and 
image plane positions specified. A key option allows the exit pupil 
apertures, field angles and image plane positions to be respecified 
at this point - a useful facility when the time of computation of 
o.t.f. values is considered. 	Output includes all o.t.f. values 
computed in real and imaginary form and also in modulus and phase form. 
Also the functions S
1 , S2  and S 3 are calculated, assuming that the same . 
image plane positions have been specified for both sagittal and 
tangential computations. The calculated o.t.f, values have been checked 
against the S1RA13 values showing good agreement. Despite a number of 
requests for additional checks from established optical schools, no such 
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data has been obtained. 
. The systems chosen for the comparison Of assessment functions were 
taken mainly from Cox14  . However a selection of additional systems was 
also examined, including the nine objectives used in the study of converg-
ence of the retardation expansion presented in chapter one, and four 
astronomical telescope objectives specified by Narashimon 15 , these latter 
systems having aspheric surfaces. Data are presented for an aplanatic 
Cassegrain objective designed by Narashimon for operation at a focal length 
of 1200 inches; for a triplet objective designed by R.E. Hopkins 16 and 
considered to be near optimum in performance and a comparable triplet 
designed by Cruickshank 17 , and for nine systems selected from the catalogue 
given by Cox. Most systems were analysed at five different values of 
aperture, for five field angles at each aperture and using five spatial 
frequencies in all cases. 	The assessments are presented for a single Image 
plane for each aperture, this plane being, in most cases, that which is 
approximately optimum in terms of the radius of gyration when each field 
angle has equal weighting. An exception is made for the aplanatic 
objective, where the image surface is generally considered to be curved. 
In most cases results are only presented for two or three apertures of a 
particular system and at three spatial frequencies, -and o.t.f. - based 
functions have not been calculated for all field angles due to the cost of 
. such computations. However the results presented are typical of those 
obtained and in themselves provide a substantial guide to the comparative 
value of the various assessment functions. Tables3.4 to 3.15 provide the 
data for comparison of the assessment functions. For each system the 
functions measuring image spread have been tabulated together, and those 
measuring asti.,7matism have also been tabulated together. Thus in one 
group we have the radius of gyration, P the variance of the wavefront 
aberration, Var, the o.t.f.-based function, S , and the function 
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S 	= (14(r,0).M(r,u/2) ) where M(r,tp) is found using the variance, V(roP), 1M 
of the aberration difference function (see §2.6(b))); in another group we 
have the functions P 2' S2  and S2M (=M(r,7/2)-M(r,0)), again found using .  
V(r,4))). 
An examination of the tables shows that very often the rankings of 
the states of correction at different field angles for the same system are 
not dependent on the particular assessment function used. However the 
relative magnitudes of the assessment functions show little correlation. 
Some problems may arise from the use of the quantities S 1 and S1M which 
involve the product of two signed quantities. When both of the multiplicands 
have negative signs the resultant value for S i or Sim is not distinguishable 
from corresponding positive signed multiplicands. However the writer has 
found that by considering such quantities as negative, and (in the case of 
S) adding a further negative quantity =-1 to the value the modified values 1M 
of S show an excellent consistency of assessment with the spot radius of 1M 
gyration when Aberrations are fairly large. Work by many authors has shown 
the usefulness of the spot diagram in image assessment when the aberrations 
are large, and hence this modified quantity S im may be considered a valid 
criterion of image quality under those conditions. Since the m.t.f. is 
well approximated 
be a useful image 
by 1-2n2V(r,t)for well-corrected systems S must therefore 1M 
quality function under these conditions also. Hence the 
modified function S114 provides us with an image quality criterion which 
correlates well with the traditional geometrical optics quantities for lower 
. quality systems, and which, when the m.t.f. is greater than =0.7, gives an 
accurate and useful representation Of the diffraction image of a system in 
terms of its spatial frequency . components. Thus, even though the aberration 
- difference function has obvious theoretical significance over only a fairly 
limited range of correction, the results presented here indicate that its 
valuecan be extended dramatically. These conclusions are fully supported 
by the theoretical investigations presented in earlier sections of this 
System: Narashimon l s Aplanatic Objective. = 1.7917 x10-8 f". 
Ap. Angle Pi Var 
slM(r) S 	( r ) 1 
r=0.201 0.402 0.603 0.804 0.930 0.201 0.402 0.603 0.804 0.930 
0.0625 
(F/8) 
C.° 
0.1 0  
5.99 x 10-9 
1.73 x 10-7 
-6 3.63 x 10 -2 3.03 x 10 
0.751 
0.510 
0.505 
0.200 
0.283 
0.115 
0.101 
0.071 
0.020 
0.019 
1.0 
0.639 
1.0 
0.206 
1.0 
0.230 
1.0 
0.676 
1.0 
0.948 
Table 3.4 
System: Cruickshank triplet X = 9.022 x 10 -7f. 
Ap. Angle P1 x10 5 Var 
s1M (r) S 1 
r=0.027 0.046 0.055 0.027 0.046 0.055 
F/6.7 0 0  0.928 0.037 0.982 0.950 0.927 0.954 0.900 0.868 
40 2.12 0.193 0.917 0.766 0.651 - - - 
7° 4.07 0.687 0.672 -0.452 -0.696 0.722 0.464 0.364 
10.5 ° 4.23 0.557 0.655 -0.316 -0.395 0.641 r 0.300 0.186 
14° 29.5 41.7 -2.31* -13.7* -20.6* - - - 
r=0.021 0.034 0.041 0.021 0.034 0.041 
P/5 0 0 2.95 0.432 0.862 0.614 0.443 0.826 0.602 0.485 
4° 4.29 0.736 0.744 0.359 0.100 - - - 
70 8.75 3.47 -0.735 -2.27* -3.42* 0.548 0.282 0.200 
10.5° 10.2 3.75 -1.67* -5.00* -6.95* 0.280 0.039 -0.082 
14° 31.2 83.6 -8.77* -25.7* -37.0* - - 
Table 3.5(a) 
System: 	Cruickshank triplet. X = 9.022 X  10-7 f'. 
Ap. Angle P 	105 2 
S
2M
(r) S
2
(r) 
r=0.027 0.046 0.055 0.027 0.046 0.055 
F/6.7 4° 1.96 0.137 0.365 0.515 
7 0 3.35 0.403 1.02 1.40 0.275 0.413 0.421 
10.5° -2.73 -0.236 -0.666 -0.956 -0.131 -0.148 -0.076 
14° 28.5 30.8 84.2 120 
r=0.021 0.034 0.041 0.021 0.034 0.055 
F/5 4° 2.24 0.043 -0.034 -0.155 - - 70 7.06 1.58 3.66 4.75 0.002 -0.253 -0.312 
10.5° 6.80 2.17 4.76 5.94 -0.093 0.050 0.174 
14° 29.4 29.2 82.4 119 
Table 3.5(h) 
System: R.E. Hopkins triplet.X = 9.022 x 10
-7
f. 
Ap. Angle 
131 
x 105  Var 
S ( 
1Mr  
S1 (r) 
r=0.041 0.068 0.082 0.041 0.068 0.082 
F/10 0° 1.74 0.056 0.938 0.828 0.752 0.906 0.791 0.723 
40 2.16 0.098 0.906 0.723 0.577 - - - 
70 3.52 0.305 0.749 -0.248 -0.641 0.751 0.455 0.295 
10.5° 4.55 0.546 0.622 -0.215 -1.129* 0.630 0.288 0.163 
14° 8.60 1.16 0.344 -3.69* -5.18* 
r 
r=0.027 0.046 0.055 0.027 0.046 0.055 
F/6.7 00 1.59 0.047 0.955 0.882 0.835 0.922 0.829 0.777 
4° 2.57 0.355 0.874 0.659 0.508 - _ 
70 5.59 1.75 0.362 -1.27* -1.96* 0.525 0.213 0.118 
10.5° 8.20 3.56 -1.25* -3.30* -4.61* 0.260 0.133 0.113 
14° 11.6 3.99 -2.19* -6.04* -8.63* - - - 
r=0.021 0.034 0.041 0.021 0.034 0.041 
F/5 00 2.20 0.111 0.909 0.745 0.632 0.857 0.660 0.552 
4° 3.81 1.48 0.711 0.234 -1.07* - - 
70 9.20 7.71 -0.529 -3.65* - 5.24* 0.348 0.129 -0.038 
10.5° 14.6 17.4 -3.53* -9.89* -14.0* 0.150 0.132 0.074 
14° 14.4 8.30 -3.56* -9.26* -12.8* - - 
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System: Cox 3.03.A = 2.3134 x  
• S1M (r) S1 (r) 
Ap. Angle P1 10
5 
Var r=0.068 0.137 0.274 0.068 0.137 0.274 
F/6 0° 3.99 0.00124 0.996 0.985 0.951 0.915 0.818 0.626 
50 3.74 0.00106 0.997 0.989 0.965 0.916 0.821 0.634 
• 10° 6.60 0.0155 0.992 0.974 0.932 0.911 0.808 0.611 
15° 9.20 0.214 0.983 0.948 0.865 0.902 0.785 0.567 
20 ° 11.5 1.26 0.975 0.918 0.757 0.883 0.727 0.454 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.046 0.091 0.182 
• 0° 3.63 0.00083 0.998 0.992 0.975 0.946 0.881 0.752 
5° 4.70 0.00344 0.996 0.986 0.958 0.943 0.873 0.730 
10° 14.2 0.0544 0.962 0.875 0.646 0.910 0.779 0.540 
15° 25.3 0.672 0.796 -0.156 -0.921 0.802 0.630 0.403 
• . 20° 29.8 4.29 -0.455 -0.644 -3.71* 0.685 0.492 0.217 
r=0.034 0.068 0.137 0.034 0.068 0.137 
0 0 22.5 0.0677 0.898 0.644 -1.06* 0.865 0.632 0.284 
50 17.8 0.0617 0.930 0.734 -0.444 0.896 0.707 0.359 
10° 28.7 0.275 0.823 0.422 -1.56* 0.813 0.588 0.255 
15° 64.5 3.17 -1.23 -1.37 -6.34* 0.612 0.433 0.180 
20° 99 . 4 21.8 -6.07* -20.8* -55.6* 0.421 0.230 -0.101 
Table 3.7(a) 
-5 
System: Cox 3.03. A = 2.313 x 10 f'. 
S2M (r) S 2 (r) 
Ap. Angle P2 x 105 r=0.068 0.137 0.274 0.068 0.137 0.274 
50 3.35 0.0047 0.0168 0.0498 0.0044 0.0150 0.0350 
10° 4.01 0.0050 0.0154 0.0390 0.0042 0.0122 0.0242 
15 0  -1.90 -0.0031 -0.0263 -0.124 -0.0073 -0.0345 -0.0999 
20 ° 10.8 0.0337 0.114 0.343 0.0564 0.158 0.286 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.046 0.091 0.182 
5 ° 0.783 0.0002 0.0050 0.0377 0.0015 0.0098 0.0444 
10 ° 10.6 0.0380 0.112 0.264 0.0362 0.0882 0.132 
15° 23.0 0.319 0.922 1.97 0.215 0.278 0.165 
20° 22.3 1.01 2.82 5.51 0.127 0.132 0.319 
r=0.034 0.068 0.137 0.034 0.068 0.137 
50 -14.6 -0.0895 -0.317 -0.978 -0.0851 -0.239 -0.376 
10 0  17.2 0.101 0.188 -0.190 0.0628 -0.0721 -0.323 
15° 60.7 2.71 8.34 20.2 0.305 0.157 -0.156 
20° 79.2 13.4 41.5 102 0.106 0.169 0.282 
Table 3.7(b) 
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Table 3. 8(a ) 
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Table 3. 8(b) 
System: Cox 3.08. = 2.3134 x 10
-5 f. 
Ap. Angle P1 x 10
4 
Var 
S1M (r) S 1 (r) 
r=0.086 0.171 0.342 0.086 0.171 0.342 
F/7.5 00 2.18 0.0173 0.902 0.676 0.186 0.810 0.553 0.213 
5° 1.67 0.0193 0.943 0.813 0.531 0.845 0.646 0.344 
10 0  0.919 0.275 0.977 0.929 0.840 0.862 0.698 0.431 
15° 3.57 2.33 -0.292 -1.48 -2.26 0.453 -0.068 -0.124 
20° 8.63 10.32 -2.67 -2.93 -10.1* 0.098 0.055 -0.005 
r=0.068 0.137 0.274 •.068 0.137 0.274 
, 
F/6 00 2.60 0.0392 0.854 0.493 -1.45* 0.788 0.466 0.061 
5° 2.02 0.0447 0.915 0.704 0.119 0.838 0.601 0.248 
10 0  1.31 0.533 0.954 0.849 0.601 0.842 0.636 0.357 
15 0  4.50 4.34 -0.840 -1.92 -1.94 0.392 -0.242 0.046 
20° 10.8 19.8 -3.18 -4.10* -21.1* 0.191 -0.016 0.018 
r=0.046 0.091 •.182 0.046 0.091 0.182 
F/4 0° 3.31 0.153 0.748 0.057 -3.19* 0.722 0.250 -0.135 
50 2.74 0.221 0.841 0.413 -1.91* 0.781 0.449 -0.059 
10 0  2.59 2.12 0.834 0.300 -0.649 0.663 0.334 -0.066 
15 0  6.87 15.5 -1.51 -1.609 -9.69* 0.398 -0.206 0.086 
20 ° 16.1 73.4 -3.82 -13.0* -53.8* -0.114 0.031 -0.031 
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Table 3. 10(a ) 
Cox 3. 16.  
1
1
3
 
System: Cox 3.16. X = 2.3134 x 10
-5
f". 
S2M (r) S 2 (r) 
Ap. Angle P2 x 104 r=0.086 0.171 0.342 0.086 0.171 0.342 
50 -0.116 -0.0003 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 
10° -0.502 -0.0088 -0.0261 -0.0604 -0.009 -0.023 -0.036 
20 0  -0.940 0.0050 -0.0371 -0.246 0.015 -0.012 -0.064 
26° 1.98 1.53 4.29 8.96 0.299 0.259 0.222 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.046 0.091 0.182 
50 -1.07 -0.0394 -0.126 -0.330 -0.041 -0.095 -0.107 
10° -1.86 -0.319 -0.488 -1.47 -0.130 -0.337 -0.423 
20° 6.46 5.93 17.7 40.8 0.290 0.147 -0.074 
0 . 
0.034 0.068 0.137 0.034 0.068 0.137 
50 -2.34 -0.199 -0.691 -2.06 -0.155 -0.113 0.147 
10 0  -1.83 -0.144 -0.833 -3.99 -0.164 -0.453 -0.084 
20° 20.7 58.3 187 487 0.123 0.054 -0.008 
Table 3.10(b) 
System: Cox 3.67. A = 2.3134 x 10-5 f. 
S (r) 
1M 
S 1 (r) 
Ap. Angle P1  x 10
4 
Var r=0.114 0.228 0.456 0.114 0.228 0.456 
F/10 0° 1.35 0.00537 0.954 0.837 0.668 0.821 0.603 0.308 
50 1.03 0.00338 0.972 0.P98 0.791 0.837 0.646 0.356 
10 0  0.600 0.00063 0.994 0.984 0.992 0.854 0.703 0.429 
15° 1.68 0.00524 0.940 0.866 0.785 0.796 0.601 0.326 
20° 3.05 0.0248 0.750 0.361 -1.165 0.625 0.313 0.073 
r=0.057 0.114 0.228 0.057 0.114 0.228 
F/5 0° 6.91 0.440 0.031 -3.837* -13.13* 0.198 -1.245* 0.054 
50 6.03 0.372 0.202 -2.972* -9.338* 0.352 -1.118* -0.039 
10 0  3.91 0.292 0.589 -1.459* -3.811* 0.529 -0.049 -0.028 
15° 3.54 0.617 -0.580 -0.512 -3.291* 0.610 0.328 -0.089 
20° 6.45 2.23 -0.903 -6.943 -15.90* 0.425 0.269 0.144 
Table 3.11(a) 
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Table 3. 11 
System: Cox 4.05. X = 2.3134 x 10 f.  
4 
S1M (r) S
1 
 (r) 
Ap. Angle P
1 
 x 10 Var r=0.091 0.182 0.365 0.730 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.730 
F18 00 0.545 0.00119 0.993 0.976 0.937 0.968 0.884 0.755 0.514 0.156 
50 0.415 0.00610 0.996 0.989 0.974 0.989 0.884 0.757 0.520 0.138 
10 0  0.841 0.139 0.987 0.963 0.920 0.948 0.869 0.723 0.467 0.100 
20° 2.86 5.31 0.839 0.433 -0.647 0.430 0.725 0.454 0.197 -0.048 
25° 6.64 18.6 -1.05 -1.95 -2.18 -1.56 - - - 
r=0.068 0.137 0.274 0.547 0.821 0.068 0.137 0.274 0.547 0.821 
F/6 00 0.487 0.00202 0.994 0.976 0.917 0.888 0.986 0.913 0.811 0.605 0.302 0.086 
50 0.604 0.0202 0.992 0.976 0.942 0.943 0.988 0.903 0.786 0.569 0.230 -0.051 
10 0  1.34 0.310 0.963 0.885 0.709 0.588 0.875 0.862 0.682 0.392 0.050 -0.058 
20° 4.29 8.82 0.583 -0.845 -0.942 -1.28* -0.320 0.637 0.421 0.127 0.035 -0.009 
r=0.057 0.114 0.228 0.456 0.684 0.057 0.114 .0.228 0.456 0.684 
F15 00 0.298 0.00043 0.998 0.994 0.981 0.971 0.998 0.932 0.855 0.702 0.427 0.201 
50 0.986 0.0494 0.978 0.933 0.848 ;0.805 0.848 0.894 0.748 0.492 0.108 0.146 
10° 2.02 0.561 0.907 0.684 -0.378 -0.791 -0.644 0.804 0.529 0.180 -0.075 -0.048 
20° 5.61 11.8 -0.268 -1.13 -2.98* -5.76* -2.89* 0.609 0.367 0.049 -0.017 -0.009 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 
F/4 00 0.357 0.00067 0.997 0.989 0.972 0.970 0.983 0.945 0.878 0.748 0.529 0.331 
50 1.51 0.164 0.940 0.799 0.462 0.116 0.136 0.841 0.597 0.234 -0.189 -0.139 
10 0  2.77 1.26 0.800 0.243 -1.68* -3.25* -3.11* 0.669 0.276 -0.065 -0.077 -0.041 
20° 8.54 16.1 -1.18 -1.83 -5.69* -13.8* -13.4* 0.595 0.320 -0.004 -0.053 0.009 
Table 3.12(a) 
System: Cox 4.05. 	X = 2.3134 x 10-5f'. 
S2M (r) S 2 (r) 
Ap. Angle P2 x 10
4 r=0.091 0.182 0.365 0.730 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.730 
F/8 50 0.319 0.0041 0.0129 0.0290 0.0150 0.0076 0.0209 0.0363 0.0323 
10 0  -0.651 -0.0147 -0.0459 -0.1064 -0.0807 -0.0059 -0.0147 -0.0140 0.0463 
20 0  2.21 0.2110 0.6246 1.293 0.6220 0.1697 0.2483 0.1705 0.0993 
25° 6.01 2.118 6.174 12.15 3.735 - - - - 
r=0.068 0.137 0.274 0.547 0.821 0.068 0.137 0.274 0.547 0.821 
F/6 50 0.368 0.0069 0.0217 0.0534 0.0560 0.0084 0.022 0.0630 0.1260 0.1619 0.1126 
10 0  -0.998 -0.0344 -0.1171 -0.3238 -0.5131 -0.1763 0.0005 -0.0006 0.0159 0.1422 0.1161 
20° 3.66 0.5465 1.712 4.140 5.136 0.9736 0.3028 0.2009 0.0855 0.0381 0.0189 
r=0.057 0.114 0.228 0.456 0.684 0.057 0.114 0.228 0.456 0.684 
F/5 50 0.0956 0.0057 0.0146 0.0209 -0.0230 -0.0575 0.0415 0.1136 0.2268 0.3226 0.2941 
10 0  -1.52 -0.0782 -0.2809 -0.8589 -1.706 -1.290 0.0046 0.0003 0.0363 0.1748 0.1269 
• 20° 4.91 0.9470 3.020 7.686 12.00 7.792 0.2812 0.0807 -0.0648 -0.0334 0.0269 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 
F/4 5° 0.348 0.0234 0.0641 0.1113 0.0119 0.142 0.1171 0.2738 0.3886 0.4058 0.2791 
• 10 0  -1.80 -0.0968 -0.3948 -1.443 -3.734 -4.298 0.1065 0.1448 0.1882 0.1565 0.0812 
20° 8.18 2.482 8.110 21.94 41.05 41.75 0.3095 0.0988 -0.0302 0.1063 0.0079 
Table 3.12(b) 
EzO*0 
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V890 95V - 0 8ZZ"0 V1T"0 LS0'0 V890 9SV*0 8zZ'0 V110 L50 . 0=2 aeA tpT x Td aTbuy •civ 
(2) 1S (i)Wis 
01 x VETVZ = 	*LO'f, xop :malsAS 
System: Cox 4.07. 	A = 2.3134 x 10-5f. 
S2M (r) _. 
S 2 (r) 
Ap. Angle P2  x 10
4 r=0.057 0.114 0.228 0.456 0.684 0.057 0.114 0.228 0.456 0.684 
F/5 50 -0.682 -0.0267 -0.0731 -0.1360 -0.2252 -0.3897 ' -0.0028 0.0125 0.0914 0.2109 0.1887 
10 0  -1.23 -0.0915 -0.2730 -0.5941 -0.9662 -1.181 -0.0347 -0.0314 0.1312 0.2833 0.1850 
15° 1.10 0.0339 0.0258 -0.0929 0.0186 0.4767 0.0145 -0.0126 0.0180 0.0966 0.0513 
20° 3.54 0.9253 2.366 4.261 5.922 7.016 0.1944 0.1581 0.0976 0.1544 0.0835 
r=0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 0.046 0.091 0.182 0.365 0.547 
.., 
F/4 50 -1.47 -0.1300 -0.4334 -1.155 -2.191 -2.864 -0.0789 -0.1206 -0.0548 -0.0481 -0.0394 
10° -2.22 -0.2900 -1.093 -3.290 -6.501 -7.740 -0.1889 -0.3786 -0.0915 0.2994 0.2477 
15 ° 3.27 0.8600 1.948 2.564 2.619 6.100 -0.0363 -0.2989 -0.1646 0.1299 0.1163 
20° 8.26 6.738 18.45 37.21 54.35 70.31 0.1736 0.1450 0.0691 0.0997 -0.0293 
Table 3.,13(b) 
- System: Cox 4.29. 	A = 2.3134 x 10 5f'. 
S1M (r) S 1 (r) 
Ap. Angle P 1 x 104 
 Var r=0.068 0.274 0.547 0.068 0.274 0.547 
F/5 00 0.621 0.00347 0.990 0.850 0.810 0.910 0.563 0.278 50 0.585 0.0169 0.994 0.943 0.949 0.907 0.585 0.259 
10 0  1.29 0.279 0.972 0.804 0.738 0.872 0.443 0.097 
15° 1.96 1.39 0.937 0.241 -0.511 0.831 0.256 0.056 
20° 2.96 1.96 0.867 -0.125 -0.273 - - 
r=0.057 0.228 0.456 0.057 0.228 0.456 
F/5 0° 0.740 0.00638 0.986 0.782 0.567 0.920 0.568 0.273 
5° 0.848 0.0363 0.987 0.885 0.837 0.911 0.557 0.231 
10° 1.59 0.473 0.959 0.675 0.494 0.862 0.349 -0.121 
15° 2.22 2.10 0.925 -0.504 -1.05 0.830 0.212 0.022 
20° 4.72 2.61 0.528 -1.05 -2.21* - - 
r=0.034 0.137 0.274 0.034 0.137 0.274 
F/3 0° 1.11 0.0116 0.975 0.639 0.394 0.931 0.532 0.304 5° 1.84 0.241 0.945 0.283 -0.409 0.897 0.277 -0.234 
10 0  3.85 1.74 0.703 -1.68* -2.25* 0.782 -0.138 -0.212 
15° 9.74 5.05 - 1.23 - 11.5* -20.2* 0.626 0.129 0.057 
Table 3.14(a) 
System: Cox 4.29. A = 2.3134 X 10
-5
f'. 
4 
S2M (r) S 2  (r) 
Ap. Angle P2 x 10 r=0.068 0.274 0.547 0.068 0.274 0.547 
F/6 50 0.342 0.0028 0.0194 0.0182 0.0127 0.0790 0.1117 
10 0  -0.584 -0.0096 -0.0690 -0.1498 0.0163 0.0983 0.1682 
15° -1.72 -0.0907 -0.7412 -1.122 -0.0793 -0.2129 -0.0467 
20° 2.02 0.1254 0.4019 0.7050 - 
_ 
r=0.057 0.228 0.456 0.057 0.228 0.456 
F/5 50 0.437 0.0039 0.0405 0.0521 0.0238 0.1702 0.2403 
10 0  -0.680 -0.0213 -0.1385 -0.3103 0.0277 0.1915 0.2765 
15° -1.80 -0.1223 -1.165 -2.173 -0.1126 -0.2607 -0.0351 
20° 4.29 0.6437 3.639 5.723 - - - 
r=0.034 0.137 0.274 0.034 0.137 0.274 
F/3 50 1.19 -0.0506 -0.5573 -0.8261 0.0307 0.2659 0.4688 
10° 3.00 0.0912 -1.299 -3.873 0.0731 0.2887 0.4330 
15° 8.80 3.968 23.34 33.51 0.0873 -0.0507 0.0495 
Table 3.14(b) 
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System: Cox 4.32. X = 2.3134 x 10
-5
f. 
5 
S
2M
(r) S
2
(r) 
Ap. Angle P
2 
x 10 r=0.068 0.274 0.547 0.068 0.274 0.547 
F/6 4° 4.10 0.0070 0.0717 0.103 0.007 0.052 0.045 
8° 2.11 0.0028 0.0336 0.0265 0.010 0.063 0.087 
10° -5.95 -0.0094 -0.0973 -0.188 0.008 0.166 0.093 
12° -7.38 -0.0039 -0.0980 -0.233 0.028 -0.017 0.080 
r=0.057 0.228 0.456 0.057 0.228 0.456 
F/5 40 5.37 0.0106 0.128 0.250 0.013 0.095 0.107 
8 0 5.30 0.0133 0.138 0.207 0.028 0.153 0.181 
10° -4.21 0.0071 0.0334 -0.032 0.040 0.076 0.088 
12° 6.62 0.0413 0.251 0.241 0.091 -0.076 -0.034 
r=0.041 0.163 0.326 0.041 0.163 0.326 
F/3.6 40 3.83 -0.0028 -0.0888 -0.260 0.003 -0.005 -0.006 
8 ° -7.01 -0.0682 -1.125 -3.15 -0.011 -0.130 0.132 
10° -9.41 -0.1118 -1.959 -5.70 0.016 -0.018 0.225 
12° 10.7 -0.0325 -1.632 -5.94 0.118 0.123 0.126 
..■ 
Table 3.15(b) 
System: Cox 3.16 at aperture F/7.5. x x 10 3 f". 	A = 2.3134 x 10-5f. 
Angle Freq. xG xvar xM xSo • xSM x To x TM 
0° 
.086 
.171 
.342 
.684 
.. -0 81 -0 61 
-0.72 
-0.56 
-0.55 
-0.72 
-0.71 
-0.63 
-0.56 
-0.71 
-0.72 
-0.56 
-0.55 
-0.72 
-0.71 
-0.63 
-0.56 
-0.71 
-0.72 
-0.56 
-0.55 
-0.72 
-0.71 
-0.63 
-0.56 
-0.71 
5° 
.086 
.171 
.342 
.684 
-1 25 .. -1 11 
-1.21 
-1.15 
-1.09 
-1.18 
-1.19 
-1.13 
-1.06 
-1.19 
-1.30 
-1.23 
-1.17 
-1.28 
-1.27 
-1.20 
-1.13 
-1.28 
-1.12 
-1.07 
-1.00 
-1.08 
-1.10 
-1.05 
-0.99 
-1.09 
10° 
.086 
.171 
.342 
.684 
-2 31 . -2 28 . 
-2.38 
-2.37 
-2.36 
-2.35 
-2.30 
-2.28 
-2.27 
-2.29 
-2.75 
-2.71 
-2.68 
-2.76 
-2.65 
-2.61 
-2.58 
-2.70 
-2.00 
-2.03 
-2.03 
-1.94 
-1.94 
-1.95 
-1.96 
-1.88 
20° 
.086 
.171 
.342 
.684 
-2.33 -1.85 
-1.52 
-2.06 
-1.65 
-3.62 
-3.86 
-3.93 
0.59 
-0.25 
0.63 
Table 3.16 
System: Cox 3.16 at aperture F/4. x - x 103C. A = 2.3134 x 10-5C. 
Angle Freq. x G xvar xo xM xSo x SM XTo xTM 
.046 -2.32 -2.20 -2.32 -2.20 -2.32 -2.20 
00 .091 -2.36 -1.84 -2.08 -2.08 -2.08 -2.08 -2.08 -2.08 
.182 -1.90 -1.88 -1.90 -1.88 -1.90 -1.88 
.046 -2.25 -2.26 -2.50 -2.50 -2.00 -2.02 
50 0.91 -2.33 -2.01 -2.26 -2.28 -2.45 -2.40 -1.93 -1.96 
.182 -2.05 -2.05 -2.25 -2.24 -1.85 -1.85 
.046 -1.98 -1.98 -3.15 -3.04 -0.80 -0.91 
100  .091 -1.93 -2.07 -2.10 -2.04 -3.15 -3.02 -1.05 -1.06 
.182 -2.17 -2.11 -3.07 -2.98 -1.27 -1.24 
.046 7.50 0.79 14.2 
20 0  .091 4.30 5.33 6.65 0.41 12.9 
.182 5.36 -0.18 10.9 , 
Table 3.17 
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Cox 3. 18 at aperture F/7. 5.  
• 
r)0
  
Systems Cox 3.18 at aperture F/6. x x 103f. A= 2.3134 x 10-5f'. 
Angle Freq. xvar xo xM x o x SM xTo xTM 
.068 -0.75 -0.72 -0.75 -0.72 -0.75 -0.72 
0° .274 -0.80 -0.61 -0.59 -0.57 -0.59 -0.57 -0.59 -0.57 
.821 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 -0.85 -0.87 
.068 -0.96 -0.95 -1.30 -1.27 -0.62 -0.63 
5° .274 -1.04 -0.84 -0.82 -0.81 -1.15 -1.13 -0.48 -0.48 
.821 -1.07 -1.10 -1.35 -1.41 -0.79 -0.79 
.068 -1.22 -1.18 -2.37 -2.28 -0.06 -0.08 
10 0  .274 -1.35 -1.07 -1.18 -1.12 -2.23 -2.15 0.12 0.08 
.821 -1.40 -1.32 -2.52 -2.38 -0.28 -0.25 
.068 -0.17 -1.54 1.20 
15° .274 -0.48 -0.07 -0.04 -1.44 1.36 
.821 -0.28 -1.58 1.03 
Table 3.19 
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Table 3. 20 
Cox 3. 18 at aperture F/3.  
System: Cox 3.32 at aperture F/3.3. x X 103 f". A = 2.3134 X 10-5f". 
Angle Freq. xG xvar x So x SM xTo xTM 
.076 -0.93 -0.95 -0.93 -0.95 -0.93 -0.95 
00 .152 -1.04 -0.83 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 
.304 -0.76 -0.78 -0.76 -0.78 -0.76 -0.78 
.076 -0.56 -0.56 -1.06 -1.02 -0.06 -0.10 
50 .152 -0.55 -0.53 -0.55 -0.55 -0.98 -0.98 -0.11 -0.12 
3.04 -0.52 -0.52 -0.94 -0.93 -0.10 -0.10 
.076 0.54 -0.56 -0.88 -0.84 1.95 1.96 
10 0  .152 0.76 0.33 0.35 0.37 -0.96 -0.92 1.66 1.66 
.304 0.19 0.18 -0.08 -1.02 1.45 1.39 
.076 1.83 0.84 2.82 
15 0  .152 2.20 1.05 1.25 0.53 1.96 
.304 0.61 0.13 1.09 
Table 3.21 
System: Cox 3.67 at aperture F/6,25. - x x 103f. 	A = 2.3134 x 10 5f. 
Angle Freq. xG xvar xo XM xSo x SM XTo xTM 
.071 -8.8 -8.54 -8.8 -8.54 -8.8 -8.54 
00 .143 -9.22 -7.46 -7.8 -7.92 -7.8 -7.92 -7.8 -7.92 
.570 -7.0 -7.51 -7.0 -7.51 -7.0 -7.51 
• .071 -9.95 -9.83 -9.7 -9.65 -10.2 -10.0 
50 .143 -10.4 -8.71 -9.15 -9.20 -9.2 -9.03 - 9.3 - 9.36 
• .570 • -8.75 -8.70 -8.6 -8.56 - 8.9 - 8.93 
.071 -13.8 -13.6 -13.3 -12.8 -14.3 -14.4 
10 0  .143 -13.7 -12.3 -12.9 -12.9 -12.3 -12.2 -13.4 -13.5 
.570 -12.5 -12.3 -11.8 -11.5 -14.1 -13.0 
.071 -19.3 -17.4 -21.1 0 .143 -18.4 -17.7 -18.4 -16.8 -19.9 
.570 • -17.1 -15.9 -19.3 
.071 -26.0 -22.7 •-29.4 
20° .143 -23.0 -24.0 -24.9 -22.0 -27.7 
.570 -23.8 -20.8 -26.7 
Table 3.22 
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chapter. 
It-may be noted that little attentionhas been given in the preceeding 
discussion to the modified quantity S l . In fact this modification has no 
real value, since - if both sagittal and .tangential o.t.f.'s have dropped 
below +0.2 there is virtually no significance in their actualvalues and so 
S 1 then has little value as an image assessment quantity. 
The agreement between the various assessment quantities in their 
measurement of. astigmatism is not as satisfactory as that between 
measurements of image spread. No clear trend, is defined in relations 
between the functions, though quite often P 2 agrees with both S2k and S 2 
at the lower spatial frequencies. Also there is rarely any consistency 
between S 2 and the other functions if the value of the o.t.f.'s from which 
S2 is determined are below about 0.3. One important point does emerge, 
however. That is that if the o.t.f. values are above about 0.4 and the 
astigmatism measure is >0.1 then the values of P 2  and S2 agree on the sign 
of the astigmatism and, to a .large extent, on the ranking of such states of 
correction. Hence, even though the details of astigmatism correction 
according to the different criteria may vary quite considerably, we can see 
that when moderately large differences in sagittal and tangential resolution 
exist these are indicated both in P2 and S 2' 
Having examined some of the general trends it is of interest to note 
some details arising from examination of the tabulated data. In table 
. 3.7(a), at aperture F/6, it will be seen that all rankings are the same 
despite the small differences - existing between assessments at angles 0 0 , 5° 
and 10°. A - similar Situation is found in table 3.8(a). However from 
table 3.9(a) it can be seen that the variance of the wavefront retardation 
is anomalous in its behaviour, a result found also in table 3.12 at aperture 
F/8. It might be expected that the wave aberration variance would agree 
with S1 at higher'frequencies while P1 would agree .with S 1M and S1 at lower 
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frequencies, in those cases where correction states are good but not well 
within the diffraction limit. 	This appears to be the case in table 3.11(a) 
at aperture 0.05, and table 3.14 at aperture 0.0833, indicating that the 
wave aberration .variance may give a better indication of the resolution of 
high frequency components of an image than does the radius of gyration: 
However the author believes that the results here give no firm indication 
that this is so. Further examination of other data is needed before any 
clear indication of the emphasis placed by this variance on particular 
spatial frequency components can be obtained. 
Finally we will examine the predicted location of the optimum image 
plane according to the various criteria. In §3.3(b) the field curvature 
in the presence of astigmatism was defined in terms of the Image plane 
lying midway between the planes giving optimum performance for sagittal 
and tangential orientations of the image. We will now consider the 
variation of this plane according to the different criteria. Tables 3.16 
to 3.22 present details of the optimum image plane position according to the 
various criteria. Frequencies are expressed as fractions of the cut-off 
frequency (1/FX) and the image plane positions are expressed in units of 
111000th  of the focal length. 	The optimum planes-using the O.t.f. are 
determined using the modulus of the o.t.f. rather than the real part. 	Some 
inaccuracy arises in the determination since interpolation, with a fairly 
limited number of points, was used. 	However the results for the o.t.f. 
optima are still of quite useful accuracy. For the remaining criteria, 
optimum planes are found using the expressions given earlier in this chapter. 
Examination of the tables reveals the following important points:- 
1) The optimum planes x
G 
and x provide bounds within which x and x 0  tend V  
to lie, though it must be emphasized that xm and xo are not always confined 
within these bounds. 
r- 
In fact the variation of x .and x
0 
 with spatial 
frequency is very close to that predicted in §3.4 when the simple cases of 
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spherical aberration alone, or astigmatism alone were discussed - that is, 
at low spatial frequencies xm tends to the geometrical optics limit, x G , 
while as the spatial frequency increases x m tends to the physical optics 
limit xv , passes beyond it slightly then reverses its direction of change 
and tends back beyond xv and xG . 
2) The value of xm is generally quite close to x o even when the m.t.f. 
is below the value, 0.7, for which the variance of the difference function 
provides a valid approximation to it. Table 3.16 provides the most 
significant case of deviation from this, seen in the 10° data, though in 
tables 3.17 and 3.20 it can be seen that x m does not lie between x G and xv 
when both aperture and field-angle are moderately large. This in fact 
. would also correspond to cases where the truncated aberration expansions 
are unreliable. 
§3.9 Conclusion  
In this chapter we have considered the practical use of the various 
assessment functions introduced earlier. Transformations which allow the 
retardation coefficients to be modified and the pupil to be treated as 
circular have been given. Expressions for the radius of gyration of the 
spot diagram as a sum of squares of orthogonal coefficients have been 
derived, these orthogonal coefficients being themselves linear combinations 
. of the classical aberration coefficients of Buchdahl. Similar expressions 
have also been given for the variance of the wavefront aberration and, using 
an approximation due to Sumita, for the variance of the aberration difference 
function arising in o.t.f. theory. Theoretical comparisons of predicted 
optimum image planes have been presented., and a comparative examination of 
the orthogonal coefficients arising from various assessment functions has 
been given.. 
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Finally, detailed numerical comparisons of the prediCtions of image 
quality using geometrical and physical optics criteria have been carried 
out. These have shown that 
a) differences do exist between the predictions of image quality 
of a given system when different criteria are used, 
b) the variance of the aberration difference function provides the 
designer with an extremely versatile image assessment function 
which, when modified as the writer suggests, can be used over 
virtually the entire range of correction states; 
c) the functions P 2 and S 2  introduced for measuring astigmatism 
have a rather limited usefulness. A more satisfactory quantity 
(and one widely accepted) is the distance between sagittal and 
tangential focii. Expressions for this distance have been given 
both for spot diagram analysis, or difference function variance 
analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4  
AN EXAMINATION OF TWO AUTOMATIC DESIGN PROGRAMS  
§4.1. 	Introduction  
The first chapter of this thesis was concerned with the aberration 
theory of Buchdahl and, in particular,. §1.6 dealt With extensions of this 
theory to allow computation of the derivatives of the seventh order OT 
coefficients with respect to constructional parameters of the system. 
The general theory for obtaining the coefficient derivatives was developed 
by Buchdahl1  , but details associated with the effects of pupil shifts on 
coordinates had not been given. These details have, therefore, been 
derived and are presented in the appendices of this work. In chapter two 
a number of assessment functions were introduced and expressions for these 
:given. Particular attention was given to the spot diagram quantities 
P2 and P3. Using an approximating ellipse to define the pupil periphery 
expressions for these functions were derived, and the programming for their 
calculation is contained in the listings of appendix 5. In this chapter 
use is made of these parts of the earlier work, together with expressions 
for the derivatives of P1 , P2  and P3 with respect to axial curvatures, 
to form a rather simple automatic design program. The successive stages 
of an optimization using this program are examined using the various 
assessment functions and spot diagrams are also presented for most stages. 
In addition a triplet design program due to Cruickshank 2 was used to produce 
a high quality design, and the stages of optimization using this program 
were examined in similar fashion to the first-mentioned optimization program. 
Cruickshank's program reduces selected aberration coefficients by varying 
different parameters used in the initial thin lens conditions, and, in the 
latter stages, by balancing of certain types of aberration terms against 
one-another. 
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Originally it was intended that a comparison of the predictions of 
.different types of assessment function - be carried out using the derivatives 
of these assessment functions with respect to axial curvatures. By . 
defining analogous functions, as was done in chapter two, and using these 
in similar programs the differences (if any) in assessments using these 
functions, and the effects of such assessments on the course of a design 
and its end point were to have been determined. The. enormity of the task 
of writing such an automatic design program from scratch - particularly with 
the limited computer facilities then available - was not initially 
appreciated by the author. Considerable efforts were made to develop the 
necessary optical theory and the simple design program that has been written 
utilises the completed theory for optimization using spot diagram quantities. 
Attempts to develop expressions for the derivatives of the retardation 
coefficients have not been successful, numerical results indicating that the 
programmed expressions were approximately correct but certainly not exact. 
The development of such expressions would be a valuable development of the 
theory, and may possibly be best achieved using the approximations of 53.1 
and Sands' Wo coefficients
3  . 
The problem of automatic design of optical systems using computers is 
one which has engaged optical designers and theoreticians, applied 
mathematicians, and computer programmers for quite some years, and an 
extensive literature on the subject has developed. Two key problems exist - 
firstly, to define a suitable merit function, and secondly, to devise highly 
efficient methods for minimizing this function with respect to its variables. 
The first task is essentially that of the optical designer and theorist, 
while the second is primarily the concern of the applied mathematician. 
• 	The merit function is some function of the constructional parameters 
of the system containing information on all aspects of the system with which 
one is concerned (e.g. image defects, glass thicknesses, overall length, 
sensitivity to tilt and decentering, cost, etc.). Most merit functions are 
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expressed as the sum of positive quantities so that the automatic design 
process is reduced to that of Minimizing a function of many variables. 
During the minimization process the function will normally be evaluated 
many times, and so it is advisable to choose as merit function some quantity 
which can be quickly calculated. For this reason quantities such as the 
radius of gyration of the spot diagram4 or the wavefront variance 5,6 have 
been widely used. However King 7 has considered the use of the m.t.f., and 
quantities based on this have also been considered8,9 . These quantities, 
of course, only assess the imaging properties of the system. The published 
literature contains little on sensitivity, though Grey 10 and Rimer 11 have 
seriously tackled the problem. Details such as overall length and glass 
thickness often involve discussion of constraints which are incorporated 
into the merit function. In this work only that part of the merit function 
concerned with image defects has been considered. 
Most methods of minimization of the assessment function appear to 
involve large fast machines with double precision packages readily available 
and using methods based predominantly on the use of functions calculated 
from raytrace data. The writer, however, has had access only to an 
Elliott 503 machine of 8K main store, 16K backing store and a 250K disk 
file unit. The word length is 39 bits and no double precision is available. 
Also the assessment functions used are calculated using the truncated 
aberration expansion rather than by raytrace. Given these conditions it 
was not feasible to use standard techniques to write an automatic design 
program, nor was it appropriate that such a task be attempted. 
§4.2 A Simple Automatic Design Program Using Derivatives  
The flow diagram of fig. 4.1 gives a general idea of the optimization 
program, while that of fig. 4.2 provides some detail on the decision 
making stage - i.e. the choice of parameter changes to continue the process 
of differential correction. The optimization proceeds by calculating the 
Calculate 
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with respect 
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fig. 4.1 
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aberration coefficients of the system and their derivatives with respect 
to axial curvatures. The pupil periphery is then determined using the 
method detailed in chapter two and an ellipse is fitted to this periphery 
using an iterative least squares method. The derivatives of the ellipse 
parameters are then found numerically. Following this the quantities 
P. (j=1,2,3) are calculated. 	At this stage allowance is made for the 
possibility that the function, P
k' 
currently under adjustment has passed 
beyond the required value. If such an overshooting of the minimum has 
occurred then the sign of all previous parameter changes is reversed and 
the magnitude of the reverse step which is now taken is chosen to give a 
minimum assuming linearity ofP ' When overshooting does not occur the k . 
nextstepistocalculatethederivativesoftheP.quantities with respect 3 
to axial curvatures. Following this the appropriate curvature changes must 
be calculated. 
The optimization strategy adopted is not conventional nor, probably, 
is it to be recommended as a general method. It was chosen to allow a 
comparison of assessment function influence on the course of automatic 
. design, as mentioned in the introduction. .Similarities to the strategy 
used by Cruickshank, and outlined in the following section, will be found. 
Firstly P1 is reduced to near a minimum value, subject to the constraint 
that P
2 
and P
3 do not increase significantly in magnitude. Then P 2 is 
reduced towards zero, while constraining P 1 and P 3 ; and finally P3 is 
reduced as far as possible while constraining P1 and P 2 . The process 
may then be repeated, but the writer has found the small resultant 
improvement to be quite unjustifiable in terms of time taken. The process 
depends on the accuracy of the linearization of the functions P i and this 
is controlled by restricting the magnitude of the curvature changes which 
are tolerated. The choice of curvature changes which will minimize the 
functions chosen, subject to constraints, was made using the linear 
12 programming simplex algorithm. 
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The programming of this automatic design process was carried out 
entirely by the author, except that the program used for computing the 
aberration coefficients was essentially a modification of an earlier 
program written by P.W. Ford. Because of limitations on program size 
the optimization process had to be written as a set of seven programs, 
these being stored as disk files and accessed in a pre-arranged sequence. 
Results and data from one program which were required by a later program 
were stored.in data files and then re-accessed as required.: The seven 
programs used approximately 65K of disk file space when dumped, this space 
not including array space. However it should be noted that a considerable 
amount of space was associated with file handling And reassigning values to 
variables which had to be redeclared in a number of programs. On a large 
machine considerable savings in machine space would be made. The functions 
of the various programs in the set are briefly Outlined below, and the 
program name also cliven:- 
program one (P1): Initializes certain control variables and inputs data. 
Then calculates the a and b 6T coefficients. 
program two (P2): Uses Buchdahl's theory (L) to calculate the axial 
curvature derivatives of the paraxial, third and 
fifth order coefficients. Effects of the pupil 
shift are not incorporated into this part of the 
programming. 
.program three (P3): calculate the derivatives of the seventh order 
program four (P4): coefficients with respect to axial curvatures 
and then incorporates the effect of entrance 
pupil variation into the derivatives of all 
aberration coefficient derivatives calculated. 
program five (P5): Determines the pupil periphery and a best-fitting 
ellipse to this periphery, then evaluates 
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program five cont. 
program six (P6): 
numerically the derivatives with respect to . 
axial curvatures of the ellipse parameters. 
Also the values of P1 , P2  and P 3 are 
determined for some specified set of field 
angles and weighted sums of P1 , P2 and P 
across the field are formed. 
Uses the derivatives of the Aberration 
coefficients and pupil parameters to calculate 
derivatives of the weighted sums of P l , P2 
and P3' 
program seven (PICK): Establishes the constraints on parameter 
changes required for approximate linearization, 
and also constraints on variation of the functions 
.'1).(jft). 	Then using the linear programming 
algorithm simplex, the parameter changes needed 
to minimize Pk subject to these various constraints 
are found. Program P1 is then re-entered, 
omitting the initialization and data input 
section. 
This automatic design program has been used to optimize the triplet 
designated El used by Buchdahl for numerical illustrations in his monograph 
L and subsequent papers OACI-VIII. The triplet was to be optimized for an 
aperture F/4, and the field weighting was determined by evaluating the 
functionsP.(j=1,2,3) at angles of 0 0 , 5 ° and 7•5 0  and assigning equal 3 
weight to each angle. The process of optimization was examined by • 
assessing the system resulting at the end of each cycle. After 10 cycles 
the program was ready to terminate or start again on optimizing P l , and so 
this was taken to be sufficiently optimized. The spot diagrams in figs. 
4.3 tO 4.9 show visually the changes during the course of optimization. 
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These spot diagrams have been plotted for the image plan x = 0.0018 X focal 
length. 
§4.3 Cruickshank's Automatic Design Method for Triplet Systems  
The literature on triplet design methods is quite extensive, from the 
work of H.D. Taylor13 which used third order aberration theory, together 
with measurements of aberrations of fabricated systems, to produce 
satisfactory designs, through to automatic design using large computers 
programmed to calculate third and fifth order aberrations, perform 
raytracing and evaluate transfer functions, as used by R.E. Hopkins 14  . 
A fairly recent and extensive study of triplet design has been carried out 
by Aldersey 15 using an interpolative method, based largely on the spherical 
aberration coefficients, to choose the region within which a true optimum 
will lie. 
The work of Cruickshank on the simple Iii triplet uses paraxial 
conditions on the design (including colour correction) to establish a third 
degree equation. Choosing a particular solution of this equation allows 
examination of normal forms of the triplet objective. The lenses are then 
thickened and the third order OT coefficients calculated. The third order 
field curvature term, fp3+p4 (1 <f <3), and the coma and distortion 
coefficients p2 and p5 are then adjusted to specified residuals R 3 , R2 and R. 
respectively, by changes in lens shapes. The combined power of the first two 
-components is then used to adjust the spherical aberration (found by raytrace) - 
to the required value Ri at a specified aperture. This is the first step 
in direct control of higher order aberrations and presumably brings the 
system parameters into that region of parameter space in which the spherical 
aberration coefficients may be found to haveapproximately simultanebus 
minima (c.f. Aldersey,* ref. 14, page 3). 	Following this longitudinal 
chromatic aberration is reduced to the value R6 at a prescribed aperture, 
and transverse chromatic aberration to R7 at a prescribed field angle, The 
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fifth order coefficients are then calculated, and the residual-distortion 
found by raytrace. The values of R2  and R5 are then modified, • R2  being 
chosen so that third order coma balances some part of the fifth order coma, 
and third order distortion balances higher order distortion. The flow 
diagram of fig. 4.10 summarizes the optimization process. 
The process outlined here assumes that glass parameters and lens 
thicknesses have been specified. However it must be pointed out that 
Cruickshank and co-workers have made extensive use of the concept of 
fictitious glasses during much of their design studies, and currently the 
triplet design process propounded involves a two stage process - the first 
assumes a continuous range of glass parameters and controls the Petzval 
coefficient, a 4 , as well as the terms specified above. The second stage is 
that just outlined, in which the choice of glass parameters is explicit, 
and will be such that a4 remains close to the originally specified value. 
By using fictitious glasses having a continuous range of refractive index 
and V-number within certain bounds, it is possible to simulate more complex 
systems derivedfrom the triplet. 
The optimization process was examined during the design of a 24 inch 
focal length objective having an aperture of F/6 and covering a 10 0 semi-
field. This corresponds approximately to the specifications used by 
R.E. Hopkins 14  for some near-optimum designs. The glasses chosen were from 
the Schott catalogue, LaK10/SF10/LaK10. Since only the monochromatic design 
process was being examined those parts of the program used in chromatic 
' correction were omitted. The progress of the design was followed by 
examining the system after each change of the thin lens parameter X, or the 
residuals R2 and R5 . By choosing only these attention is confined to those 
changes involved in the correction of higher orders of aberration. 	In 
figs. 4.11 to 4.19 are shown spot diagrams calcUlated at 0 0 , 7° and 10 0  
for various stages of the design process. These are given for the gaussian 
image plane, which, in this case, is close to being the optimum image plane. 
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This system has been designated CC for convenience of reference. 	It will 
be noted that the spot diagrams only continue to stage ten of the process, 
though in fact another thirteen such stages were completed before termination. 
However it was found that the changes resulting from these further iterations 
were quite insignificant, as indicated by the values of the assessment 
functions given in the following section. 
§4.4 Studies of the Optimization Process using Different Criteria  
In this. section both the optimization processes detailed Above are 
examined independently using the assessment functions introduced earlier. 
As in the previous chapter, we use the functions P 1  (radius of gyration of 
the spot diagram), Var (the variance of the wavefront retardation), 5 1 (r) 
(the d.t.f. --based function introduced in chapter two), and Sim (r), (the 
analogue of S i (r) based on the m.t.f. and calculated using the variance 
of the aberration difference function), to measure image spread. The 
functions P 2  (= c
2-c 2 ), S2  (r), (Re{T(r,ff/2)-T(r,ol), and S 2M (r)(=V(r,ff/2)- y z 
V(r,o)) are used to.measure astigmatism. 
a) Optimization using Spot Diagram Functions  
•The graphs of the values of various assessment functions at successive 
stages of the optimization are shown in figs. 4.20 to 4.37. 	Perhaps most 
important to note is that P 1 is decreased considerably during the process, 
particularly in the first four steps. Thereafter P 1 is constrained while 
P2 is reduced to near zero (steps 5,6,7 and 8). Attempts to reduce P 3 led 
to failure of the process. However during the initial eight steps P 3 was 
being systematically reduced as required. Hence the optimization process 
is successful under some conditions, but has been found to fail due to 
there being no solution to the linear programming problem under the imposed 
constraints. 	It should be re-emphasized that the writer, does not consider 
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this particular strategy of automatic design to be of any great value. 
Its introduction was for the purpose of providing some automatic design 
process which used overall assessment quantities based on the spot diagram 
and derivatives of these quantities. . The backgruund to the strategy was 
explained in the introductory section of this chapter. 
Consider now the variation of the quantities P l , Var, S i (r) and S im (r) 
during the course of optimization. Firstly, all assessments indicate a 
strong improvement in the first three steps and then only marginal changes, 
indicating broad agreement between different assessment functions. 	However 
the correction process over stages four, five and six shows some rather 
surprising results. The value of P 1  for each of the field angles shows a 
marked increase at stage five which is not reflected in the other 
• assessment quantities except, to a very slight extent, in the axial values 
for S1 and S at lowest spatial frequency (r=0.057). 	In fact all other 1M 
asesssments indicate a marked improvement in the state of correction. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter the values of S 1 derived from o.t.f. values 
less than about 0.2 are of little value, hence S 1 (0.228) should be ignored 
for the 7.5 0  values. 	It can also be seen that S 	(0.114, S (0.114), IM 1 
(0.228) and Var all show agreement regarding the axial correction states, 1M 
and S 1 (0.228) substantially agrees with these, apart from the initial values. 
However an examination of optimum image plane positions for the systems 
arising at the various stages of design shows that much of the ranking using 
S1 (0.228) is determined by the distance of the optimum image plane from the 
plane at which evaluation is taking place. For lower spatial frequencies 
the values of S1 are not so rapidly varying with image plane position, as 
indicated by fig. 3.1. Use of the variance, V(r4), of the difference 
function thus enables one to obtain results corresponding to use of P 1 or Var 
or intermediate functions. Furthermore the quantity V(r,111) may be readily 
evaluated at the optimum plane since this plane is quickly calculated using 
the expression presented in the previous chapter. We see from this analysis 
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that use of P1 as a function for optimization in automatic design programs 
provides results which are in broad agreemeht with many other assessment 
quantities, though it would appear that some differences would arise in the 
latter stages of correction if one were to use criteria based on Var or 
spatial frequency functions evaluated near the limit of the useful bandwidth. 
These problems may be eliminated by use of the quantity S modified to 
make allowance for products of two negative quantities. 
Turning now to the astigmatism quantities P 2 , 	and S2M we find that 
decreases towards zero as also do S 2 (0.057) and S 2m (0.057) though the 
approach to zero differs somewhat between P 2 and the other functions. When 
S2 and S2M are evaluated at higher spatial frequencies the results are not 
as satisfying, indicating that this quantity may not be a very useful 
function for astigmatism determination at higher spatial frequencies. 
The plots of S 3 indicate the systematic improvement in asymmetry 
during the design process. 	It can be seen that S 3  (0.057) and S 3 (0.114) 
are in agreement while S 3 (0.228) differs quite considerably. 	This would 
suggest that S3' like , ought to be calculated at low spatial frequencies. 
b) Optimization using Coefficient Reduction and Balancing  
The graphs of values of the various assessment functions at successive 
stages of this optimization are shown in figs. 4.38 to 4.55. The system 
was evaluated in the gaussian image plane in mercury green light (5461A) and 
for a• focal length of 24 inches. All quantities are calculated in units of 
the focal length. 	Results are given for angles of 0°, 4 0 , 7° and 10° 
off-axis. 
Consider firstly those functions measuring image spread - namely P l , 
Var, S1 and S 1M .  The design procedure is based, ultimately, on reducing 
the spread in transverse aberrations as indicated by the spot diagram. 
From the plot of P values it would appear that much of the design process 
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is wasted time since there is practically no difference in P 1 between 
stages 3 and 11, and, apart from Stages 6, 7 and 9, what changes were tried 
made no significant difference. ' There is, however, a slight improvement 
shown between stages 3 and 11. ' These results are substantially Supported 
by the plot of P 2 values, though the 7•5 0  value of P2 changes sign between 
stages 3 and 11. With respect to P 2 it is worth noting that stage 3 
actually provides a more satisfactory correction state than stage 11. 
These results are reflected in the functions Var, S 1  and S with some of 1M 
the differences between stages 3 and 11 becoming more marked in S 1 and S im 
as the frequency is increased. 
The functions S 2 and S2M show similar behaviour with respect to P as 
was found for previous assessments - general agreement with P 2  for low - 
spatial frequencies, but results of little value when the o.t.f. falls below 
about 0.5. . A far more useful astigmatism function would be that defined 
in terms of the distance between sagittal and tangential focii. This has 
been mentioned earlier, in the comparison of assessment functions. 
§4.5 	Conclusions  
The results presented in this chapter indicate that most assessment 
functions show general agreement regarding the ranking of states of 
correction of optical systems arising during the intermediate stages of 
automatic design. Hence the choice of assessment criterion is not 
critical in determining optimum regions of parameter space. However 
details of ranking do differ, and hence true optima can only be defined in 
terms of a specific assessment function. Furthermore merit functions 
formed by a weighted summing' of values across the field should be treated 
with considerable caution. This is because the relative values assigned 
by different assessment functions to any two correction states are, in 
general, quite different even though the ordering' of a given set of 
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correction states is in agreement. This means that a weighted sum of 
values across the field using one criterion will give a different - in some 
cases much different - effective field weighting from another function. 
Examination of the triplet optimization using Cruickshank's method 
has suggested that much of the computing done provides only marginal 
improvement in the overall state of correction. This may, perhaps, be 
largely overcome by relaxing tolerances on the various iterations, though 
then the usefulness of some stages - such as modifying the residuals 
R2 and R5 - may be queried. 
Finally the potential of the quantity S im , determined using the 
variance of the aberration difference function, must be re-emphasized. 
Rapid computation, both of the function itself and of the optimum image 
planes using minimization of this variance, together with its versatility
make it a most promising assessment parameter for automatic design. 
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2 .111A:- 
GLOSSARY 
Through the text there occur many different symbols. To facilitate 
the reading of this thesis, therefore, a glossary of the more important 
symbols is included here. Those symbols Which occur in only one section 
are generally not included. 
A, 
A(s,t) 
B, E 
C, 
third order aberration coefficients; 
area common to two replicas of the pupil having 
• centres at (+s,+t); 
third order aberration coefficients; 
11 	11 	 11 	 U. 
c j=1, ...k) 	axial curvature of the j 	surface; 
d.(j=1, ...k) 	axial separation of surfaces (j-1) and j; 
D(A,p,v) 	deformation function; 
axial distance between paraxial exit pupil and 
gaussian image planes; 
i 	j, u p cos ; 
fff 
e..pdpde . ij 	' 
00 
Fk (k=1,...6) 
G (n) 
pvk 
spatial frequency functions 
coefficients in expansion of e 
paraxial image height (always used with hz=0); 
image height (=St oj-0 -0 
c .Y. -V.; oj -0 -0 
number of surfaces in an optical system; 
	
. 	: y ./v oj 03 03 
paraxial magnification of a system for a given object 
• plane; 
paraxial magnification of a system for pupil planes; 
• m* 	= 	- W.' 
N. refractive index of medium preceeding surface j; 3 
R. 	= :N.+1-N,; 3 3 	3 
axial distance from front surface to .paraxial 
entrance pupil; 
axial distance from back surface to paraxial 
exit pupil; 
third order effective aberration coefficients; 
spot diagram assessment functions; 
wavefront retardation function; 
fractional spatial frequency; 
paracanonical coordinates, first pair; 
fifth order effeCtive aberration coefficients; 
spatial frequency for sagittal orientations of 
. elements; 
Si (i=1,...12) 	fifth order aberration coefficients; 
S(j=123) 	assessment functions based on o.t.f. values; .,, 
paracanonical coordinates, second pair; 
ti (i=1,...20) 	seventh order effective aberration coefficients; 
spatial frequency for tangential orientations of 
elements; 
Ti (i=1,...20) 	seventh order aberration coefficients; 
T(r,11)) 	optical transfer function (o.t.f.); 
V. direction tangents of a ray incident on surface j; 
-0 
V 	= V • -1' • 
V(r,ip) variance of the aberration difference function; 
. W. (X,P,v) 	= I?(A,P,v); 
x' axial distance of image plane from gaussian image 
plane; 
p.(i=1 1 ...5) 
Pi (j=1,2,3) 
R(A,p,v) 
• S 
si (i=1,...12) 
A 
. y(and z),-coordinate of point Of intersection with j th  
polar tangent plane; 
• defocussing coefficients (longitudinal and transverse); 
paraxial exit pupil radius 
wavefront aberration difference function, 
w(y+s,z+t)-W(y-s,z-t); 
aberration of a ray; 
angle of orientation of line elements and an object, 
where lines lying parallel to the plane defined by the 
object point and principal axis have 11)=0; 
wavelength; 
quasi-invariant, N(y V-v Y); 0-0 
Ii 	 yh 
p.(j=1,...12) 	s.; 
h2 
fourth order retardation coefficients; 
radial polar coordinate in first polar tangent plane; 
angular polar coordinate; 
J 
1)3 
a.(j=1,...9) 	sixth order retardation coefficients; 3 
a 	semi-axes of ellipse used to approximate sheared pupil 
region; 
generic symbol for parameters of the system; 
T.( = ,...20) 	t.; 3 	 . 
- eighth order retardation coefficients; 
2 S + S 24 z 
2 a 	a - y 
 
z ; 
ST + S T ; 
	
y y 	Z Z 
T + Tz
2 . 
X 
Ti 
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APPENDIX I. 	A DiscussiOn.ofDefinitions of the Wavefront 
Aberration and their Application in Evaluating the
Scalar Diffraction Integral. 
Consider the following two definitions of the wavefront 
aberrations using fig. 1:- 
TPQ is a ray from an object point 0. I is the image point 
corresponding to the object at O. SPI is a radius of a reference 
sphere WC and W is the aberrated wavefront from a point object at 0. A 
is any point in the neighbourhood of I. 
The first definition is that given by Rayces, (1)  following 
Nijboer , and is also a more general form (in its choice Of reference 
sphere) of that given by BuChdahl in OAC VII (2) . This is that the 
wavefront aberration is 
W*(y,z) = SP 	 (1) 
The second definition is that used in this thesis and given by 
(3) Born and Wolf 3 , among others. This gives the aberration as 
W (y,z) 	TP (2) 
2. 
Buchdahl has shown that, when I coincides with the gaussian image 
point, the two definitions differ by terms of order ten in the co -ordin7 
ates (y,z,h) where h is the gaussian image height. 
We are not directly -Concerned here with differences in computat-
ion which might arise from using one or the other definition, but 
rather which definition may be considered the more "correct" when 
considered from the point of view of' its use in optical theory. 
The wavefront aberration is introduced because of its usefulness 
in the scalar theory of diffraction images. Suppose the amplitude 
of the disturbance at IA due to a source at o is required. Then the 
Fresnel -Kirchhoff formulation of the diffraction integral allows us 
to write 
U(Y) = If UQ.;Y7) • h(2.;Z2) dydz 	(3) 
aperture 
where U(y;Y) gives the contribution to the amplitude at A(e, 1 ') 
due to a unit amplitude point source at P(x,y,z), and h(Y,z;Yo, 0) 
describes the amplitude of the disturbance at P due to the source 
at 0 ( 10,Y0,.z0). If the aperture illumination is uniform then h is a 
constant for a given source. This will be assumed in the following. 
Let ro = E'I, i = PI, i = PA and X = <APQ. The Huygens -Fresnel 
principle gives 
0 (x; 1r) = exp(jki"). cos X , 	(4) 
where k = 27r/X, so that 
Y') = C. If exp(j k 	cos X dydz 	(5) 
aperture 
3. 
Now let d. = 1: - Isv Then cos X = 1 - 0((iS/r0) 2) , and 
= ro - 0(W(y,z)) , where W(y,z) is the wavefront aberration 
(under either definition). The term cos X/F. will therefore be 
a very slowly varying quantity in optical instruments and is taken 
to be constant. Hence (5) may be written as 
U(Y #) = C exP (jkro  ro .If exp [jka' - rd.] dydz 	(6) 
aperture 
Consider now the definitions (1) and (2) in the light of (6). 
If the point A coincides with I then Raycee definition (1) gives 
the quantity r- ro (=Ar) directly. Using definition (2) however 
requires that we first assume that the relative phase Associated 
with points on Fo is determined by their distance from W along 
the direction of energy flow. Under this assumption it is possible 
to determine the complex amplitude at any point A in the neighbourhood 
of I. 
Consider the-calculation of Ar. 
	
= (e-x) 2 + (y - Y ') 	(z''Z ' ) 2 9 r02 = e2 +Y02 + z02 . 
The deformation function was introduced in 5 1.3 and is defined 
by the equation 
(e-x) 2 = -*z 2) + 2(y Y + z Zo) - 2eD 
Hence i -2 = e2+ li + Z02 - 2[(y-Y0). d y + (z-Zo)d )i-d 2+6 2-2eD 	(7) 
— 	
z y • z 
Let 	a= y6 +z 9  b=Y 6 +Z0  6 z= 
2 6 + 6z2 . Then Y 	z 	0 y z* 	Y 
_ ro = ro [1-2(a-b4 r 
r0  
2eD 1 
' ro 
4. 
2 2 
i.e. Ar = - a-b 	eD 	e D 	e(:-b)D D 	(a-b)
2 
—
ro 
+ --3-- + 
ro3 
	+ 	+ 1/2 
ro3 
 + 0(9) . ro ro 
Now the wavefront aberration W is related to the deformation D by 
2eD = (2% - 14.13). W13. 
2 
Hence Ar = - I [(a -b) + WB (ro + 1/2 WB  - (1±) - 	- 	+ 0(9). (8) o 	2ro 
Using this expression for Ar we can rewrite (6) as 
WB 	(a -b) c 	 (a=19 2 U(Y) = apertexp ( -jk WB [1+1/2 r - _ 	+ 0(9)1 2 1702 o	ro 	2ro4 
.ex 	(a-b)1 dydz ro 
By neglecting terms of 0(9) and redefining the wavefront aberration 
function as 
[ 1 + 11 W - B 	(a -b) 	c 	- (a -b)
2 
W = W 	— 	] 2 2 2r 4 o 	ro o 	o 
equation (9) reduces to the Fraunhhofer form of the diffraction 
integral. The usual Fraunhhofer approximation assumes W = WB 
rather than the expression given in (10). Since a is of the same 
order as W in magnitude provided 1 6 1 < 1 E I) the error in using 
the normal form of the diffraction integral is determined by the 
magnitude of W. Since diffraction only becomes significant when 
W is small it is clear that, for investigations of the diffraction 
image in the neighbourhood of the gaussian image, the approximation 
(9) 
(10) 
5. 
W = WB is quite adequate. 
This analysis then provides justification for writing 
U(Y) = K If exp [-jk 1013 exp f- 	(A-b)] dydz 	(11) 
apert 
thus showing that the definition (2) provides a simple means of 
calculating the complex amplitude in the neighbourhood of the focus 
of an optical system. 
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APPENDIX 2. 	Reduction of Round-off Error in Ford's 
Raytracing Scheme. 
A ray-tracing scheme given by Ford [1] for the calculation of 
transverse ray aberrations has been modified to allow calculation 
of the wavefront aberration. The method is to simply trace a 
principal (or reference) ray through the system, storing each of 
the distances from surface to surface. Then any other ray is 
traced and the differences between the intersurface distances of 
this ray and the reference ray are summed. Projection of the emergent 
ray onto a reference sphere in the exit pupil allows determination 
of optical path differences. 
It was found that in certain cases fluctuations in the wave- 
•front aberration as large as 0.1A occurred and detailed checking 
isolated one equation as being mainly responsible. Referring to 
Ford's paper §3 following equation (5) there occurs the equation 
•(see also Table II, term t 
x = (1 - B)/c 
where B = L u7,1 - PoPe - p1] p2  
and p2 = 1 	, pl = cn-, pc, = c2 - 132- 
It can be seen that if c < 1 and Br.*1 then round=off error in the 
computation of B will be magnified. This method of calculating x, 
the distance of the point of intersection of a ray with a surface 
from the polar tangent plane for that surface, was found to be the 
cause of most of the round-off error. 
The computer for which the program was written had 39 bit 
words and, working in floating point arithmetic, gave relative 
-9 round-off of - 2 x 10 . The following method eliminates any 
increase in the magnitude of the round-off error, and involves a 
minimal number of additional arithmetic operations . . 
From (1) and (2) 
2 1/2 1 - B = (132 - pl 	(1 - p0p2 /p 	- 111/p2 
Now 2 	2 P1 - PoP2 = P1 - 
2 7 2P1 
= (P1  + P2 ) 2 -c t P2 
so that 	1 - B - (131 P2  ) - .{1 - 
P2 - " (Pi + P2) 
where 6 = c t p 2 /(p1 + p2 = c2 p2 /(1 + cn) 2 2 
Using a binomial expansion then gives 
1 - B = (1 + p 	). 1/26 (1+ 1/4 e + 1/8 e 2 + 5/64 6 +... 	(4) 
Remembering that (1) only becomes unsatisfactory for small c and 
that t ,n, and are generally < 1 it is clear that 6, when used, 
will be small and hence (4) will be rapidly convergent. Hence to 
make the first neglected term within round-off if this term is the 
-2 64 term requires that < 1.5 x 10 . In the axial case this 
requires that (4) be used in the computation of x whenever 
c < 0.122. 
A2.1 	P.W. Ford, J. Opt. Soc. Am., 50, 528. (1960). 
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APPENDIX 3.  
Tertiary Terms for the Equivalent Coordinate Variations. 
The equivalent coordinate variations are given by the expression 
ac 3x 	 3 	a Y = [ nio a  + 2E 
2 + n —a ) + T 	+ 2n 2-- + Dx 	• 3c
oj Y 	a a n 	y 3S 	aE 	3n 
	
F 	 a 441,0 3T 	-a-- 2n 	+ 1 b (T 	+ n 
2
-- + 2 	) ] y 	an 4- 3 y 3T 	3n 
- see equation (18) 
Replacingra, 	rh, and 	by their expansions then gives the 
required expansion. The coefficients of the tertiary terms occuring 
in this expansion are given below:- 
3 
0. 7'11 + ev (Y1 + T2) + a .5S1 +
v S2) +al -3kfaiva + B E l : 
3 T El: 0 671 + T3- T1 4. v 1-2 4- T1. + 4a -ST1 + "CT SI + a -g2 + 71.7 
+ 2al y A + al y A aiv 
2 
s E n
1 
 : 0.6T2 + T 6T i + 6v 7 2 + 2Ty. + 2T 3 )+ 	T2 + a 4S2 + a 4Si (1- Y 
, 
+ a(S2 + 2S4 + 2S3) + a S2,4- al .2B + -1:Tly2A + aiv (11+ 2C) v 	Y 
+ aivB + a2y3A + a2v(A + B) . 
2 
T in 1: 0 5-T72 + Tr (T2 + 6T-1) + 0 	+ 2T-3) + . 272 + a 3T2 
+ a (S2 + ) + av .2 (5-3 4- -gef ) + a 2S2 + 8 4T1 + B S 1  
J+ Ov ± 73- S 1 	al 7T-1- .(7 Y 1 (B + 2A) + al /72-d+ Y . ' 
a2 21 + ---a2y A + a2v B + (72v 1- 
2. 
2 
S 	e 5T 3 + 0 T2 + e Cf3 + 75 ) + O T + a 3S3 + 7; S2 
+ a 
	
	+ S5) + 'Et 2S3 + y 5Si + y (Si + S2) + al y C• + Trl yB V y 
crlv"-C- —aiv 2C + a3y 3A + a3v (X+ B). 
2 	 _ — 
T 	: 0 43 + 	(T3 + 1-2 ) + e 	+ v  3.13 + a .253 + a (S3 + '7 Y 
+ av 	+ v3-S-3 + yY 
 4T1 +y s 1 + yv-S-2 + 1v51 + a iy (c + Y 
+ 	+ 3y. 2-A. + —a3yA + a3v + —03v 
2 
E i n i : e 	+ T 42 + 0(T1 + 3T7 + 2T 5 ) + 0 2T11. + a 3S4 v. 
— — „ + a •Lb2 + a (-S-i+ + 2S5) + a ;LS I+ + 	.4S2 + 13 .4Si v 	y 
+fiv  (12 + 2S + 2S3) + TvS2 	CY2y •B 	2y . 2A + CY2v (B ± 2C). 
+ a2
- v
B + ch+y .3A + aLF .v 	+ B 
2 
E ni : ey .471'1+ + 	+ 2Y2)  + Ov (3Y7 + 	27f5)  + Tv .31 + + ay214 
+ a (Si+ + IS-2) + a .2S5 + a .351+ + 	•3T2 +IT • (S2 + 4-S-0 Y 	Y 
▪ 13v .2(S-3 + -S-4) 4. IT v .2 + CY2y11. + 	(B + 2X) +21 2V • 2T + 7. 2 1.7 21c 
▪ atty 2X + 	A 4.0. 417T5 7. LIN X 
S E11-111: e y .4T + A y (4T3 + 2T4) + ev (T--5 + 21'5 + 4T6)+ 0v .3T5 + ay .2S5 
+ ay .2(S3 + St) + av (S-5 + 4S6) + av .3S5 + Sy .3S + Ty.S2 
3. 
+ av a3 + S5) + 13 .v .2S3 + yy .4S2 + —yy .4S1 + yv (52 + 2S3 + 2 Si+) 
+ a2yC + a2yB + a2v C + a2v• 2C + a3' 2B + a3 .2A Y 
+ a3v (13- + 2C) + —a3vB + a5y .3A + a5v (Ti. + B) 
T 	 + -0- (T 5 + 41-3 + 21-4 ) + 0(41-6 + 2'18 ) + 0 .4.15 + ct y5 	Y 	
,7 
+ (S5 + 2T3 + 2-gy. ) + a • 4.16 + 	.4S5 + E3 	+ T3- (-g2 + S3) 
+ . 5 + 	+ y•3-S-2 + 	(4-s-1 + s2) + y •2(-§-3 + 
+ 1v .252 + a2 	+ 	+ --a2v .3-E +a3 y -B- + a3 y (2X + B) +a3v .2-C- 
+ —a3v .2—B + a 5 y 	± 	+ a5v .B + a5v .A. 
2 
S Ell: 	.3T6 + 0 T5 + 0(T6 + T9) + T .41.6 + a .S6 + -c-t .S5 
+ v -S-6 + --Civ . 4 S 6 + y .3S3 + 	•S2 + yv (-13 + S5) + v2S3 
+ a3 .0 + a3,B + a3v.0 + a3 .2C + a6.3A + a6 .(A + B). V 	 y 	 V 
2 
T 0 	+ 	.(T6 i75).+ 0T9 +.ET .51-6 + -a- (S6 + -15)“17 .5T6 v 	v 
+ y.2S3 + 	+ S3) + iS  + —yv .3-13 + -c-Y3 y .(C + 
4- --Or 	3—c. 4- a 	a 	A 4- a . - 3v- - 	 -6 2 A + y" 	- 637— - -617•17: +-- X c1 6v• 
0.4T7 + 	.2T 1+ + 	.(Y7 + 2T8) + 0.3T 7 	s .3S4 
4. 
+ 8.2S2 + $ (TLF ÷ 2S5) + 	2$4 	a4 .2B + CTify  • 2A ±CY4V 642 C) V 	 V 
-  
+ a417. 13 ; 
3 _ 
.3T7 + 6 (T7 + 271-4) + e 2'18 + €71 . 477 + /3 • 21.1. + a • V 	V ig9 SO 
2 
S 	: 
2 
n11: 
+ f3 2-S-5 + 	. 3
- -
S-4 + 	a 4v . 	+ 4v . V 	4y• 	y 
(0 . 3T8 + 	. 2T5 	3T7) +O . (T8 1  + 4T9) 	.4T8 	$ . 2 S 5 V 	 V 
+ .20 3 + so + sv •(-S-5 + 4s 6 ) + 	.3s 5 + y .3S4 + —y .2S2 Y 	Y 
+ y. (S1., + 2S5) +.2S4 +al + .0 + a4 .B + a4 .0 + a4 .2C ' V  
— 
+ cr 5y . 2B + a 5y . 2A + a 5v . 07+ 	+ —a 5v .B. 
e 	+ 	. (T + 21-5 + 3T7) + 0.4T9 + Tv • 5Y8 + $ .-g5 • V 
+ . 	+ 2-13 + 2T4 ) + 	.4-s-6 + T3 • 4-s-5 + Y • 2-gr+ 	--Y • (2-S-2 V 	V 
4- Si.,) + yv . g5 + v .3-s-4 	.CTLF ( C 	) 	Ti1+ v 	+ 
—  
+ 0. 5y . (B 27) + a 5v . 2C- + 75v . 2137. 
(0 . 2T9 	TET . 2 (T6 + 	+ 6 . 7179 	6T10 ) 	.5T9 	$ S6 + 	. S5 V 	 V 
• .-S-6 + 	.4S6 + y 2S 	y .2(S3 + Si., .) + yv . (-g5 + 4S6) V 
+ y V .3S5 + a5 .0 + a5 .B 	V. 
a5 C + a5v .2C + 06 .2B 
+ 6y .
- 
 2A + o 6v . 63- + 2C) + o 6v .B 
5. 
2 
T n 	: 0 	T .(T 9 + 276 + 	) 2T 8 ) + 0 .67110+ T 	.67i9 + 	(s5 + s6) 
+ 6 + yy 
• T5 + —yy 
• ( S 5 + 2-5-3 + 	+ yv . 4S 6 + V .  
- 
+ CY 5 . (C + 	+ 0. 5 .3C + 6 .B + a 6 (B + 2X) + CY 6 2u + a 6 213• 
	
v* 	v* 
.T10 + 0; .T9 + v 	0 4- -ET .6T 10 + yy .S6 +:Ty .S 5 + 
+ yv •4S 6 + a6 • C + a6 
•B + a6 	+ a6v * 2C. 
3 
T ç: .(T io +1-9 ) + T . 7T io + 	• (S6 + -S-5) + —y .5-s-6 + a 6 y . (C +• 
+ a6v- 3c- 
APPENDIX 4  
a- and b- coefficients variation with pupil plane position  
The effect of a change 6p in p, the pupil plane position, 
can be expressed in a form corresponding to a simple transformation 
of coordinates - (see equation. (36)). 
S = *S + X*T  
where X = 101- 
1-*p /101 	1-p/101 
By substituting for S, T, E, n and 	in the aberration expansion 
using Al and grouping terms* S *E i*ni ic k and *Tni*ni *ck the 
relations between the new and old coefficients may be found. Noting 
(n) that any coefficient Ggv is linearly independent on s o  , to  (since 
A A = AN (s T - to  S), the a- and b- coefficients may be found from o = 	= 
(n) 	(n) 	(n) 
GpV = Gpva s o + Gpvb to  
(n) 	(n) 
= Gpva.(*s o + X*to) + Gpvb.*t o 
(n) 	(n) 	(n) 	(n) 
so 	Gpv = Gpva. *s o + (Gpva X + Gpvb)* to- - 
i  The a- coefficients are the coefficients of the terms s o E n 
j k 
and So T 	n
j 4k and the corresponding starred quantities, while -
the.b- coefficients are the coefficients of the terms t o S E
i nj Ck 
and to 	nj 0 - 	
lk 
Buchdahl gives the primary a- and b- transformations and the 
secondary a- transformations. In the following the details of 
deriving the primary a- and b- transformations will be given and 
(n) 
the expressions for the *Gpv. 
(Al ) 
(A2 ) 
then the complete set of secondary and tertiary a- and b- transform- 
ations. 
= A S +1- TE +BSn+lTn+CS + -C- T+0(5).. 
Or 
• 
= *A*PE + *A- *T * + *B*s*n + *73.*T*n + *cics* + *T*T*c +0(5) (A4) 
Substituting in A3 using Al gives 
• = A(*S + X*T)(*E + 2X*n + X2 *c) + -A-*T (*E + 2X*n + X2*c) 
+ B(*s + x*T) (*n + x*) + B T (*n + x*) + c(*s + XT)* + c*T* 
A*S*E + 	+ AX)*T*E + •(2AX + B)*S*n + (2AX 2 + (2-A- + B) X 
+ B)*T*n + (AX2 + BX + C) *S*c + (AX3 +("E + B) X2 + 	+ C)X 
+ * T*c 
Hence *A = A *X. = I + AX 
= 2AX + B, 	= 2AX2 + (27A + B)X + B 
*C = AX2 + BX + c, 	*T. = Ax3 + 	+ B) x2 + (B+ c) x + C. 
By consideration of A2 it is possible to read off from AS the a- 
and b- coefficients, so 
(SA = 0, 6-A. = AX, 6B = 2A x, 	= 2A X + (21 + B a 	a 	a 	a 	a a 	a 	a 	a 
SCa = AaX2 + Bax, csTa = AaX3 + 	+ B ) X2 + a + C) X a 	a 	a 	a - 
2. 
(A3) 
, 	I  Now X = 101( 1-*p/101 1  -pan =- 60 [(1—*P/ 10 1)(1-0 1o1)] 
3. 
so the derivatives of the coefficients with respect to pupil change 
depend only on terms of first-order in X in the transformation 
expressions So 
aA 	aBa 	a"lia a p — Aa* , a p = 2Aa* , p = (ga + Ba)* , 
3Ca 	aT a p = Ba* a p = (B a  + C )T ' where * = a  - P/101) 2 
For the b- coefficients, 
*Ab = AX + Ab 	= (Ka + AX) X + A + AbX 
*Bb = (2AaX + Ba) X + (2Ab X + Bb), *B = 2AaX
3 + (2Ab + 2.R.a + Ba)X2 
+ (gb + B + Ba) X + Bb 
and so on, so that 
3A a 
3 p 
(A6) 
• 3Ab 
3 p =A 
aTb 	aBb + (Aa + Ab)* , a p = (Ba 2Ab)* 3 p 
(A7) 
acb 
	
b 	, k2Ab + Bb + I- 	3 a)* (C + B. ) a p 	p 	a 	13 
 
Cb = CIEa 4- Bb + b )q) , a p 
The secondary and tertiary derivatives are obtained by the above 
method and are given below. 
as  = 0 	 Sl p p 3 p 
aS4a :56; a = 	a + S a) ti, D p - S5 IjJ  
as 2a 
3 p - 4S alp 
. as  
D p . 7 (4-gla 
4. 
as2a 	aT3a 
= S2a 	- CS-2a 	S3) a p a p 
3S4a a 4a = 2S 2a ip 	a p (Ig2a S4a4 3 p 
DS5a - 2(S 	+S S4a)11) D p 
ig5a - (25 	+2S   2g+ 	S5a)11) p 
a Sib 
p a IP 
DS2b 
p - (S a + 4S1l )tp 
a -s-2 b 
a p + 4-11b  + S tt) 
3S3b 
3 p — ( su + s20 11) 
a -s-3 b - 	+ 	+ s >4) 3 p 	3a 	2b 	3h 
...(A9) 
as4b 	 .314b 
3 p p 	("giia 	2g2b 	S (S4a + 2S )11, )4, 
as5b a 15b 	— = (S 	+ 2S +2S )tp p 	5a 	3h 4b 	- (S  5a + 213b + 254b  + S5b ) 11) a p 
aS6b 
P = (S6a + S5b 
as6b  
a P = (-S-6 a + -S-5 	S6b 
3 p 
aT4a = 4T2a = (4T2a T4a) 'P 
a T5a = 2(2T T a)lp — 	(47f +2 	+ T ) 11) 3a 	4a 	5a 
ai" 5a 
3 p a p 
a76a 
p 
aT6a = a p 	a + T6a) 
aY7a aT7a 
3 p - (2i4a + T7 )* — 2T4a a p 
3 p 
aT10a = (Yoa + T 
' a P 	10a 
aT10a - T9a 
and for the tertiary coefficients. 
5. 
aTla _ a p 0 
aT la 
3 p = Tla4 
DT 2a - 6 P 	T 	tp la . 
2a 
3 p (6T1a T2a)IP 
aT3a a-f3a a p - T2a . 	= (f2a + T3a)41 a p 
(A10) 
3.18a 	 if8a - (2T5a+ 3T 7a)11) 	a p = (275a + 3T7a T8a )11) 3 P 
aT9a 	9-179a - 2(T 	+ T) ip 	(27f + 2T 	+ T )11) 3 p 	6a 	8a a p 	6a 	8a 	9a 
The derivatives of the tertiary ba- coefficients are not 
required. 
Appendix 5  
The following pages give listings of the programs in which the 
various assessment functions are calculated. The listings have been 
given to facilitate the programming of these functions for others who may 
wish to carry out similar computations, and also to provide complete 
expressions for some of the functions described in the body of this thesis. 
It will be noted that the programs contain a small amount of machine code 
and file-handling procedures; these are retained in the listing to 
indicate that the programs are part of an assessment suite rather than 
being complete in themselves. Also some idea of the file-handling 
involved may be determined. 
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1 ; 
array sigt1 :51 ,murl :121 , taurl :201 ,rhonh ,rndj ,Y ,Zr0:101;• . • 
eormannt-CBST; 	:Irraz cur ,11-,1( ;li7Y'hor1 :11+1 - 1,y p,v011:2,1 :n-17 1 1 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3 (1 :5 .1 :5 ,1 :201 ,xop tr.1 :2 .1 :5 .1 :51; • 
conment CBS:; 	array. eoeffri :156*n -1-21 ,nystemft :7*n+1 1,deri yr! :4*n*(n+15) ,ciPtotdcri :2,1 :6,1 :ni 
dStotcicri .:2,1 	..1 -ini,dTtotdcr1 :2,1 :20,1 	,A,AB10:1 ,1 :31 ,S ,S11r11:1 .1 :61 -,Tr0:1 ,1 :101.,tempr1 :2001, 
. 	• costab ,nintabr -1 :101; 
integer array ABCO;DERIV 	MISCrl :15710/le1 :31-; 
tch  1.,:=more. ,finish  ,newnl.ane ,crossovor 	n found , checkmin ; 
Erocedure timco; 
_ begin ypr1 -,I I:=1 -„0 -; 	vprl ,1 1-:=r11.; 	vp r2 0 T:::, . 0/ (1 . (p-pp-*r1) ;- yp r 2 ,1 1 :=pp•kvpr2 ,1 ]; -__ 
for p :=1 ,2 do for i :=1 fLt2a 1 until n do . 
-------- 	-- -h°g in Y'OTP , ii:=if - ill - then Ygi-11-drI14 ,,p(p,i1 olse yp[p,i]; --	 — 	 -- . vprp , i+1 1 vprP ,17 -ecurri i"yprp,i i-vp[p ,i]) ,-(1 . 0-kr 11) ; 
	end 1. ,p; --- end trace; 
	
roal Erocoduro bicec(f 	,b,eps ,er or); - value . a ,b ,eps; real f ,x,a,b,epa; label error; 
begin - rola 	-x:=a;• 'cr=r; ---x .;=h - ; • 
if f*q fr then got() er -or; . --- 
q .-.(b a) *stgn -(q)727. -0 	b) /2. (r, 	PPS : ps/2. rr; 
for q ::- o/2, .whi 1 e ohs (q)>ep do x :=x+ (if .17>(' then e else -q);• 
b!sec:.7.!x 
end biseo; 
Iriaa rhesh V tol);  VfllIf fl  V 	 n.V..L.tr11;_:_rirray..1t9sb• 	inteE2rer array. viz; 
begin comment segment:; 	 • 
thete„,Sy,Sz_,.Ty,xi, 	,zetn_,x: 2 ,etn2., chi,ops rnd „rad2.,ya ,yb..,va,vb,.ya2.,yav.a.,yavb,.yayb.,ybva 
yb2,ybvb,brack,rhe0,cub,coz,zin; 
si.,;tch L:=itvretp; 
ftir 	stir _ 	un 	 (1 	-r-1o0-•.=rho [LT; 	  
for 1:7:1 ston 1 until a do 
begin j1=viai];. 
ya:=yp[1 	yb;r1pr2,A 
; 	•'rb4,_1],_ 	 
ystYa :=ya*Ifa ; yavb:=ya*vb; 
	yhvn :=yb*vn; 	Irb 
yi12:=ya*yrt; 	yb2:7y1)*3,1); 	yayh:=Wyb; 
brnek:=y,ivh+yirrn .; 	cs1):=curiji; 	ii. :7-2; 
:tutu :711*V; rnd :=rhorj1; rnd2:7-ra1srad; 
3.0 ,3 .1415927 do for theta 	s.tf22 0.3142 unti 1 
-ling 	in 	= 1+1 ; 	 cozt=Coiitnbt 
i torn to : 	• 	 Sy :=rhors*coz; Sz := rhori*zi. ; 	jj:=jj+1; 
• '2"  
xi2:=ya2 4'xi+2.0*ynyb*eta+y1)2*zotn; 
eta2:=yavw"xi+brnek*ota+ybv1,*zeta; 	 •-• 
— . 
	
	 begin rho(' :•=rhor)r1.75.*OpS/ya • - gotii -Ifiii atii-end-;-_ 
 
it ii.= -1 then  
______-----,------------------------7------- • - - - - -begin --rhofi:=1;1"*rhoff; . 	3.1 . :=3„)::::11• gO-tci Iterate 	end, ,_-,- • 	 • 	 _-- rhosur I. i. i 1 :=rhors ; 	rhorl:=1,..1 *rhor.P; 	 . 
--en(1 th(t•t:t;-- 	 . . 	 . . . 	 • -.-...-... 	-, ............ 
for 'S:=0 - step 1 until  '10 do 
begin if rhosur[j1<rhosbrj] thon rhosbrjl:=rhosur[j] end; . 	 - 
(Ind 	; 
chi 	i2/ .0-1-osb*otn2) ; 
. epn t=ncirt (Old) -rad . ; 	• 
if ops>tol*rnd or eps<-tolrad then 
end proe-du re ; 
   
    
nroceduro 	1 	 , ,n ,17,70 ; nrraE y , z; real. a ,c; 
• begin comment segmont: ; ronl. p1 p2 	,p4 ,de7. 	,di-'.c ,Y ,Z al , a2 ,a3 ,b1 ,b2 ,b3 , cl ,c2 ,c3 ,d1 ,d2 ,d3 ,den ,nri , 
-; CI 2 ;r1 - 	:II 	2 ; 	 . 	• 
intogor j,ecnint; . switch fit:=:agnin; 
rit 	(y1:61-yll 071).*(). 5 ; 	bo:::z151; 	1(,1+y fl 01) 01.5 ; 	count :=0 ; 
• ii :=n2 :=a3 :=111 :=b2 :=h3 :=c1 :=c2 ::-c3 :=d1 :::(12:=d3 :=0.(s; 	count :=count+1 • 
	 forriTh top 1 until. 10 do -- • -   -- 
begin Y 	[ 	-c() ; 	I ; 	. 
:=2..0 4`1"Y/tnre'nf.*a(1) ; 
7)2 	f)*Z*Z/ibri*bo*.br)) • • 	. • • 
:=2.0*Y/(awkar,) ; 	 • 
114:=1..0-pl*a(00.5-E2*ho*(,.5. 	• 
al :=ai+pl *pl ; n2 a24-pl *p2; n3 :=a3+pl 1133 ; 
1,1 :=111+pl ' 1/4_p_2_; 112 :=1•2+p2p2 ; b3 :=1)3+p2!lli3 ;_ 
el :=01+p3*pl ; c2 :=c2+p2*pa ; c3 :=c3+p3*p3; 
di dl +p4*pl ; d2:=d2+p2*p4 ; d3 :=d3+p321,4.;___ 
end j; 
	01 :=nl*c2-a2*c:1 .; q2 := n1 *c3 -13*ol ; 
r1 :=1)1 *c2..4)2 'c1 ; 	r2 :=131*c3-b3I'cl ; 
1;1 :=411*e2-q12*el . ; _t2 
den:=0*1.2-q2.r1 ; " 	 • 
if fibs ( clen)<1,1-5 thon ps.int 8‘.1.‘,1t2'3 II.J.,17CONDITIONED 
(101 n 	tl *ra•-::*r1 )/cir'n; 
• 
d el. ) ) 	t1 -de/ :0411)/r1; 
abs (el ) <in -7. then print 8ni 	 t1 -d el a *111  
dol e 	(d1 r1.del -b1 *del 1)) //c 1; 
if rot int<3- thon- b 	 - bri:=1)0•-•cfro b -;— cr, : z:Cri-;:do T. c ; 	r,*() to agnIn rnd ; 
:=b(;-dn? b; 
procud 	i 	-i.1)Se"-•-:- 
. 	 ........... 	 , 
	
 	 eroc edure ..E.f focal) E. s-i-g-,mu , , tnu) ; _ 	 • arrarnig-, mu ,--tau; 
. comment • Ilas global vari..dil es mur1 :121 , sigma r1 :51 as well as usual A ,AB .S ,S13 -r.rutz. une.1 i••• ---___ 
• 
• . ho ,, incr‘tri-irvi ,..--4;4,e1..y.1-4.. • • -1-r..-?-1:-1::i.:  • , 	_.• ..-....---•••-- 	 . i■ .i . .... : r i 	 ' ' K: 	 . 	 . 	 : 	 • 	 . 	 • 	 • 
	  • 	al 14.1.11 • .7.A r_o_,AIAR. ; 	• si-g r 211 .... Mr -hill *NI 	• 's 1: g [31 -: =Aar ri--;21-KK ; 	-7- . . 	Sigr.4 -1 := AP/ t3 1 ' )1: -.Sigr31; . 	 . 
l• Intlr 4 1:=S13[0,21, 41.-i-rillr.51; 	61 =Si 	iIC 	MI [81:7 ( Stir ( ) ,41+Srf 5 1) *KIC; 
mu nr 5.7 1 77:1 0::
21:t:c 
/*K ; 
- rau 1:1-1 :::: 8 r ri.,-1-1.•.:1K; ----mu r3 .1 :,. ,..s [07•21*KK. ; -- 7----mu r-l*S131ri;11:1-ithiralT ----iiiiitril'ii;S Cii,31 AK i .   
mur111:7., Srri ,61*Ii.; , - mull 21 ::::SBrri,61*IC; 	.• 	
,--11"11111-11.---(S131t-if.r1+ ripi(i-1).*K; • 	rin17 1: — SB rf-P-i3:1-1;.+Iill1[81 ; 	-111 1 11-9 1-:=S rf ' i .5 1 . 1(K: ;• 
4:Milli :T1. 1 1,1 Ni.; 	till [31:=Tril ,21 * KK ; 	tau r 21 ::.71(*T11 ,11+ tau131; 	• 
taur51 :=Trf.1,31K; . 	taur41 :=',i'M ; 21*K+ tfluril 1;• 	.triur(31.;=.1'.1 1),4.1.!'K.;............•......- . 
tun r.71 i.:(Trf ,•3 -11-o. 5;kTri. ,41-1-0.5*Trr.,51+(,.375-1 -10,71)*K; 
_ 	tau191:7".5 	1- *Tr',510.25 	0 *T1.71)*K;• • tau1 8 1 4 =KK (T1.1 1.41-i-T1h,514-Trf..,71);.. 	'. 
.. tau1101:=0.125'110,71*K; 	tau1111:-(TE1,51+Trr 	 n .,61)*K; 	taur121:::(Tr1 ,+Tro 	
4, 
,81) K; 
. taurl 31 :='f1(),(il*K ; 	taurl 41 :-.-- Tr r , ,81*I:;_ 	taurl 51::: (Tr, ,614-0 .5*(111 , 8 i+Tro ,91»*K; 	- 	• 
---7"---t au r fin : = Rvincr, 1 ,81-+T-P. , 51 ) ; . tau r., 7] :::KK•741'Cf.,91; 	tau1181:= (Ill ,91+Trh,1 (, 1)*K; 
taur191:=TV,101*.K; 	• taiii.201:=Tr1,101:41C; 	, 	• 	, 	. 	 -, 
end '1,:',Ifecab; • 	 , 
• • 	' . 	 . . 	 . 
- 	roal prosodure bent foc11el,r(),11) ; - •vnitle re ,11; --_- 	 --- real ro,11; • 
. 	.. . begin integer i., i ; 	 real xs tar ,ro2,H2; 	- 	array. x11 :3 ,f):31; ••••••••*Zt^7 
, 1:1:1 p ( 11:= 0 .333 ■:1 3333 * STer 1 1; 
. 	:Crl Sl 1:=Sigr31+0.5 *Sigr 4 1; . 	 - , 	. 	 . 
Xr2,01::: (1 . 25 'qati rl 1; 	 • • 
• Xr 2 ti 1 :=0.1 6r6e1r7 *(MUr41+Takl [81+11111[6D ; . 	• 	• • 	 .  
Xrn,21-jr:0.25 *(Milr101 .41-111-tirTlb- i '-----'' ----..•'-'-------".---'--"----------..-----'-------.-- --- '.. . 	• 	• 
. X,r3 3 (.11 :=0.2■ frk tai1 il 1; 	 • 	. 	• 
• x 	,11:7-0,125*(taUNT1+tatir511-taur61); . 
x13 ,21:=f), 16136666(37*( tau ri 1 1+ taur1314.0.75*tau1121+0.25*tau1141)_; 
,:f3, 3 1 :'- -.0,250"(tau1181+ tau1191) ; 
	xstarv.:10.0; 	.. .• 	• 	ro2::-ro*ro; 	. H2 :=}1*II; 
	 for -i':::1 s 	top—. 1—unti 1. 3 -do -for j :=11- s teal until  ---  xs tar 	 :s tar+x r 1. , il:kro2t (i -j)*(if abs(5: -?. ) <11-8 and . j=0 then 1.0 olso 1I21' j) ; -- 	--- . ---- 
----- bostfocifs:==2:0kxstar; 
end best focus; 
profi .x(BSsC"); scaled(5); digits(2); 	lineprintor; 
sb:::entier(oddbits[41); 	angno:::entior(oddbits[5]); • 
begin comment :;-gment: ; 	real dum2; 
_____010ar(ABCO) ;.cloar 	.cloar (SYS) ;  
code 3O<OSPECS> :20i ; SYS rl :=i ; 
	cdo 3 0<9 11:1 S 	; -A .13 C .C1 • 	 . 	 • • 	 • 
SYS121:=ABC0r21:=DERIVF.21:=3 ; 
_SYS [IA :=ABC0[171 :=DERIV 	:,1 ; _ 
SYS rin :=ABCO [81 :=DERIV [81 :=volume ; 
	 opon(SYS)4 onen(ABCO) ; 
ABC:0[101 := s ize (coef f) ; A11C0r131:=iddress(cooff); i n40 (ABCO) ; 
	 SY S 	sizq uy fiXeml;_ SYL1131t7-laddr_eustayst em). 	i n40 (.WS) ; 
fur 	0 do 
n for j :=1 P 3_do 
begin ii .-106-(n-1 )4.78*m; 
Arm ,Th=_cooff rii+4.M; _ABrm,j1: - cooff 
end j; 
	for j;=1 nian t_until Cl_do 
begin ii :=1-EiiTYn-15778*mv12; 
srm, j1:=coculiii-d*j]; 	j):::couffrii+44 , j4.2] 	 - 
(Ind j; 
__________ 	e tan 1 until 10 do 
begin ii:=1507 (n-1)+36+2*m; Trm, j1:=eeeff(ii+4* -0 end j. 
for j:71. vton_J Anail n”do 
begi n yprl 4411, j1:=coef f.1156*(j-1 )+78*mi-1 1; 
vpr1+m,j1:.7eeeff[156*(j-1)+78*m1-21; 
oncl j 
n+1 	eoeff ri 56*n+mi+1 1; 
211. m; 
for 
 
j1 stop 1 until n do  
begin curt.; 1 :, fws tonr7*(1-1)+11; 	dui :-systmr7*J-21 ; 
NU] sys tomr7 *j-1 1; 	rhor j1 := sys tomr7*j I ; 
end; 	. 
, 
Nrn+11:=systemr7*n+11; for j:-1 sten 1 until n lo 
end. dum2; 
_riPno : 7-:OTI:t 1 or (oddhitn E4(J1+0.01 ) ;_ 	___shif no:=entier (oddhi ts (461+0.01) ;- 
E Ffecab (sig ,mu , tau) ; 
	 i:=0; 	cl ear (tomp) ; 	entier(nddbi*s[311+0.01 ) ; 
suml :=sum2 := sum3 : =0 . ; 
for app:=1 stop 1 until. apno do 
begin_ a_;;;b:7odd bits r404-app ;- 	 -jj:=0;; •j:=1-j+1 ; 	!ing:=jj; 	V ::.oddhi ts (.5+j j1; if V›.90 then goto finish; 
_ 	_ v 	(V*1 -01745a291; ; _ V4 :=V2*V2; 
ng(25) then 0.0 elso (sig151+mu[121*V2+tnur201*V4)*V2*V; 
 := (n i C[ 21+ (Mu[71-mu C8 -.152+ (tau (151-tau r161)2,V4).°T4 - 
,4:=( emuT21 -mu[31)+ ( tnur71 - taur81+tau 11 01) *V2) '''V; 
n6:=(tau[2]-taur31)*V; 
bl := co.o*sigPli-si g[41+murloi *V2+ tau[181*V4) *V21_ 
b3 := (siel l+mu [41*V2+taufl 1 1*V4) 
	b51=mur 1 I+ tau[41*V2 	 
b7:= tau [1 I; 
ct ! t= (sig 21+murfl l*V2+taurl 61*V4) *2.0*V; 
c4 :=2.0* (mur31+ ( tsur81-4.(,*teurl 01) *V2) *V ; 
c6:=2.0*taur31*V; 
d3 := (mu ro+taur121*V2) *V2 ; 
	 d5 := tan r61*V2 	(14 :=8.0*tnur1 01*V2*V; 
hrl := (s ig[31+sigr41+mu 1111*V2+ taufl 91 *V4) *V2 ; 
hr3:=sig[11+m1r51*V2+tnur1S1*V4; 
br5 :=Inur 1 1+ tan [5 ]*V2 ; br7 := tnur.11; 
cr2:=2.( , *(sigr:41+mur91*V2+titul171.*V4) 
cr4 :=2. O*(mu 131+ (teur91-2. 0*tnu[1('1) *V2) *V ; 
cr6:=2.0.*tnurn1*V; 
f.mur 61+tau 1.1 41 *V2) *V2 ; dr5 :=trtur61*V2;, 
6.1.4 :=e4 
:=c*c; bsci:nb*h; chi :=11*a-bsq; 
rill1c2:=a2+c*b3+cscr'!c4+cscv!c*d51,,__ 	 _ 
ab1:4 : =a4+c *b5+csci*c6 ; 	• 
	ahk6i=a6+c*b7; 
1)1:3:=3+2.0*c*c4+3.0*csq*d5; 
bk5:=h5+2,0*c:!p6;_ _ 	. 
• Chibr:=2.0*a*a+chi; 
nari ::: a *a ; bsq2 :=bsci*bset; esq2 :=csq*csq; _ 
:=n ( 4.e*b1+c3ci*e24-esq*(cd34-esci*o4)-1-abl(2*esq+ab1t4*csq2+nbk6*esci2*csq; 
p s 2 := abk2*bsco-abk4 *2. h*bsct*esc4.abk6*3.0*bsq*esci2 ; 
nn4 :=abk4*bsci2i-abk6*3.0*bacifl*esci; . 
	  ns6 :=abk6*bsc12*bsq . ;. _ 	 • 	 • 
1)(0 :=n* (b1 . 0*e*c2+3 .0*esq*d3+4. 0*esci*e*o4+abk2*2.0*c+esq*bk3+4.0*esci*c*abk4+esq2*bk5 
+G. 0*cns2*c*abh(4-b7 "ccsi2 *esq) L 
bs3 :=a*(bk3*bsql-4. 0*bsq*c*nbk44-bk5 *2, 0*bsci*escl+abk6*1 2 0*bsq*cs(i*e+b7*3 .(*bsq*esq2) ; 
1105 :=a * ( bk5 *boo2+abk6*(3 , :kbsc12*efb7 *3 , 0*bsc12*esq) ; 
1,s7 :=n*b7 *bsti2 *bsq ; ck4 :=c4+3 .0*e*d5; 
s .  . p2 := nbk2*Chi4bk3 , 2 0*n;Wp374 sq ,icsci*ch4+nbk4*c pq*2, h*chibr4.4 (J*riscrkesci*e*bk5i.., 
asq*esq2*c64-abk6*3 .0*esq2 	. (,*a sq+ehi)-1-asq* (6 . 0*esq2*e*b7+e2+3. 0*c*d3+6 0*esq*e4 
	 ca4 	* f2 (Oeh i *nbk4+4 roka sq *c *bk54-2 . 0*a steesq*c6+6 -, - 0*esq* (ehibr *riblcG443 0*n sq*e*b7 ) ) 
es6:=bsc12*3 .(1*(ehi*nbk64.2.(,*asgoce Th7) ; 
ds3 :=a* (4 0*chi *c*abk4+2 , 0*chibr*esq*b1z54-n*c6*4,0*athesq*e-i-abkG*4 	 0 ,1!chi+2, (,*4.pg) 	_ 
4.b7*3 0* ( 2. (,*ehibr-ehi ) *esq2+chi *bk3+2 .0*asq*e*ek44-asq*crig*d5+4.(*Etsq*e*o4+nsq*d3) ; 
ds5 :=a*bsel * (2 0*chi *bh5+4 0*nsci* e 'e6+1 2,.0 *eh i *c ' 1/4 abk6+6 (,*chibr*efm*b7±psV05).;.. 	• 
ds7 :=3 .0*a*bs(12*chi*b7 ; 
 	es4 :=3 .0*ehi*esq,*(4.(,*nsci+chi) *nbk6+4 .(J*  scl*csIcL*e*b7 *('3 ,0*chi.t2, 
+asq* (4. 0*chi*e*bk5+2 0*chibr*csq*e6+chi*ek4+2 . ..0*asq*c*d54-nsci . *o4) ; 
ea6 :=3 , 0*bsci*chi*(nbk6*chi+4, 0*nc.ci*e*1)7)-1-2 .0.*asq*bsq*ehi *e61 	 • 
fs5.:=n*chi * (6. 0*ch *e*abk6A-Ch i*b5+3 .0*b7*esq*(4.0*nsq+chi)+4.0*asq*e*e6+2.0*ehi*c*c6+asci*d5) ; 
. fn7 .:.73 ..0 * a *1-?6g'chi *chi '9)7 ; 	 • 
gs6 :=chi *chi* (n.6*chi+b7*(5. 0*nsq.*e+c*ch *b7+nsri*c6) ; 
:=a*chi*ehi*chi*b71 
brk5 :=13r5+e*er 6.; 
brs1 	+cntv1/4 (1)r3+csq*(br54-csq*br7))+c*(cr24-cstritcr4 
+csq2.*cr6).±.escr1/4...(fir3+csq*dr5)+esq.*e*e4).;_, 	 • 
.brs3 :=b3q*b*(br3+2.0*esq*br5+3 *csq2*.br7+e* (cr4 
+2 , (i*csq*cr(i)+csq*dr5); 
brS5.:=bsq2*b*(br5+3 .r1 *CSn'''1»•7-1•C: 'k er(;) ; 
brs7 ::-.-„bsciP.*bseiTh*br7 ; 	 • 
• 	ers2 :=a*b*(2.0e*br3+4.0*esq*e*br5+6.0*e*esq2*br7+(er2 
_ 	. 	+csci*. cr3:4)+2,.. ri*c*c*crk.4+c* (4 . ()*c sct*dr5+2 .0*(1.r3+3 .(,*c*or4)) 
crn4 :::13.sq*b*u" (4. ri*c" (br5+3 .(imcsq Mr7)+crIc4+2 .()*c*(11'5) ; 
	  crtai :=:1)sr12*1)*10 1 cvc6 1 ()*br7+cr6) ;. 
(tr93 :=1)*(chi.*(1)0+c*cr4+csq*(1).5)+2 ri*nsq*c*(cr4+2.(,*c*dr5) 
___________.+.asq*cstrkflr5+brk5*csq*2.0*chibr+4 
4-3 .()*csq:1*(4; (r*nscii-chi)*br7+asq* (dr34-3 . (i*e'r,4 )); 
rirn5 	*I) 0, t1,ric5 *2 , *ch i+4 t*asq*C *C3.6-1- 6 (/*cs_g .*chibr r'br7+nEm*dr.5)..• 	 ---- :••••• 
drs7 :=3 . 0*.bsa2*b*ebi thr7 ; 
• ern4 :=a*b* (4 .0*11r1:5*e'chi.+4.0:kescrkenr7*(3, - 0*chi+2_,.(,*as.q)... 
+ 0*ch-lbr*csq *c•r6+ (er4+2 . *c*dr5) *ch i+n sry * (2. ri *c*dr5.+ 	).; . 
ert.;(3 :=2.0*a*bnci*b*chi*(c*(3.(*br7+er6); 
1r85 :=13*c1i i*(1):71:5*clii.+4.0"asq*c*cr6+3 . 0*csq* (4 . (,*a sq+ chi) *br7+n se*dr5) ; 
f r.s7 :=3 . tr*1) .sq:1)*chi*ellithr7 ; 	1irs7 :=b*chi*chi *clii.*br7 ;. 
• g , st; 	*e.bi.*b* (6 . 0*c*1)1'7+(.rt;) ; 
nif0;=2.0*as0; a 1 12:=2.0*as2+cs2„;• 
.a1f4 :=2.0*as4+cs4+0.75*es4 ; 
al ff3 :=2. 0*ns6+es6+0 .75*es6+0 .625*gs9__;_ 
• An t ; ym: = 0 , 5*(11;70+0. 25 *alf2+al f4/6+0.1 25*al.f6 ; 
	 Yff:=2*as0*asr!; 
•=2 • 0.*as0* 	(i*as2+cs2) +bsl *1s1 ; 
Y4 :=2. ri*( as2 ,1, s2+2 (,*as0*as4+bs1*bs3+as0*cs4+fls2*.cs2 
+0 .375* 'en2*cs2+2 0:(as0*os4+bs1 *(11-13 ) ) ) ; 
	 . 	. YP :=4 .0*(ss0*as(i+as2.*as4)+bs3*bs3+2_,_0*(bsl*bs5+ns0_,!.ce.(4 •-• 
2*(34-ilas4*cs2) +1 . (es2 *cs4+anfOns6+as2*ns4+bs1 *ds5 
+bs3 *e1s3) +0 . 625* (ds3 	s3+2 . 0* (e st s*Ears(i+bs1 *f,i;c2+.c.f; 2 4.70 
IT 	ri *a r.; ,1*n u 4+4 * a s 2*a u 6+2 . 	(1. ) s 1 *1>s7+bs3*bs5)+2.0*( 
ns:2*cs6-1-ns4*cs4+as(es2)+0 .75 \(pwl*cs4+2..(1 4q.;is2scis.6+as4 	 . 
*es4+1)s1*ds7+b33*ds5+1)s5*(1s3))+1 ..25*(c1s3*ds5 
+as:?,*gs6+bs. 1 .*187+bs3*1 s5+es2sotici+es4*es4)+35/64* 
• . 	(os4*es4+2.0*(1)s1*bs7+es2*gs5+ds3*fs5)); 
Y1 0 :=2 0*( 2.0*asas6+bs3*bs7+0 .5 *b.s5*bs5+ nS4*c.-s6+as(i*cs4 	. 
+0.. 75 * (es4*cs6+as4*onti+as6*es4+bs3 *ds7+bs5*(1s5 
+bs7*1s3)+0,31'25*(da5"ds5+2 • 0* (a s4 *gs0+bs3*f s7+ 
bsti*fs5+cs4.*es(i+os(Oos4) )+35/(34*(hs3flis7+cs4*(t- s6+es4*os(3 
+d3 *f s7+cisti*f s5)+63 /25(;*( fs5 *fn5+2..0*(d s3 'ths7+. 
     
es4*gs6))) ;• • 
112 :=2.  0*ns6*us6+2, 0*(hs5.9)574- q s6*es6)+0,75*(esn*et3GA- 2, . 0* (1GG 
   
     
*os(3+b35od97+bs7*(105))+1 .75 *(d s5 1,ds7+a s6*gs6+bs5 
*f s7+bs7'''f s5+cs(i*nst;>+3 5/(34 * (es(3*es(3+2 0* (bs5*hs7+ 
cs6 *gsri+d(5'qs7+(Is7 ocf s5) )+ /(34 1‘ If s5*f s7+ds5Ths7+ 
or:(3*gs(3)+231 /51 2*(gsti*gs6+2. 0*f s5*h37) ; 
Y14 :=bs7 w1)s7+1 .5*bsTkds7+1 .25"b87*fs7+35/32*(bs7Ths7 
+ds7*f 37) +G3/1 28*(f:17-f s7+2 (,*da7"`bs7)-1-0,f35 *(Is7 *cl 
   
        
   
-• 
 
+231 /51 22. 0*Is7*}Is7+429/1 024 *11(37 1'1167 ; 
5*y0+0, 25 Y2+0 .1 (.;(667*Y4+0.1 25''Y(3+ . 1 0 *Y8 
+0. 083:r:3 3110+1 /14' 1'1'12+0 . 0625*114 -( 	ng( 24 ) then As sym*Ansym ca se 0.(i) ; 
  
             
             
             
n:=0.0; 	741:=brnl*hrn1; 
74:=2.0*brs1*1)rs3+0.25*crs2*ers2+0.5Thrsl*drs3; 	
HOY ....N.A....SOO 
7,6:= 11rn3* brs3+2.0*brsl*hrs54-0,S*crs2*c-s44-0.125*dru3*drs3+0.5*(brnl* 
drs54-brs3*drs3)+(j.25 ,4 ehr9l*frn54.rrn2*nrs4); 
ZS:=2.0*(brnithrs7+brs3thrs5)+0.25*(crs4*crs4+2.(rxers2*crs6) 
+0.25*dr:;3*drs5+5/64 44tr.z4*orn4+0.5*(brs1*drs7+1,re,3 
*d3. 9nAbr15*drq3)4.0.25*(br , 0*frs7+brs3K1rs54-ers2*nrs6 
-1-cr94frors4)-1-5/32*(hrN1 4hr974-crs2<grsGI-drs3*frn5); 
710:=2.0*1)rc3Thr97+brs5*hr95+0.5*ers4.ters6+(,.125*;drs5*drs5+2.0* 
drs3v1r37)+5/32*ors4*nr964-7/128*frq5*frs5+ 
0.5 4 (brs3Mrs7+brn5'drs5i.brs7*(rs3)+0.25*(brs3*frs7 
+brs5.kfrs5+nrnil*ersG-Fors6"nrs4).4-h/32*(brc3 1'hrs7+ 
cr94 4gruG+drs3*frs74.drs5kfrs5)+7/64 4 (drs3*hrs74.ers4 
•*grs.6); 
712:=2.( , *br95 ,1)rs7+0.25*(or36or9(3+drq.5*drs7)+5/64*ors6 • 
*orsG+7/64*frs5*frs7.01/512*grs6*grs6+0.5(brs5*dr97 
+hts7*dru.5)+0.25*(brs5*frs7+brs7 0‘frs5,+ors6*ors0+5/32* 
(brs5*hrs7+crs6 ,.kgrs6+drs5*frs74-drs7*frs5)+7/64*(dis5 
*hrs7+ersG*grs()+21/256:qrs5*hrs7; ... .•• 
f=brn7*brs7+0;125*drs7'kdrs7+7/128 *fr97*fr•s7+33/1( ,24* 
•hrs7 *hrs7+0 5Thrs7* drs7+(t. 5 *( frs7+(j . 625* • 
hrs7))+5/32*drn7*fr97+1/64*f7.0*drs74-5.25*fr57)*hrs7; 
rt:sq :7, o• 2-5 *72+1. , . 16667 ,kz444). i 25 *Z6+0 .1 - n*Z8-1- 0 . 083333 *Z1 0+1 /14*.Z1 2+0 . 0625 *Z1 4.; 
. 	
• •._•.• • 
RO:=scirt(Eysq+Ezsq); 	ah:=vgl 01+11; 	' 	a2:=ar!*00;. 	
.__ ••..••••••...•• _.••• • •.• 
7.0:7Eysq-Ez9q;- 	. 	. 	Ast:t:signQ(,)xscirt(nbs(7,(,)); • 
Xl . :=hrtl; 	X3:7-bs3+0.75*ds3; 	X5 :=1)85+0.75*(1954-q. (325*f s5.; . 
X7:=b371-0.75 ,4dn7+0.625*f57+0.546875*hs7;. . . 
V1:7 - brs1; . V3:brs3+0,25'.4drs33 	. VS.:=hrs54.0.25*drs54.0.125*frs5; 
V7:=1)r97+0.25drs7+0.125*frs7-14).078125*hrn7; . . 	 . 	 . 
14 :70„;1*nstrl, t.bi /24-anci*( (1)3+0 . 75 *r135 /31.'tsti*( (1)5+(,. 75*(15) /4÷nstrkb7/5) ) ) ; 	. 
. I 5 : =0 • 5 *a ny (brl /2-P) sq * ( 0)0+(, . 25 *rir3) /3+ a sry * ( ( br5+(j ., 25 *dr5 ) 74+asn thr7/5 ) ) )i. . 
intxd:=(oddbits(481-oddbits(471)/shifno; 	liroight:=0ddbitsr.104-jj1; 	
.. • • . 	• • ••• •• • ,4 ....... ,•••••, ., ... • • • •, .• •• • ■• .• ••• .• ■ • .. .• • , ,• 
. 	for shif:=1 sto2 . 1• until shifno do 
hoGin.1;d:=oddbits[471+shif*intxd; 
-- -- . . 
_ ••...• • _____....••_ ...... •..... ••••••• .._ .. 
. • P1rappong,8hifi:=scirt(EysTi-Ezscli-2*xdnr!ItP4+5)tr. 4.5. !xd*.x& 2*.41'0I ,.. „ ..........._ _ 
• Y2•1=Eysq-Ezsgq.2.*xd*nO*(14-1 5).; 
1,21npp,nng,sM11:=sign(Y2)*stirt(ilbs(Y2)) -1_. 
• 
. 	ond shi f ; 
xoptrl,nppolngl:=bent focus(n,V); 
• • . . • 
xontr2,appOng]: : :if nbse(I47T5)/Eysel)<0-10 then •..0 else (Eysq-Ezsq)/(2*61.*(15,44)); 
. 	. 	' 
• 
•_ 	. 
-- - 
..--- 	... . .agd wua2u..cd puo 
-- _--_ 
--- :puo (T)upll 	, o !osIIuuTI 	-T Oi:_Lyld6> 'Jr 01)00 Y1.2((1 q044 (1)2u ::t 1.1.1/0 •■••■••• 
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•
.=(QX140) op4no 	:(4dox)uuoappu=qcouxIdo 	:ouBuu,„outit:*z=-: 10 Li Unid0 	. 
! (Ux,Ldo) tiodo . 	.fouTIVIA=q2-juxdo . 
!I=4.1.]uxIdo !T oi; : <ditiG>oc 01)03 	_ 
:.C=:Li:ju:Li,do 
!(UXIdo)auola  • 
J.4.11o..4.uad_puo 	 
 
--:151uUrddlildOx ;r1772-op OUIJUD IT4un I to4u 1:::::.13uu •ioj 	faISIIVNOLLSVGIS$ 411:2.-± ...- . 
!puu'ddulL.14dox TuIlid op ou2mr_IT4un. L ilail7 1.=:Ouu..acq. 	• 
f6UVHUOZESTA1IVId SODOA IMEJ4IISS 4 uTad. - 
!i,e,sn'LsTqf0.5uu'dduj;A 	• ---- _- 	■•••••••••••••■•• 	•■...1•■•••••■• •■•••••■•■■• 
. 	• lulqu'Ju'ddujid'Ul)xi/oad'(c)poIuos TuTid op olOiuu -LT4uu.1 dols L=42,1u_aoj- 	' 
---- ---- ---------- -:4_17sWPx4u!*3T4uffLpiu4Tqppo'66I$V(E)polcos I(LomxTyoad TuyJd up)q 
!GcASS'Ldd,--POP]s4T4PP01617111nIliadV$ 57Tra 	:, vloc, lullia :JOIE,
. 	n 	
- uT20q....._......._-_ t707:0 
-- 
do- uoql L-ddu I 
op ouljqu I 
	
_1 U7i7/ 1.=:/tqc.; 77.i. 
- - -- 	7 - - - ' — -.!..61SSTIONV =DIVA 
, 	. 
HSTUX 	S 4uTad 
w ......... _.... 	..., .... 	.... 	._....... -- 	----- . 
op oudu ITq.0 1. aqs 1=-Iddu auj 
. 	fdgot_ugdu puo 	..--..4aw.p14-j 
!uautil ozrin uo44 ou2uu>4. "ii 
hi gin 	i.toger 3,j,11,apno,angno,frocino,ohifno,volumu; 	roal lambda,o,vbk; —_-- intoger arrav -ODDS,OPTXD[1 :151; 	-eommont-CBS:; urraz oddb1tnr1:2001;-- 	- 
rzocodure clia 4.n(praram)i_ value program; intogor_program; 
coriment calls & 	n on 	a program dumpod on disk hy AFDUMP. Program . _ _ 
in tho proaram nano in rappackod form; 	_ 	_ 
code 30 9 : 461, 
40 0, : 26 7886 
72 256 : 30 <4.2 1 > 
72 6659 : 30 <-47> 
20 11, : 75 6656 
32 11, : 154, 
7913 : 30 program 
50 24 : 72 6e57 
54 12 : 72 6657 
54 12 : 72 6657 
44 8166 : 60 f. 
Oft 0 : 00 0 ..; 
commont end of chain; 
. 	. 
mocoduro adjnst(forward,h,rho,o,c); 	vnlup •forward,h,rho,o; 	ri2a1 h,rho,o; . 
intogor forward. 	array n. 	• _____...•..._ ._...•• _________ 	 .• bogin commont This procedure modifios tho Buchdahl retardation coofficionts to allow expresnion of tho - ...._.. rotardntion function. in terns of - coordinates (y 3 :0, wi th_caliJ)AL_shiftad_by_(J-31.54(PholTno) ,_ This 
sl/ift corresponds to that noodod (according to a third or(Ior approximation to ymnx) to upprOximaLc• 
__ 	tho pupil on the roferoaco tiplIcre bY_a_circlo_(or.ollipno).. Alno•tho_modifications_required to •_•___ •••________•• 	. 	•• 	•••...• . • 	. . 	• 	.•_••• • 	•• 	.• •• 	• • .. 
• .roducu the pupil to a circlo are incorporated into the •coolficiont expres;!ions. Details 
of tho aPproximations aro given in clniptor threo of my_thosia....Tho_parLmotor_forWurd.is_6_for the 
adjustment to tnko placo, and in 1 if. the- originn7. values of the coefficients aro to ho restord. 	. 
rho is the radius of the paraxial 0:i:it _Rupil , „and_ c.......ia_thu....a.u—ay tiontaining_the_nriginal . coeff. ir,A rints,- 
sr:.'sy storo rl :p81. 	intogor i,j; 	 ronl,_a, a 03 , a4 4 a5, R6,27 ;_ 	_switch..1.,:=jump;. 	. 	. ...en ... .....4a. . a:=1.5 4rhorho/(o*o); 	a7::la*n; a3:=112*a; a4:=n3*a; a5:=Wa; 	a6:=a5 4-a; . a7:=Jte‘a; . 
. if forward=0 then' - 
boin for i:=1 stoa 1 until 28. do store[i]:=efil end . 	. 
olso 
hogin for i:=1 stop 1 until 28 do c[i]:=storori]' • , 	goto jump ond. *• 
IM••■•■■••• 
1.)-1::I.J'a2..1k.<.!;1261-1-_c [23 ])+4 	 ..... 
+5 Azi41, (*. c [21 174-c [1 9] )+6 *a5 ,ke. Ii 1314.c[171)+7a6 4' c 11 61+8 :a7*cE1 51 . 
4 1.; 
nr271:-..c [27]-1-2'orOn[24]+n2,6*c[251+5*er22 -.1+4*cr2(,1)+a3-(9 4- 0 	1+8.*ct191) 
71)+_11.Pk:a5 	[1.(11+24.1caa#c [15]  	 . 
-1.8*(0. 13 1+cf.111)+(1.81*(c[3 :!+e[43); . 
:=c[2331-1-1 , :, a*c 	 21-1+4 	[1-9 1 )1711 .4.113.“3 	ri ...... 
c[24]:,..-c[241+:0e[231+a2*(c[2.21-1-2*c.[201).+p3*(c[211-1-2 ,,er, 91)+a4*(2*(1[181+3*cr171) 	
•.•• • 
+ :30*aell.c: 	G1+3",?*;15*c [151 -2.7  4.t.J .121+0 .81 *c 21 ; 
	
[71 	;-_•••- • ..... 	 •-••• 	• • 
+3 *a5*cli 61+4 .` fif.)*c [151 ; 
c[231 :7-c1231+:1*roN(c[221+2 1c'e12(,1)+3*:12*(c1211+2 41.:[191)+4*:?..3*(2*0[181+3*c(171) 	• • . 
+ 15 *a 4 *c11 (11± 21.1*afi*c 	517.-11„9. 4f(;[.1.1];•- 
ct:'.21 :=c[22]4-avt (3 *c 21 1+4 4:c rl 91.)+a2*(10*c[181+12*c[171)+241 4%.13*c[161+48*a4*c[151 
-1 ..8_* ( 2*c [8 ]Fc r) ]).+1 
. cr.21 I :=c[211+4*a*c [181+12.*a2'vt: G 1+32 4'0 *c1151-3 .6*c r.7]; 	. 
c[ (1 ] :=c [20]+a *c; [1_91+.112*(C [1 8 1+3•*c [11.1).+3*a3. 4:c[161+6 4:aili'cr151;-. . 
cr., 	:.c 91+2 ,a* (c{ 	1+3 	'71)+9 *a2*(; [1 1+24 *a3*c [15] -0. 9*c [71 ; 	• • 
cL1Ft1 cl 1 8 Li- (3*(0q: [ 63+24 [0.). ti 1 
crl 	:= c [171+:0(e[161+4*a 2'ke [1 51; 
crl ri].:=c[16,3+1;:ica*c.E151; 
r71.01-1-_c [121) +4FI:fx3qc 1:81+cf91)+5.tnettc[71. 	• 
. • 	 +G*rt.5"'c [61-0.9-c r5 ; • 
ci  131  = c El 31+1 ,', (3 c  [12_1+2'c r ID] I+ a a21.5.±n.E9 	8...1).+821413.1.. c ET.] 
cfl 21 :::c r, 	r 91.4.4 	r714.F, *n3 	r 61 -1 .8 *nr 21; 	• 	. 
	 11.1 1+.;CY.c.E.11)1+.a2! ,!.(cf:911.2!KP r81)+2.ta3*!cf..71+3 ;.- • 	 • • •• _ ••• • _. 	. • • •• 
• c[1111 :=c[101+2' 1/4 11*(c [91+2*(21.81)+6*:12 4'01.71+12 4 a3*e 	, 9: 140:21; 
u 	I ;=c; [9 1+4o E7 1•1 2*a 2.!!.c.c[.6.11,.3.. 	[1.1; 
) 	 c r 8 1+a*(11:71+3 *;12 ,14-: [WI; 
2 
• crit]::::c[41+2*10cr:l]+4*n2*crl 1; 	. 
5  	CP J.:74113:1+ a*c0+.2*a2.t.1:11.; 
6 	 21 :::c121+4 *:0c [1 ]; . 
7 
3 	encl ad :twit; . 
9 	 
1 
2 
3 
clear (ODDS) ; 	 code 3( p<907! 'DS> : 2r, i ; 	ems r 1 1 :. i ; 
..inDs [2] ::: 3 ;____________. __ODDS [71 ::-.1 ; 	 ODDS [8.1 :- volume ; . 
open(ODDS); ODDS[101:=sizo(oddbits); 	 ODDS[131:c7address(oddbits); • 
________Ldn41, (ODDS.) ; _____ _______ ..n.::: en t i or (oddbits111) ;--. Jambd a :=oddbi ts [22]; 
• 0 :;:oddb i ts [341; 	vbi; :::oddbi ts [351; 	angno:=en tier (oddbits[51+0.01) ; 
. 1 roil no :.-.-InnticrCoddbita[l 6]-t- (i. 01.) ; 	a,no:-entier.l.oddbitsf401-1-(i..01.); 	_ 	........ _________...... 
shif1o:=entier(oddbits[4611-0.01); 
begin 	integer m,p,q,ap,ang,freq 
1:(.er 	ABCO JAB [1.:15.1 ; 	• 	. 
• roal AP ,AP2,,AP4 ,AP6;11P8',VV ,hk,h2,h4 ,h6,spf , 82 ,s4,s6,s8 , xcl ,F.00 ,F2() ,F22 ,E4( E42 ,E44 ,E6r) , 
	  116? Jr.64_,F66_,E80..,E13.2,E84..,EL16.,E88 1.'El.01J.,Elli2_,I1.04.,.E .1.06.,E.1 	,E1 22 ,E124.,E1.4ri,E142.,z1-,22..,- 
p:;.1 ,pi2,pi3 ,pi4 ,pi5 , sigl ,sig2; sig3 ,sig4,sig5 ,sig6,sig7 , sig8 , sig9 , taul , tau1? , t.au3 , tau4 , • 
, tau6.,.tau7 tau8.,.tau9 ,.t8u1r).,.taul 1 „taut 2, taul 3 tau1 .4 , al 1..,a31 	a7.1-,a32 ,u52.,a72.,-a73., 
bl 1 ,b31 ,b51 ,b71 ,b52 ,b72 	•, A31 ,A51 ,A71 ,A33 ,A53 ,B22 ,I342 ,344 , B62 , Crif!,C20 ,C40 ,C22 ,C42, 
	
,C4.4 ,D11. ,D31 ,D51_,D71 ,D3.3:,D53 ,x ,y 	,C6fi ,x(11 .,:c(12 ,xc13 ,P3.,Const,P1sqbr ,P2sqbr ,a2(), 
.a22 , (MO , :142 ,a44 , afifft , a62 ,a8r,,bb11 ,bb31 ,bb33 ,bb51 bb53 ,bb71 
aper_t [ apno] ., angles CT.: agno1,.f.r oq.s [..1...: frcq no } roc off 
comment CBS:; 	arra xsh -ift[l :2,1 :shif no] 	, 1.ov!'x it :2,1 :npno ,1 :angno1 , 
optxd LI :2,1:5 ,1.:5 	:5.1, -..,coptvar[1 :5 ,1.:51,V1:1 :2,1 :apno,1 :angno,1 :.freqno,1 :shifnol , 
WIRD ,:apno,1 :angno , 1 : lino] ; 
,L3., out ,- fini•sh; 	. 
rua nr.o.c 	 eal....s., a 	nt 	j; PP/ • 
begin Z :: : 5 ( ) * S/a ;• 	:.77 trOr7+10".5) 	 • •• 
. p<f) thon print 1 ineprinter * TQO LOW A SPATIAL FREQDENCY 	scaled (4) . , z ., 
7.5. SHOULD BE GREATER THAN ? ' 0.04 *apert [up 1/(e *1 ambrl a) ,$$1??; 
- if p1.....then 	 ;._...end; 	x =tnhl [ idiv2 
tabl 	, jd i v2 ,p+11; • El 	(x+ (y7-x)*(7.-p))*at(i+2) ; 
	 end EiLinterpol tion.i 
kof ix ($s4??) ; 	s cal ed (5) ; digits(2) .; 1 insprinter; .. 	 reader (2); 
. clear (ABCO) ; clear (TAB) ; 
	comMont Progzam PLA, w_ithhaye computed the ObarT_coefficients and used these in P5A to 
determine the spot diagram quantities-,P5A Will. also have determined the pupil- periphery, 
	 _p_nr•rarl.. Pa& wil1 use those c(ie ff cents to obtain the W-coeff i clients by . transformation 	 
and then the relations of O.A.C. VII ((3.5) , (6,6) and (6,7) to obtain the deformation 
	 cuefficien..ts.„.. llsing. (3..4). these are  then . converted to retardation coefficients. 	. 
The following program uses the retardation coefficients and F-number provided . 
	by P8k in the iWCO. iiQ . to dotarmincl_ tho wt; 0 0000000 difforonc. function varianco,_ This 
j s evaluated for. a...prescri.bod set .or....aportures for a set of field..anglos. 
}roquoncios and image planes specified through reader two input. 	Tho optimum image 
min.imizatio.n. of. . this v.ariance ...is also _calculated for prescribed .aperture ,  
fiold angle and frequency. ; 
_ . 
codo 30<9ABS> :20i; 	-. ABC0[11:=1; . -- 	 ABC° r 21 L=3 ; 
	 A -open(ABCO) ;. 	. , . 	- • ---- 
 11C0r71:::1 ; 	 .. AK.01.8.1.:= y_olurao ;.. - 	 ' 
Aix° r., 0.1:::si zotecom ; Ancor131 :addr(?s(cooff) ; 	. 	in40fABCO)  
' code 30<9BIJ>:20i4_ . 	TAB[1.1.:=1.4._ _TABT.21=34 -•  . 	_ 
B n 	
. 	 ' -- 
TA i :=-1 ; TARro :=volunio ; 	open (TAB) ; . . 
__TAB [1 !1.1..;=...1;.i•zo (. table) ; ...___. TAB [13. 1 :=. addross , ( tabl o)...; .._.. : _ ._ . ._......intifi (TAB) ; 	• 
for i:=1 s ton-.J..  1 until apno do aport( il:=oddbi tsr4O+i I ; 	vbk:zzoddbits[35]; -- . 	-- 	 — - . 
Fno;=oddbits[36]; 	.e:=oddbits[3_41; 	.. 	cons.t.:= G.. 2831 52.*3...1.4.1.592 V.Clambda.t.lambda)_;---- 
.. clear (V) ; 	cloar (uppx) ; 	. 	-cl oar (lowx) ; clear (optxd) ; 	. 	. 
-1, , 2. do for ap :=1._s top...I...until ..opno._ do for .ang:7-1: slim' 1 tin til...angno..do. - 	 — — -_- 
begin uopx[i , ap , angl :=oddhl. ts [481 ; 	lowx[i ,ap ,angl ;:-.oddbits [47] end . . 	 . 
- 	forfrc.m . :. =1 . stepA. until fr(gino do - 
	
----- 	 • _ . 
. • begin if ng(4) then read freqslfroq] elso frogs [frog) :=oddbits(16+freq] end; 	- - 
•
--
for ang ;7_1 strm 1 until ango ..nnalmilang.]_:.;-,0.d.dbits [E+ ang1; - 
if -ng( 2) then for ap;=1 stop 1 until apno do for ang :=1 stop 1 until angno do -._ 	_	 — -- 
doread _ lowx Li. , ap b ang] ,uppx.ri , ap ,ang],;. 	... .. 
for ap:=1 s tap 1 until apno do 
U.N... •■••••■•■■ 
begin AP :=apor.t [up ].;_ 
for freq :=1 step 1 until frogno do 
i- 11_13 ni.fr_cla[trist]*f.J..5.*Olaribda;_. 
— if spf>AP then 	to Li ; 
s4 	_136=s4*s2;_ L :=s64, s2;.. 
spf*spf; 
11•■■■•••• 
for ang:=1 sto2 1 until angno do 
bnian VV.:.;:anglosrang.1;_. . 	hk.:-..almblcAtan(V.V.*0„01745329) 
• - 
Al' :=pp* (1 • (j-0.5 (AP*AP+hk*hk) /(e*e) ) ; 
if 5 p >AP___th 11... gat o 
AP4:=AP2*AP2; AP6 :=A1'4*A132;. 
. 	• 
 
all arctos ( Opf/AP) ; . 
Er)(.:=0.5*AP*(al 1 *AP-spf *sin(al 1)); 
, ,spf ,AP) ; 	E22 :=Eij (2 ,2 , apf ,AP) 
j (4 ,(j,spf ,AP) ; 	E42:=Eij(4 ,2 ,spf ,AP) ; 
17,44:=Ei j(4,4 ,spf,AP) - ; 	EGO:=Eij(G,(),spf ,AP) ; 	• 
EG2 :=Eij(C) , ,spf , AP) ; ,AP) ; 	. 
- EGG 	j (6 ,6 ,:;pf ,AP) ; 	:=17i1 (8 , ft ) spf ,AP) ; • . . 
• E112 	j (8 , 2 , 	,AP) ; 	E84:=Eij(8 ,4,spf ,AP) ; • 
_ 
Ef;(1::=r,:kj(R ,li , upf , AP) ; 	E6f.1:=Ei,j(8,8 , spr ,AP) ; 
1:1 1 ,(1:=Eij(11; ,(J ,spf ,AP) ; E1 02 :=Ei j (1 ii ,2 ,spf ,AP) -; ' - . ------ ----- - 
. 	 El (i4 :=Eij(I(i,4 ,spf. ,AP); El 06:=Eij(1 (,,6 opf ,AP) ; 
El 20 :=Eij (1 2 ,(), silt ,AP) ; El 22 :=Eij(1 2,2 , slit ;AP) ;... --- . • - 
. 	 , 	El 24 :=Eij(12,4 ,spf ,AP) ; -El 4():=Eij(14 ,(),spf ,AP) ; 	_ 	.... 
E142:=Eij(14 ,2,spf ,AP); 	. 
112:::111:*hk; 	114 ::: h2*h2. ; 	h(i :=h4*112; 	 • 
if tint ng. (17) then acl jus t (: , hk opor trap1,e ,--ccn;ff)- ;"-- ...... - 	
. 
-_ --- 	---- 
pil :=cooff Ell ;• 	 p:12:=cooff'[2]; 	 p13 :=coeff r3i ; 
p14 :=coof I [41; p15 :=cooff [51 ; 
;i1:1 :=cooff I:61 ; 	. : 	' s1g2 :::coof .f [71;.. 	si g3 :=:Coolf (8 -.1 ; 
sig4 :=coef f [91 ; • sig5 :=coolf1.10 .1; . sig6 :=cooff [11 1; 
si.g7 :=cooff1:1 21 ; 	sig8 := cool f [13 1; 	sigf):=cooff [1,4 ] ; 
tau] :=cocf f ri5.1 ; tau2:.coeff 11 G]; tau3 :=cooff tvi i ; 
tau4 :=cooff [181;. 	t..5:,e0off[19] ; ta.6:-....ff[201 ; 
tau7 :=coof f [ 21 1; . tau8 :=coof f [221 ; 	tau9 :=coeff r 23 1 ; 
• tator):=.0ef f [24]; . 	'UAW 1 ::-- cooff [2.51 ; . : 	taul2 :=cooff [ 2 61 ; . 
	
. . 
taul 3 :=coo f f [271; 	, 	tau14 :=cooff [28 1 ; 
all :-=pi.3 *h2+sig6*h4+ taul (0116; 	 • 
• a31 :=pi1+sig3*112+tau8*h4 ; 	 a32 :=pi4+sig8*h2+tau13*h4 ; 
a51 : -.7si•gl+tau3*112; 	 a52 := sig4+ taufl*h2 ; 
n71 := taul ; a72 := tau4 ; a73 := taul ; 
•bl 1 :=p 5*112+ s I g9 l'h4+ trtul 	; 
1/31 :=pi2+sip,- 5 1,112+ tau9*h4; b51 := sig2+ tau5 *112 ; 
1)52 s g7+ taul 2*h 2; 	1)71 :=tau2.; b72:=tau7 ; 
.A11-:=a11+2*a31*s2+3*a51 *s4+4 *071 *56; 
A31 :=2*a31+(i*E151 *s2+1 2*.a714o4+1.1.52*h2+2*a7 2*-h2*s2; 
A51 :=2*n72.*1124-3*a51+1 2*a71 *52; 	A71 t=4*a71 ; • 
A33 :=1 6*a71*s4-(a52*112+2*Ii72*112*s2-4*a51*s2) . ; 
A53 :=-2* (a72*112-8 *a71 *52) ; 
	 1322 :=(/31+2 11.51*s2+3*b71*s4)*Ilk; 
1342 := (2*b51+b72*h2+(i*b71 *s 2) *hk ; 
13(32 :=3*hk*b7 ; 	 1344 (4"b71 *s2-b72*h2) *hk; 
COr':= (1/11+b31 *s2+1/51 *134+1/71 *s6+b52*112*s2+b72*h2*s4) *Ilk; 
C2() := (1/31+2*1151 *s 2+3 *1)71 *s4) *hk ; 
C40 := (1/51+3 *h71 *s2) *hk ; 	 C6():=b71*hk; 
C22 (2*b31 M51 *52+1 87l *s4+3*1352*112+9 *b72*h2*s 2) *hk; 
C42 (4*b5•1+24 *1)71 *s2+3 h72 *h2) *hk ; 
C(;2 :::64b71 *Ilk; 	 C44 	(t_■ *1/71 . ”'s2+2*1)72*h2) *111c ; 
1)11 	(al 14-2 *a31 *s2+3 *n51 *1;4+4*a71 *s6+:132*h2+2 *a52*112*82+3 *a72*h2*s4 
+2 ¼73  *114*s2) 't 2 ; 
D31 := (2*a31+6' .‘a.51 *s2+1 2*a71 *s4+a52*112+4 *a72*112*s2) *2; 
-4- 
(3 *a51+12 ka71 *s2+a72*11.2) *2 ; 
1)71 :=8 ,n71; 
D3:1:-2*(4*a51 x22+16*a71_ 4 :34+a52 *112+ 6*a72*h2 4 s2+2 *a73 *h4) ; 
D53 ::-- 2*(16*a71 4s2+a72*h2) ; 
• 
frocp.:1 thou 
; 
a44 :=n73 *114 ; a 60 := a51 ; 	a62:=a72*h2; n8ri:=a71 ; 
• IAA 	bl 1 ; 	bb31 :=b31 ; 	bb33 ;=b52*112.,;. 
bb51 :=b51 ; 	bb53 :=b724.h2; bb71 :=b71 ; 
Onc. f.r 
shif 	s toil 1 until. oh.1.1 no do --- 
- bog in conunont segment: ; 	- real. dutn1 ; 
_ 	 ,ang1+.(upirr[l op „a ng17.-1owx.[1., ap.ong]) *sly; f/.shifr.r.... 
xd2:=Lowx[2,"ap,nng)+ (uppx[2,ap,angj-lowx[2,ap,ang])*.shif/shifno; 
. 	t,51.47. ]+ (ouldb.11..rk [4.8.)7od4b its (471) .*.sbi.f/s.hi f no.; 
All :=Al1+r!.5*:;(11/(o*o) ; 	 D11 :=D11+xc12/(o*o.) 
	 V[1 , 	,ang , frog shi f :7_716*s2/Efir)*(A11....A1 1 *E22 
+2*A11*(A31 - *E42+A71*E82)+ (A31 *A31+2*A114A51 ) *F.62 	 • 
• .+(A51..*A.5.14-2*A31 *A71). *17,102+2*1(A31.*A51.*E82+A5.1.*A71 *El 22)-071 
+2*A33 ( Al 1 *IA 4+A31*E64+A51*E84+A.71*E1 04) +2*A53 * ( Ill *E64 
+A31 *EZ14+A51 	f,4+A71 *E124) +2*A53 *A33.*.E.6+A53..*.A53 *El 9 6. 	. 
. • • +A33*A33 *E(36+1322*1322*(E42 -E44)+2*B22*1342 ,qE62 -F.64)+642 *1342*(E82 -E84) 
+2*1142*11C2.* CE102 -E.1011±1362*1362* (O 22-El 241+ 2*B22*1341 *E64 -:r.66) + 
•2*11.12*B44* (1 ,'.;";4 4:S()+2*1162*B44* (E1 (,4 -El (i6)+1344*1344 .^ , (17.41(-EHS) ) ; • 
PJ ;(.)V F.( ,(...1c2(0:17.2(H- C1 f , 4140+C60*FG(H..C.:?.2 .41,22447;42*E.'42+C.62*IG2+C.441).:: 44  
V r2, ap , ang 	f 1 :=4*1;2/Efir.*(--P3*1)3/"Eriri+Cori*Crirl*Fori+C2ri*C 20* P 41(1 +c,40* c .vi cEso 
• . 	. 
+2*Crir *(C2J)*F2.1)+CII (0E4 ri+C6f) *E60-4-C22*E22-1-C42*E42+C.62 '1 ,E62+C.41 *E44) 
• Eno±cerP ,E.Tii:C.22',E42.±.C42*F.Qatcc.?:T 8 ?+c, .-1.1::TS3.0.1:.?.:T.19..," 
(CC(017.1 (0.+C22*E024-(7.42*F82+C32 *El (i2+C.44*ES4)-4-2*Cr , *(C22.*E82-:-C42'i•E - 1 (12 
+CG2122-i-.C 1.1/1."111.14.).-.172:!`c.-1q.c4.(34±C(3 22E£34.:±C.4 4. 4..EG..G.)_±..?!'c42 'Cf.,2 . *7:1 
• +C44*E86)+2*C62*644*E106+P11 *D11 *E22+1)31 *D31 *E62+T.)51 *D51 '4 E102+D71 *D71*T142 
6.0.+ 072 3 *P53 *Ii (16+2*P1.1..*  (P11.1'17.42+1)51 
+1)53*E641 )-r2q)31 * (D51 4E82+1)71 *E1(,2+D33*E64+D53*E81)-1-2*D51*. 0)71*E122 	• 
-1-1)33 	(t4,)+.2*1)1.1 *_(P33*E1ji4+r)5::', 
frocii:0: ,12;11t.ihr:i i.. 1.0a2ri+r) 	tx(13/(0*0.) 
•
; 	
. 
• 
f or 
f•watImm 
.__ 	• *A71 *E142 
P2- t1br :=112:•i'AP2* ( bb 1 -1 •'1 . bbl 114+ bbl •1 ., bb3.1./3 - 4 AP 2+ (bb3 	I1:3 1 + lib 1 	b51 ) 
• 4- (bbl 1 .i'bii71+bb31 bb51 ) *A1 3 6/5+ (131)51 *bbji 4-2*1)1)31 *1;b71 ) * ,\P4 •AP4 /12 
+bb51 *1)1)71 ./7 *APG *AP4+b1)7,1_*bb71 /1 G*APG*APG+bbl 1 *1)1)33/4*. AP2. 	, • , 
+3 * (bbi 1 *1)1)53+1)b31 *1)1)33) /1 VAP4+3 * (1)1)31 *bb53+ b b5 1 *bb33) /20 l'AP 
+ (1)b51 *1)1)53+1)1)71 *1)b33 .) /8 *A1)4 *AP4+3 *bb71 .‘y1)1253 /28 ,A1),5> .*AP4 	• 
''1)1,33*b1)33 /6 ,1 P4+bb33 *bb53 /8 *APG+5 *bb53 *bb53 " AP4*AP4 /9G) ; 
P1 utjbr :=A1)4 ( 	20/12+ a 2fi*a4r)*A1 .)2/6+. (_4*a_f. lri *a.40/45+3 *.a..2() .*3 6ii./.2;r) rAp4 ...... 
+ (2*a2ri *of> 0/15+ a4f)*a(i1)/(i) *AP G+ (9 *aGfi *.a60/112+1 G*n 	8(1/1 (t5) *AP.:1*.41) 4 
*a6()*n8(//2()*APG*A1)4+16*a8()*.n8Q/22..5A1),G±A1)0+.:120*a22/12 	• 
+(n2ri*a42+a2P*a4(i) /1 2 *AP2+ (3 *a2(/*a62/40+4 *a€10*a42/45+3 *a6()*a 22/4(J) *4p4 
+ (a(Ifi*a62/1 . 2+aGrl*a42/12+n80*a22/15>:*A1 1 6+ (9.*n6(0.a62/112+8*a8(s*:142/1(;5)*: 
AP4 *A1'4+3 *ati ,, a62/4()*AP6*A1 14+a 22 *a22/1 G+ (a.2(,*a.l4+5 "u22 042 /3) /1 G*AP2 
• 417 *a42*a42/3 Grs+7 22*a62/8 ri+ a4()*a.44/15) *AP4+ (a ,1)*i.-162/12 
+aErPra44 /16) *AP6+ (17 *aG2*a62/448+2*a8(i*a44/35) *A1 1,1*'AP4+3* 
. ._42?*a44/32.*AP2+a42.444/12.*.A.P4+7.*J1(K ,?.4 444/96*.APG+3 /1 28*a. 44 1.1,44*AP4 AP4 ; 
VAR rap ,ang , 	f :=P1 scibr+P2sql)r ; 
n2f1:=a20-0 ,5*k13/(e*u) ; 
encl freci=1 ; 	D11 :=D11 -xcl2/(o*e) ; -- 
	  All :=A1,1 -0,5012(9*e); 
if frocr1 then xoptvar [an, cing] 	c)*(2,*a20+a22+.(2*a40+a42+ (, ,75*a44) *AP2 ••••••■•■•••• 	• 
± (1 .8 *aG(,+() .9*aG2) *AP4+1 6 *a80*AP G) ; • 	• 
optxd [1 tap. , ng , fro.q.] r2*o*e/E22 * (Al 1*E22+A31 *E42+A51*E62+A71 *E82+A33 *E44+A53,*EG4), ; 
op txd.r. 2 , ap ,nng, freqi := -e*o/E22 * (D11 *E22+D31 *E42+1)51 *E62+D71 *E82+D33 *E44+D53 *ECM) ; 
- if not 	ng(17) then nd just(1_,,b1c aport[opl 6 coeft) • 	AP : =npor t ta.p. 1 ; • • 
end nnglo loop; .. . 
ond frecnoncy l.ppp• 
end aperture loom. 
for op7...71_,stop 1 untilepeo do 
begin top of form; 	, Brint SAPERTURE• ?opert[np],01??; • 
	a int 	XDl SAGITTAL 	TANGENT TAI41??; 
for ang:=1 stop 1 until angno do 
begin print ..'41 -6ANGLE ?,..-Ti;g1.6 , [nnol $$1 99 . -- 	A- . for shif:=1 Eton 1 until shifno do 
1•■••••• ••■•• begin. for i:71 2 do. 
• begin ifi=2 then 
burin . j1=11pimtpr;_for_p_.:Fl_tc)n 1 until. G. 3. 7.7j_ do pri n t_SS_s?? • encl 
print profiX -(T ?) ,f roopoint (5) ,ldwx[linp,ang]i-(uPPxi,aP4ang] 
, np ,gxng])*shi /shif no;, 	 . . • ._. 
for froq:71 stop 1 until fregno do print profix(M0?), 
sc .:11040> 0.„0 -1,r [i..„4piling,,freq , shif l*const • 
end sh ; 
•■••••••••• 
   
	 nd i 	 print $511"?. , 
end shtf; 	print $$171 ; 
   
      
ond ang; 
ond frocu_ 
top of form; 	froopoint(5);  
	 $$s25?* * * FUNCTIONS S1 nnd S2 * * -* $11??; 
1702 ap:=1 step 1 until apno do -- 
begin if ap>1 than top. of form;_ . _print $APERIURE 	?OPPrt[aP1.1.$' __YU° ZiOtP *0/PPPr.trnPl; 
' for nng:=1 stop 1 until angno- do 
begin print $$13?ANGLE '?,anglosrang]; ._ 
ma. print $81s2.4?):DASIMs4?FREQ$a7?Sl$s7?32'; 
AP:=aportrnol; 	hk:=tan(anglostang1*(..01745320.3 
AP:=AP*(1- (( 1.75*AP*AP-0.5*hk*hk)/(0*())); 
for shif:=1 stEE 1 until shifno do 
   
begin if shif>0 than Erint $$1??; 
aint Ws20",oddbits(471-1-(oddbits[481-oddbits(471)*shif/shifno; 
for frcq:=1 stoE 1 until fregno do 
begin if freq>1 than Eyint 	 _ 
all::t1-V(1,ap,ang,freq,shif]*const; 
a20:=1-v(2,ap,ang,frerhshifl*const; 
n31:=a11*a20; 	spf:=0.5*e*freqs(frocil*lambdn; 
print frogs[frvql,sign(a31)*scirt(abs(n31))011-1120; 
end frog; 
end shi -P• 
 
   
• •- ■ ..... 
    
    
ond ang; 
ond ap; 	. 
top of form; 	• 
for ap..:=1 otEE.1 until apno do 
122Eia if ap=1 then ' 
hniin top of formL_Erint SOPTIMUM IMAGE PLANES VARIOUS ANGLES ACROSS 
APERTURE SETS DOWNWARDSS1'3? end 
olsn print $$111??; 
print $FREQUENCY SAGITTAL BEST PLANES $l° 	TANGENTIAL BEST PLANES?; 
	for froq:=1 staa 1 until frogno do 
begin print scaled(3),$$1??- ,prefix($?),frogs[freq]; 
----- for i:=1,2 do 
Erint d:$ss??; for ang:=1 , 2I2R 1 until angno do 
Erint profix(r, 0 ) senlod(J) optxdri ap ang freql ond --end frog; 
ond m_ • a  
print $S157F111CTIONAL SPA7TAL FREQUENCIES USED$100; 
forinp17:12pUntil. apno do 
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. 
1 
29-11774; 	 • 
begin integer :I.,j,m,n,angno,apno,frogno,shifno,volumo,NMESH; 	 integer eau ODDS,ABC0[1:151; 
comment CRS.:nrrav oddbits[1:2001; array cooff[1:ool; 
procoduro  chain(progrnm); value program; integer program; 
cnmmont calls F.; enters a program dumped on disk by AFDUMP. Program 
is the program namo in rappacked form; 
code 20 9 	: 	461, 
: 	26 78AG. 40 
72 256 : 30 <4•21> 
-72 6659 : 30 <747> 
20 11, : 75 6656 
.32 11, : 	45 4, 
26 7913 : 30 program 
50 24 	: 72 6657 
54 12 	: 72 0657 
54 12 	: 72 6657 
44 81 66 : on 0 
, (JO r.; 
commont end of chain; 
.ALC01101:=si:..e(cooff); 	 . ABC0[131:=address(cooff); . 	• 	in40(ABC0); 	. 
OPDS(10)::=size(oddbits); • • ODD31131:=address(nddbita)i in40(0bDS);_ • 
ang110:=ontier(oddhits[51+0.1); 	. npno:=entiorloddbits[4(,1+0.1); 
frogno:=entior(oddhitsr161+0.1); 	NMESH:=ontior(oddbits[231+1).1); 
shifno:=ontinr(oddbits[4(311-0.1); 
if ng(3) then road render(2),apno,angno,shifno; 
• if angnw!'apnwqrocino*(shifno+1)>20(in then' shifno:=20( 4) div (apno*angno*fregno)-li_ . 	. _ 
-begin real w 20 ,w 1 1,w40,w3 1,w22,w60,w51,w42,w33 .,w80,w71,w62,w53,w44,uppx,Iowx,intx,xd,low,upp,dolz, 
dely,n,b,real,imag,mod,phi,sumr,sumi,x,y,z,A,B,C,D,spf-o .p t,Fne l lambda Le i vbkihkj.h2 1 44.1b3jh6,___ 
. 	AP,V,arg,ec,int; 
comment CBS:;array REAL,IMAG,MOD;PHASEr1:2,1:apno,1:nnvo,0:shifno . ,1:frrainol,xshift[1:2,1:apno, 
• • 1 .:angno,6:shifnol,TH[1:apno,1:frogno],nport[1:apnol,anglos[1:ringno],freqs[1:frecino]; 
	 intp,;or ap .,ang,froci,shif; 
twitch L:=jump; 
c7.ear(ODDS); 	 cloar(A8C0); 	clenr(oddbits); 
volumo:=if ng(18) then 19 olso 8. 
code 30<90DDS> : 20 i; — . 	 ODDS01:=i; 
endo 30<9MIS> : 20 i; 	ABCOF11:=i- t._  TER2TT;ODDSC21:=3; 	AlIC0171: .-- 01W4:71:=1; 
MsCOE81:=ODDS(81::::vo1ume; opon(ABC0); . 	 opon(ODPS); 
	Ef_n1_p2coclur_q_1(.12,-,y 
3.7a7.t1e x,y ,s,t; 	real 
2.,y..t.;.. 
. yt. :::y+t; • 	y2 :=yt*yt; 	. sq :=:x. s *xs+ y2 ; 
(f_w80 * s 	ci.+3140L)_*.r, 	q....+  
• + ( (w62*sq+wq.2)*sci+w)*y2 + (w53 *sq+w:43) *y247 t+ w44*y2*y2 
en IV • 	 -•"* 1 
real...procedure...1:17.<x_, 	.... _ value..x 	 _x 	 _ 	• 
0 	
_ . 	 --- 
. begin real  gl ,g2 , g3 ,g4,g5 ,g6 , g7 ,giS ,x2, 	, 81111; 	t o r i ; 	• 
_ 	 _X 	: 	s ••=xs.; . 	• ;. • 
gl :=( (w71 *x2+w51) *x24-w31) 'P .:: 2 
3 
ga • ( (4 
	
= (W71 *3 *.x2+w53+2...:r.'w51 ) *x2+w33+w31 ; 	• 5 	_ 	 g4 	(wZifJ 	2+.2.4AVG 2+3 t W6( 1.).?::2i-W44-1-.W 412i- 	1,; 	 • 6 . 	g5 :=3*w71*x2+1751+w53 . ; • 7 
a 	 gG.:;-.--..4..x2*warj+N./60+wG2 ;- 	g8 : •=w8r); 	. 	- g7 :=w71 ; 9 Wy 	( (.8,1121g8.2y -E.7.:_filtg.7_) ".y +6...0 tg6.).2ify+5...0.*g5):*y+.4.:(,*g4.)_*.y+3.112?g3 ).2ty+ 	 • 0. 	 2 . (i*g2) *y+gl ; 
1 .y 	; 
2 • end procedure; 
• • 
4 	 real. Procedure 11:c 	,y , s , t) ; 	• 	value x ,y ,s,t; 	real x,y-,ii,t; 
5 ------__- 1egin_real_11.2_,114..,.h6_,118_, y.2 ..in tcger, 
6 Y:=Y71- t; 	 •371 :=Y 2 *Y 2 ; 7 	 h8 .7.1mo ; 	_he; ;7.:4 	 wG0; 	. 	 .•• 
8 h4:=G *W8f) *3'4-1.3 •  fl *w71*y2 *y+(w62+3 • ri*w(0)*y2+w51*y+w40; . 
9 	 *v7 .V4y4 	( P....ii*w(i2+3.. *wG(1) *y 1:4.. (w.5.3..+.2 .0.!1` 1151 ) *.y *y.• 
(w42+2.0*w4(,) *y2+w31*y+w20; . 
	 ;,;•2;::::<*x; 
2 • 1;:c 	( ( (8 • (0118 "y2+6 	*110 	( I 4 11 ,1 ) 	. (0117) 	; 	x:r:x -s; 	y :=y - t; 	• 
3 nfl . x • 
5 	 • _p_rocedvro _n im dj.t. (forwar_fl.,11.,•rho, 	value. f orwarcl.,, , rho, o; 	h rho, el.. 
6 integer forward; 	. errny c;. 
7 	 rgji 6mirlon t Thi5i._..nroszp(1.!ire...modif 	 tion 	iDn.t.g....to_.;11,1 ow_ex prrtm.:1 on 
ta 	ti on function in torrno of coordinates (y ,',•%) with origin shifted by 0.375/(Fee*Fno) Thi s 
9 fl l L f .t correepond*.. to tha t _need 	( ac.eord rig to a third., order... lipp.roxima.t.ion.. to.. ymrt x) ..to. app cox mo to . 
0 	 the pupil on the reference sphere by a circle (or ell i pse) . Also the inodi lion t ions ronui.red to . 
1 
2 
3 
. roduco thi: pupil • to .rt cireTh :ire inoorp ,rete , 1 into the coefficient exprespions, De lr tls 	. . 	. 
. of the approxima flow; are giwal in .chnpter tin- cic: of my thosi 9, The parameter • forwnrd io - i, for • tht, 
	 adjus tment to . talcci .. 1. ‘1,.,-.0 , and. :.. i.s ._ .1 ... i.l ....tho ... o:'..i gin.a .l. valuna_of _ filo_ cooff .ici. en ts,...ar . ,..... te. , iJo ...ra s tot:o .(1. •. 	..• • ••••••• , 	 . .,,,... , 
rho is • the rndius of the paraxial: exit pupil, . and c is the army centninina the -or i ginn1 coof N ci eits. . 	 . 
ar ,..nv Storer! :28 1; . , - 	 intem r i , j; 	 ronl a02,a3,n4,a5,a6,a7; 	switch 1.,:rjump; ---- 
1.5 4 rho', rho/(e*e) ; 	a2. :=a 4 . ; 	u 3 :-..- n2 , a; 	:0:7.13 Pk ; 	a5 :z.-ail*a , •	afi := a 5 ,I a ; 	a7 :: - n r. , :.; _ 
if forward=N thon 
begin for i :=1 step 1 -0' 1-. -.1 7 `.',`; do " 	 1 end 
else • 
••■•••••••••■•■• 
hogin for i :=1 sten 1 until 28 do c[i] 	 cioto jump end; 
c !'•8 	 [28 1 	:28 1 .4-2'n*(c.1: 2 7 	r2.4 1)+;1 7a2*(7:172fili-e1:23 1)-Fel*a3*(c[25 1-:;c[221-1-e[201) 
• +5 4,a4*(cr211+crIn1)-1-615.'•(c r1r,1+cr.17 1)+TAda6"cr1 14:8*EC7*cf.1 51 
 
--(J.9*c[1.11; 	. 
, [27 1 :c C 	1+2*ti.*c1:2 , i 1•+.n2 '(.0*cr25 14•5 0, c(22 1+4 1'c r201)+113* ( 9*c[21 1+8*c[1 9 1) 
+n ,1*(13''r:118 1+12 tor17 1)+18'!`rlf."0"c[l 61-1-24*a(i*or1 51 	. 
-1.8*(cf13 1-4-cf.11  1)+0.81*(et:31+c[41);• 	• 
c[261 := c r 281+4 *a 1: 25 1+2.*a*c [2214- a2* 	r 21 1+4*c ri 91)+4*Ii3.4(3.*cr., 81+2.*cr1 71) 
• . +20*a4*er.-1 61+....:12.a5*cri 51-2. 7 *e ri 21-1-r) .81 *c [21 . ; . 
(1[25 	[25 	 1+4*a2 4•Cr18 1-1-8 - '"a3'ie [1 ("; 1+11.3*nel*c [1 51+3 ,24'Ker1 1.; 
• e[24 :=cr24 141001" 231 2-cc r 221+7 *„ r2(0)_:. a:34, (e[ 	91)-1-a4'•(2*cfl 81+3 *on 7 1) 
+3 *a5 	ri ii -.1+4*aci*c ri.51 ; 
cr23 	 (c.r.:373.1+2*cr.2(11)-4-3*a2.“(j2.114 	[1 91)+4 1(h3.*(2*c [181+3 *c r171) . . 	 . 	 ........,. 	. 
+15*flel*c r 61+24 *a5 	51-(1. 9*C [1 01; • 
:::c[2214-n* (3 *e[ 21 	 61+48*Ev4*c ri 5] 
•7-1'.8*(2*cr811-cr91)+, .(32*(:11 1 ; . . 
:,cr.201-1.roci1 1i.a2*(cr1 81+3 *cti 71)+3*(13*en 61+ n , a4:keri 51; 
cr.1n1::..cri914:flon*(cri 8:14.304c 	71)44)1, 82N:1:1 o1.;.24 ,4qt3 ,kc 11 51 -0.9*cr71 ; 
0'181 :er 18 1i-fi*a*c11C1+24:kn2*e[15 1-5.4'kcf 61 ; 
0[17 1:=c117 1+;Ocr11;11- ,1*a2e1:15]; . 
 
er2 • 
 
 
. 	 _ 	. 
(A:1 671:=c [1611-8 *a*ci. 1 51 
c[14]:=C[1414-2 *a*(Cr1 1 li- Cr.131)+3 a7*(C [1 (,li-Cr121)-1 - 4 * Cr81+C [91)+5*a4*C[71 
*C. [61-0. fl*c 	1; 	 .......__ 
crl 3 1:= . c [13 11-8(3*c[12 1-1=2*e11iJD-Fa2*(5' .for.91+4*cf8 1)+8*e3*c17 1+1 2 1'114*c re, -1 .8 *(c[3 (=[4]) ; 
nr121 :=e1. 1211-2.*n*cr91+4"ka2'ker7 .11-8*n3*cri;1-1 .8 'Pe r 21; 
cr.111:=er1111 :Oen (.1-;-a2*(0[11]+2 -ker8 ])+2*a3 vc: 1'71+3 ka4*c [61 ; 	• 
01:=ctlf)1+2 410(cr9 1+2*e(8 1)+(.3*;i2vcr7 14-17*el*c1(31-0,9*cf2]; 
c[91:7 c[91+4*a*cf7 11-12.Yn2'‘o(61-3.C*cfl '1; 
• 	C' 	  c[8:1::-.cp..c.kri:kcr714.34, a2 ,0craij 
 
cr.51:::-..cr51+2*a.4(cr31-fer41)-1-3*:12tcr21+il*n3*(0711 ; 
	c r_e_1_3:=c [41+2*a 0 [2.1+ ,1*a2*c ILI 1; 
cr:31:=c1- 31+al'er.211-2*n2*c[l 1; 
[21+4 -kaAc L11; 
-jump: 
end adjust; 
• 
______________ real_proceduro Arg .(,y); . — 	 vain() xy; 	real. .-.•:,y; . 	 
Arg:= if x>em then arc.tan(y/x) oleo if abs(.3 , )>0.0 then sign(y)*1.57079633 • — — 	 --- 
• • 	 " 
-arctan(x/y) olso 3.141 5G38; 
comment result in range -pi 	 +pi; 
1.:Ineprinter; • 	• sealod(5); 	prof ix(Ss4 ??); 	 ts. (. 2) ; 	• 
	 eq:7:0dribits1341.;_ 	vb1::=oddhi.tsr351; 	Fno:=orldbitsr361 .; . 	lambda:=oddbiter.221; 
•uppx:=:oddbits[481; low): :-,,o(1,113i te[m]; 
shi fno.-.0 then (yi also (u_pp:x--1 owxVshifno) .;_. 	arg.:!±6.2015271ambdaL . 
. for m:=1 )  2 do for ap:=1 stop 1 until apno do for ang:=1 • sten 1 uatil angno do  — 	 —1.--. for shi.f.:7.0 , .ston.1 until shifno do xshiftrm,ap,ang,shifi:=1.ow3:+intx*shif;. 
•----- - 
-- 
for i:=1 _step I Li n.tiil apno do aportriTh=oddbits[40+i1; 
. ....fur i::-._1 stop 1_. until angno do anglasr11::::oddbi ter5+ii; • ...,--   
for i:=1 stop 1 until • frogno do .freestil:=oddbiter1G+il; . 
— • 	 _ 	i'' ng(3) then 	• 	. 	 . 
-- 	.-- • • begin for i.::-.:1 stop 1 until arm° do read reader(2),aport[il; 	 . —__— 	—_. . _—. 	_._ 
. 	 for.....i.:=1... - eton 1 .. unt.il. angno do road•reader(2),angleel:0; ...  
fur m:=1 ;2 do for rip:=1 sten 1 until npno do for ang:=1 ten 1 until angno do ........ 
for....s.hi.f.:.Firj_...se.n_l_..until....shifnp_clo ...read  
and ng(3);.. 	 . 	 • --- 
• ,- 
cl oar (REAL) ; 	- • 	cloar(11tAG); 	 clear 	
. 
(MOD); 	 cloar(PHASF.); 
stop L until apno do 	• 
begin AP:=apert[ap]; 	 . .......-- 
for . ang:=1ston.i._until angnp._do _ __. 1 _ 	• ,,._ . _ .., . _ • , - •--- 	---- - 	 . • _ 	. 	• 	• 	. 
begin V := tan(anglesranglowbk.*0. (11745329) ; 	• 	- 	• 	a :e-e/cos(anglearangl*vbIc*().01745329); _  
.  	bk:::00*vbk*tan(V). ; 	111—tinf-Inglosring1 41) 017453")9)• • - 	. 	. 	 _ 	_... _• ........_____ 
if ng(20) then print S$1?1.MAGE HEIGHT '3 ,hlc; - 	I-12 :---.:lik•hk; 
 
. 
lin :7:..l*111c;.. . AP 	apert. rap.] . ;: 	h4:=h2*1-12 .; • 116:=h4:1d12;_ .. • 	 . 	 •...-. . .. 
adjust((,11k,AP,00,cooff); 
___AnAR*,(1.0-0 „5.* ( AP*APthIt'h10/(ee)); 
w:10 :=cooff (31 *h:knoof f 	*114+coof f 
(coeff f 512'hr cc:Jeff El 4 1*.h4+_eaeff r28i*h6)*hk;. 
w40:=cooff(111-coeff(81*h21.000ff[201*h4; 
w01:=(coeff(21-1-coeff(1aln24-coeffE2314).n1c;_ 
w22:=cooff(4124.coeff(131*h41-ectoffE271'hG; 
t(Gritooff[61-1-coeff(.171, 	w51:=Ceooff[7.1i-ceeff[19]*h2).*1*;_ 
w12 :=coof f [91*112+eoeff (221*It4; :=(cor:ff (121*1124-coeff (261 *h4) *hk; 
w71 :cooff (1 Gl*hk; 	.• _ 
wn2 :=coeff (181*h2; 	w53 coo Ef [ 211113 ; 	w44 :=cooff (251 *114. 
__ for free 	stop 1 untilrregno — 
begin f;pf :=f roc's r r-ci 1- :k r). 5 *G ,Nlambda ; 
for-shif :=ri step_ 1 until _shifna_do 
begin for m:=1 ,2 do 
begin renl imag:=0. 0; 
xd::-..:xshift[ra,ap,ang,shin; 	wn :701120+0 5*;cd/( n*e) ; 
(AP-spf) (10-8 then _ 	 . 
	
begin print V.I.:1?T00 HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY, 	FREQ 
••■■••• 
freric; [frog 1.,.$..._______APERTIME,72.,AP . 
Kota jump 
. . 	_ end spf >AP ; 	. 
delz:=:(if m=1 then AP-spf else scirt(AP*AP-spf*spf)) /NATESH; . — 
if delz<10-.9. then. 
. begin uint $i ?JUMPED OUT ,OTF EFFECTIVELY ZERO?; 
go 4;o....j146Ip__ • 
end; 
.stop ..2 until _2*ITMESILdo____ 
begin z (1-NASESII) *del z 
:=if nr.-1 then scirt (AP*AP-x*x) else sqr t (AP*AP-z*7.) -spf; 
•Anly:741/NMESH; 	int.172..D*deln. • 
low:- f m=1 then- ni-dely else -MIESI1-1 *110.0 ; 
Llpp.: ( if nt-1 then. 	se ._1,111ERI.*d 	;.. 
stunr := 	:=0 . ; 
a:;;(if_m71 thon_spf_elso_6.04 	11 := 1;Pf -P; - • 
for y:=low stall int until upp*1 .0r1 do 
(wx(z 	a , b. ) -Wx ( 7- ,y 	) *del z*arg; 
.0 	 ty 	.7-Wy(.z ,y.,. 	, :71?) ) (1,:y1 y 	r g ; 
A:r.sin(A); 	• 	D:=cesino; 
.1 f....abs.(13)...< 1077.8_ 
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• _AEZ=AP.*t1-0- (1.5!'(AP*AllIthk140/(eo)); 
w20:=cooff131'th21.cooffr111*h4i-cooffr241 3.h6; 
___________J/11.:=fcoaff(51hr;-eooff(141*h4+enciff28Ph6)*h4 
• w40:=cooffr11-1-coeffril1*121.cooff[201*b4; 
v4.11:=(cooff[21.4-coo1fflOncoeff[231n11)!h1c; — 
w22:=cooff[4]'th24-eoeffr1.31*h44-coeff[271'-'hG; 
IYGO:=qooff[Gli-couffE171n!?; 	w51:=- ( cr, off[7]+cooff[19]*h21*111:;. 
w42:=cooff[91*h2-1-coeff[22]*h4; 	wn:=(cor:ff[12]*h2i-cooff[261*h4)*hk; 
w20.-eoeff[151; 	w71:=coeff[161*hk; 
• w62:=cooff[18]*h2; 	w53:7_cooEft211*h3; 	w44:=cooff[251*h4; 
for froq:=1_LIal 1 until crogno do 
bfluin spf:=frogsrfr-q10.5*o*lambda; 
for_sh2f:=f1 stop 1 until.shifno do 
begin for m:=1,2 do 
begin ronl:=imag:=0.0; - 
xd:=Nshift[motp,ang,shif]; 	w20::=201-0.5*xd/(e*e); 
if (AP-spf)4 10-8 then 
begin print V11?T00 HIGH SPATIAL FREQUENCY, 	FREQ =?, 
fry(' fr cq 	 PERTURE.2 ,AP ,$.$.1.2.2; 
voto jump 
_ end spf>AP ; 	_ 
(if m -7.1 then AP-spf else scirt(AP*AP-spf*spf))/NMESH; 
— if delz< 0-9 then begin lrint V.11?JUMPED OUT ,OTF EFFECTIVELY ZERO?; 
goto_juv,p 
und; 	• 
_for. 	1 step .2 until 2*NNESILdo____ - 
•••••••■■• 
hogin z:=(j-NUSH)*delz; 
j<N1ESII_thon_t_olso.f71)?4spf; 
n:=if m:1 then scirt(AP*AP-x*x) else scirt(AP*AP-z*:..)-spf; --- 
doly:=n/NMESH; 
low:7 f ra=1 then- a+dolv olse --(MIES11-1)*(Tely); 
upp:=Cif 	thon a els° NMESTPdely);_ 
sumr:=sumi:=0.7,; 
m=1 _then spf_elso 0.0); 	bv=spf-a;_ . 
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for y:=low stou int until upp*1.0r1 do 
begi n 	011_(._z_,Y • a •1:, /----q-C 7L•Y-•":11 1 71-2-1 )-4.1 rC; 
B:::: 	( z ,y , a ,b) -Wx(,Y , 	I -b) ) *del z*arg; 
C: -:: (Wy 	,y , a ,b) 71 .1y(.z.,y ,rp ,-b)) * d 	y*lrg; 
A:=sin(A); D:=cosino; 
if abs (13) < 10-8_ then 	; _ 
            
            
42 
43 
            
• 
••••. 
C.1 
